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Chapter 1
Introduction
In modern day society, it is virtually impossible to maintain a successful business and to
make proper decisions without being well-informed about all relevant market and societal
developments. The tight coupling of business activities and numerical and textual data has
been an incentive for the development of complex, interconnected, and multi-disciplinary
systems, which have to deal with an exploding number of (digital) data sources and an
ever-increasing stream of information and knowledge that can be extracted. Such systems typically are based on frameworks for automated data processing procedures which
support decision making processes, and often also have a significant human-controlled
component that ensures the system’s integrity.
An important source of data is news, communicated by different media agencies
through a variety of channels. Due to the abundance of news and the information contained within, it is becoming increasingly hard to timely and accurately deduce vital
knowledge to support better informed decision making (Rampal, 1995). Given that news
is time-sensitive, especially in the context of financial markets, selecting and processing
all the relevant information in a decision-making process, is an extremely challenging
task. An omnipresent problem relates to the weakly structured nature of news, which
is presented using natural, human-understandable language, making the data limited in
the degree to which it is machine-interpretable. This problem thwarts the automation of
vital information and knowledge extraction processes – used for decision making – when
involving large amounts of data.
Of utmost importance is the extraction of knowledge on financial events, which are
phenomena captured in vocabulary pointing to specific (complex) concepts related to
money and risk – like mergers and acquisitions, stock splits, dividend announcements,
etc. – that can additionally be linked to actors, times, and places. Financial markets
are extremely sensitive to breaking news (Chan, 2003; Ikenberry and Ramnath, 2002;
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Michaely et al., 1995; Mitchell and Mulherin, 1994; Rosen, 2006). For instance, from
January through August 2013, the stock rates of Apple Inc. (AAPL:NASDAQ) showed a
difference of over 40% between the lowest (US$390.53) and highest (US$549.03) closing
price, which can largely be attributed to the effects of Apple-related financial events that
occurred during the same period. Figure 1.1 depicts stock rates (in US$) of Apple Inc.
over the course of 8 months in 2013. The stock rates are subject to rapid price swings,
which are often paired with crucial financial events. Points A through G mark a few of
these major financial events, and range from revenue announcements and acquisitions, to
lawsuits and regulations.
In January 2013, Apple Inc. announced that the Q2 revenues were below expectations
(point A), which immediately resulted in its shares to plummet by 12.4% overnight, when
prices went down from US$514.01 to US$450.50. Two months later, the company was
involved in a trial against Samsung Electronics, and lost (indicated by point B). This
news immediately drove Apple’s stocks down. After the stock rates showed the first signs
of recovery, news on EU and Chinese regulators calling for the administration of iPad and
iPhone distribution in Europe and a tighter supervision of Apple in China (points C and
E, respectively), nullified the positive effects of news on Apple buying WiFiSlam (point
D), only to recover over a month later when the California-based information technology
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Figure 1.1: Stock rates (in US$) and major events of Apple Inc. (AAPL:NASDAQ) for
the observed period of January 2013 to August 2013.
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company closed a US$17 bln bond deal (point F ). After a short drop in stock prices
over summer, Apple quickly recovered when announcing the Q4 revenues, which met the
expectations (point G), by jumping 5.1% overnight and 12.0% within a week.
This example shows that events contained within news messages can play an important
role when exploited in financial applications, especially considering that, according to the
weak form of the efficient market hypothesis, news containing information on an equity
is not yet perfectly incorporated in the price when it is published (Fama, 1965). This
can be taken advantage of in applications such as stock price movement prediction and
algorithmic trading. Algorithmic trading represents the use of computer programs for
entering trade orders with algorithms deciding on aspects like timing, price, and quantity
of an order. Due to its low latencies (The Economist, 2007), already in 2007, algorithmic
trading was estimated to represent 38% of U.S., 18% of European flow, and 4% of Asian
flow (Berke, 2007), and these percentages have been increasing ever since. However,
trading algorithms are currently mostly based on numerical inputs. Enhancing trading
algorithms by considering financial events could thus yield improved profitability, and
hence have a substantial impact on modern day trading.
Realizing the potential usefulness of news messages (and the events they describe)
in financial applications, large news companies like Reuters, New York Times, and Dow
Jones started to provide product services that offer tagged news items to be used for
data-hungry tasks like algorithmic trading. Nowadays, such services are eagerly used by
traders, who realise that keeping ahead of the competition by digesting and exploiting as
much useful information as possible could yield serious profits. The current annotations
provided by these vendors are coarse-grained, as they supply general information about
the contents of news items, as for example company, topic, industry, etc., satisfying thus
to a limited extent the information need in financial markets. For algorithmic trading,
a fine-grained annotation (Drury and Almeida, 2011) that allows the identification of
financial events as acquisitions, stock splits, dividend announcements, etc., is needed.
Additionally, most annotations are merely based on article titles instead of full contents,
and financial events (if any) are often not linked to semantic data structures, making
reasoning and knowledge inference difficult. Therefore, we identify significant research
opportunities to improve event extraction from news.
Automated event extraction, and especially semantically-enabled extraction, is inextricably linked with well-known techniques from fields like Linguistics, Text Mining,
Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence, and Knowledge Modeling. Common natural
language processing and machine learning techniques are frequently deployed to solve
crucial aspects of event extraction tasks, e.g., the recognition of named entities (such as
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companies and persons), the disambiguation of word senses and references, etc. However,
each of these techniques has its own challenges and difficulties, which accumulate through
event extraction procedures, and which inevitably have their impact on the final solution
quality.
Furthermore, although the application of event extraction in algorithmic trading is a
promising direction, such automated trading activity itself has shown to result in risky
practices. The infamous 2010 Flash Crash (Phillips, 2010), where trading algorithms
caused a swing of almost 1,000 points in the Dow Jones Industrial Average stock market
in a time span of several minutes, is just one of many examples of potentially dangerous
consequences of (semi-)automated trading algorithms. Often, these trading algorithms
execute trades without performing extensive safety checks due to the competitive time
pressure, and their code is often not thoroughly tested before their release in real electronic markets, which could have serious consequences. Especially in light of recent developments, with the increasing popularity of news message processing and event extraction
due to their many fruitful prospective applications, caution is well advised. Financial
applications, such as algorithmic trading, could greatly benefit from the availability of
a deeper insight into the reliability of automated event extraction procedures. In order
to prevent other crashes such as the recent Twitter hoax spawned by hackers about an
alleged bombing of the White House, erasing US$200 bln of value from US stock markets
in April 2013 (Lauricella et al., 2013), there is a need for further research in order to
determine a principled way for accurate extraction of events from news.

1.1

Research Objectives

Because of the rich potential of event extraction from news for a wide variety of noteworthy financial applications, such as algorithmic trading and portfolio risk analysis, this
dissertation addresses the problem of creating a semi-automatic and accurate financial
event extraction framework for news messages. Hence, the problem statement underlying
this dissertation is:
How to semi-automatically and accurately identify financial events in news messages,
and how to effectively use such extracted events in financial applications?
We employ an interdisciplinary approach, where we combine well-known and established techniques from the fields of Linguistics, Text Mining, and Computational Intel-
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ligence, but also rely heavily on state-of-the-art Semantic Web technologies to advance
common applications in the field of Finance. The focus of this dissertation is primarily on
knowledge-driven event extraction. The knowledge base (ontology) that forms the core of
our methods has been developed, and is also (partially) maintained, by domain experts.
Furthermore, the emphasis is on a semi-automatic approach to event extraction mainly
geared toward the financial domain, although for generalizability purposes, other domains
such as politics are additionally investigated.
In our endeavors, time-efficient and accurate event identification is achieved through
the development of a robust, fast text processing pipeline based on superior components
with proven high performance in terms of output quality on a wide variety of domains
and data sets. Accuracy is maximized by considering the full body of news messages
and making use of domain knowledge. Also, we improve the accuracy of financial event
identification through the development and integration of an expressive event extraction
pattern language that exploits domain knowledge. Moreover, we investigate the use of
machine learning techniques to automatically learn patterns so as to lessen the amount of
time and effort required for domain experts involved. Event extraction is supported by a
knowledge base, which is updated automatically with newly extracted domain knowledge.
This ensures that the knowledge base reflects the latest knowledge of the domain at hand,
contributing to the overall accuracy of future event identification processes. Last, the
usability of extracted events in financial applications is assessed in the context of systems
for algorithmic trading and risk analysis, where we measure the effects of considering
events based on performance improvements, e.g., higher profits or better risk estimations.
This dissertation answers a set of research questions that are related to techniques and
applications for financial event extraction from news. The research questions resulting
from the problem statement are explained next, along with an outline of their relevance
and used methodology.
Question 1: What is the state-of-the-art for methods and systems for event
extraction from text?
To date, there has been little overview work focusing on the field of event extraction
from text. Therefore, in order to answer this research question, we review the current
body of literature for techniques and applications for event extraction. First, we give an
overview of the most popular high-performance event extraction techniques for textual
data (distinguishing between data-driven, knowledge-driven, and hybrid methods) and
present a multi-dimensional, qualitative evaluation of these. Next, we discuss applications
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of event extraction from text corpora. Additionally, current research issues are identified
and we provide some useful pointers to existing tools and libraries. Last, we discuss the
evaluation methodology for event extraction systems.
Question 2: What is a suitable design for an automated, knowledge-driven
event extraction system?
In order to extract financial events from news in a fast and accurate manner, one needs
to construct a system (pipeline) for natural language processing, focusing on the accurate
extraction and annotation of financial events at a speed that still enables real-time use.
Therefore, in order to investigate this research question, we identify the key components
of such a system, and develop a working implementation. Some of the components are existing, state-of-the-art parsers and processors made for specific tasks, such as tokenization
and part-of-speech tagging. Additionally, most knowledge-driven components are newly
created, as the number of such (freely available) components that are sufficiently fast and
accurate is scarce. Quantitative evaluation of processing speed and accuracy is performed
on the individual components, as well as on the pipeline as a whole.
Question 3: How can domain knowledge be used effectively for the extraction
of (financial) events?
Within the context of the Semantic Web, domain knowledge is commonly stored in ontologies, describing concepts and their relations. Such ontologies can be of specific use
in extraction patterns, which are often used in knowledge-based extraction frameworks.
Concepts and their associated lexical representations are specified in one, central, place,
thus simplifying pattern definitions by fostering the reuse of predefined concepts. Additionally, ontologies enable inference (reasoning) on concepts and relations, providing an
additional layer of abstraction that can be exploited in extraction patterns.
Therefore, we define a lexico-semantic pattern language that, in addition to the lexical
and syntactic information present in commonly used lexico-syntactic rules, also makes use
of semantic information. Moreover, we investigate an evolutionary approach to pattern
learning, which randomly and iteratively constructs and transforms sets of extraction
patterns that are optimized based on their performances. After embedding the language
and its learning algorithm into a news processing pipeline, the language is evaluated
quantitatively on development times and result quality using a financial and a contrastive
political data set, and is additionally compared to competitive lexico-syntactic and lexicosemantic alternatives. Furthermore, our rule learning approach is compared to the manual
approach of pattern creation.
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Question 4: How can extracted events be used for updating knowledge bases?
In knowledge-driven event extraction systems, it is vital to maintain an up-to-date knowledge base. Manual updating is tedious and time-consuming, and can thus become a bottleneck. Hence, we investigate an automated, event-driven approach to ontology updating
so as to obtain a higher level of automation in event extraction systems. We extend an
existing update language by using a trigger-based mechanism. Moreover, we propose different execution models, providing flexibility with respect to the update process. As a
proof-of-concept, we implement the language and its execution models in an ontologybased news personalization service. We perform a qualitative evaluation of the various
execution models in order to determine the best scenarios for each of the proposed models.
Question 5: How to utilize extracted events in algorithmic trading and financial risk analysis?
The extraction of events can be most useful if subsequent actions are undertaken that take
into consideration the newly acquired knowledge. Therefore, in order to answer the research question at hand, we look into two highly relevant, practical financial applications,
and determine whether the addition of events in their computations yields a substantial
improvement in performance.
The first researched application of extracted financial events is algorithmic trading.
After a study based on expert information, we determine the effects (impacts) of various financial events on future prices and revenues. Next, we identify popular numerical
technical trading indicators for algorithmic trading and devise a way of converting events
into numerical signals. Subsequently, we construct trading rules using an evolutionary
algorithm, based on event signals and common technical trading indicators, by iteratively
generating, mutating, duplicating, and mixing sets of random trading rules, while optimizing their performance. Evaluation is performed on two large financial data sets, and
is based on expected revenues for various time horizons.
In our second application, we investigate the estimation of Value at Risk (VaR), a
widely used method to assess portfolio risk. In order to improve the accuracy of VaR
predictions, we consider extracted, rare events to be a possible cause of trend disruptions,
due to the sensitivity of stocks to emerging news. First, we investigate how to distinguish
rare events from regular events. Subsequently, we clean our data set from the disturbances generated by atypical rare events, and compare the accuracies of the proposed,
event-corrected computations against those of the traditional VaR calculations in terms
of mean squared errors, number of outperformances, and overconfidence. Additionally,
we optimize the time window in which the data is cleaned through a systematic analysis
of the employed performance indicators.
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1.2

Contributions

The contribution of this dissertation is five-fold. For general information extraction,
many surveys exist on popular, top-of-the-line techniques and their applications (Cowie
and Lehnert, 1996; Hogenboom et al., 2009, 2010b). However, for event extraction, this
is not the case (Hogenboom et al., 2011b, 2014c). Hence, our first contribution lies in
providing an overview of the most popular high-performance event extraction techniques
for textual data through a multi-dimensional, qualitative evaluation. Additionally, we
identify common applications and research issues, discuss useful tools and libraries, and
research techniques for the evaluation of event extraction systems.
Despite the impressive number and wide variety of available information extraction
frameworks, only a handful of these systems focus on event extraction, or more specifically, focus on the extraction of financial events. Therefore, our second contribution is
an ontology-based, knowledge-driven pipeline for extracting financial events (Hogenboom
et al., 2011a, 2013b; Hogenboom, 2012; Hogenboom et al., 2010d, 2012d). The competitiveness of the pipeline is evaluated in terms of precision, recall, and F1 scores, but also in
execution times. Furthermore, the pipeline is flexible and its components are also reusable
for other purposes in the broad spectrum of information extraction applications, such as
web service discovery (Sangers et al., 2012a, 2013) and news recommendation (Capelle
et al., 2012, 2013; Frasincar et al., 2009, 2011b; Goossen et al., 2011; Hogenboom et al.,
2011c, 2014a,b; IJntema et al., 2010; Moerland et al., 2013; Schouten et al., 2010).
In many event-based applications, domain knowledge is readily available, but it is often
not fully exploited. Therefore, our third contribution is a pattern language for extracting
events (Hogenboom et al., 2012e; IJntema et al., 2012), with which domain experts can
compose rules that make use of lexical, syntactic, and semantic elements. Not only do we
present and evaluate a lexico-semantic pattern language that contributes to the state-ofthe-art, but also we research and evaluate an evolutionary algorithm for learning patterns
specified in this language (Hogenboom et al., 2013d; IJntema et al., 2014). Domain
knowledge is fully exploited through ontological reasoning on semantic elements that are
found in texts. The pattern language is not a graphical language, such as presented in our
earlier published work (Hogenboom et al., 2010e,f, 2014d; Verheij et al., 2012b,c), nor are
the patterns constructed visually through the selection of concepts (Frasincar et al., 2011a;
Schouten et al., 2010), but it is an expressive, text-based language, similar to its early
predecessors (Borsje et al., 2010; Hogenboom et al., 2013b). Although many pattern-based
extraction languages are already available (Black et al., 2005; Hearst, 1992, 1998; Hung
et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 1991; Maynard et al., 2002; Saggion et al., 2007; Soderland,
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1999), such languages often have a limited expressiveness, lack reasoning support due to
the absence of formal semantics, are cumbersome in use, or are only suitable for extracting
single entities but not (complex) events, which underlines the need for an expressive,
knowledge-driven pattern language specifically aimed at event extraction.
For event-driven applications, an up-to-date knowledge base (ontology) is crucial to
maximize accuracy. As manually updating is a time-consuming process, automated approaches to ontology updating are receiving increased attention. Currently, however,
there is a lack of ontology update languages supporting a diverse set of execution models
that enable for instance deferred, looped, or chained execution of updates. Hence, our
fourth contribution consists of an automated, event-driven approach to ontology updating (Hogenboom et al., 2012f; Sangers et al., 2012b), which extends an existing ontology
update language (Lösch et al., 2009) by using a trigger-based mechanism. Our proposed,
implemented, and evaluated execution models provide flexibility with respect to the update process. Although our contributions do not take into consideration any execution
order optimization (Hogenboom et al., 2012a, 2013a), we do provide the constructs that
enable the composition of complex, event-driven ontology update mechanisms.
Since the 2010 Flash Crash, many recommendations have been made to prevent repetition of the disastrous events caused by fully-automated (trading) applications, e.g., a
kill switch stopping execution at one or more levels, or various external limits and restrictions (Clark, 2012). However, the question remains whether these recommendations are
sufficient. Therefore, with our event extraction framework, pattern language, and update
language, we focus on improving the inputs – and herewith also the outputs – of common
event-based applications, which can not only be deployed in fully automated applications
such as high-frequency trading, but also in semi-automatic approaches that require human
judgments in specific processing stages. To research the feasibility of considering events as
additional inputs in financial applications, as a fifth and last contribution, we present two
applications of extracted events, i.e., the development of algorithmic trading rules (Nuij
et al., 2014) and the assessment of Value at Risk (Hogenboom et al., 2012b,c, 2013c). In
both cases, the events have been accurately determined and hence are of high quality.
We investigate how to transform events to signals and evaluate whether the addition of
events to the applications’ inputs improves the overall performances.
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The subsequent chapters answer (parts of) a research question, and are based on journal
articles and other publications. Figure 1.2 depicts the main topics addressed in this
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Figure 1.2: Topics of interest for event extraction.
dissertation, emphasising their inter-relatedness. The corresponding chapters are depicted
as well. The rest of this dissertation, in which we mainly distinguish between event
extraction techniques and event-based applications, is outlined as follows.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the state-of-the-art techniques and applications of
event extraction, and corresponds to our first research question. The subsequent three
chapters discuss our proposed techniques related to event extraction. Chapter 3 provides
an answer to our second research question, and discusses a framework for the knowledgedriven extraction of financial events. Chapter 4 investigates the third research question
and proposes an expressive pattern language, incorporating expert knowledge, for event
extraction, and additionally researches an evolutionary learning algorithm for automatic
pattern construction. Chapter 5 is linked to the fourth research question, and proposes a
way to employ events for knowledge base updating, hereby specifically focusing on triggerbased execution models. Chapters 6 and 7 answer the last research question by elaborating
on applications of event extraction, where events serve as an (additional) input of trading
algorithms and Value at Risk computations, respectively. Last, Chapter 8 concludes this
dissertation and gives directions for future work.

Chapter 2
Techniques and Applications of
Event Extraction∗
vent extraction, a specialized stream of information extraction rooted back into

E

the 1980s, has greatly gained in popularity in the last decade due to the ad-

vent of big data and the advances in the related fields of text mining and natural
language processing. However, to date, there has been little overview work focusing
on this particular field. Therefore, first and foremost, we give an overview of the
most popular high-performance event extraction techniques for textual data (distinguishing between data-driven, knowledge-driven, and hybrid methods) and present a
qualitative evaluation of these. Moreover, we discuss common applications of event
extraction from text corpora. Additionally, current research issues are identified and
we provide some useful pointers to existing tools and libraries. Last, we discuss the
evaluation of event extraction systems.

∗

This chapter is based on the article “F. Hogenboom, F. Frasincar, U. Kaymak, and F. de Jong. A Survey
of Event Extraction Methods from Text for Decision Support Systems. Decision Support Systems, 2014.
Under Review.”
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2.1

Introduction

Over the years, Information Extraction (IE) has become increasingly popular as a tool
for a vast array of applications (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996). At first, the IE field was
focused particularly on message understanding in newswires (Grishman and Sundheim,
1996). However, due to the onset of progressively larger digital data collections of various
natural language text types such as news messages, articles, and web pages, researchers
and practitioners require more and more advanced techniques, extract more information
with greater accuracies and on a real-time basis, and operate on larger scales than ever
before. Since the early 2000’s, there has been a notable shift from general information
extraction from digital collections – mainly extracting basic named entities like persons
and organizations – toward more advanced forms of text mining, including Event Extraction (EE) that requires the handling of textual content or data describing complex
relations between entities (Björne et al., 2010). This development has been fueled by the
continuous advances in Text Mining (TM) and Natural Language Processing (NLP), the
advent of big data, as well as the availability of (manually) annotated data sets that often
serve as a basis for building extraction models.
Event extraction combines knowledge and experience from a number of domains, including computer science, linguistics, data mining, artificial intelligence, and knowledge
modeling. It is commonly seen as the TM-aided extraction of complex combinations of
relations between actors (entities), performed after executing a series of initial NLP steps.
It is a form of IE, aimed at specific users, applications, and platforms, that results in
more complex and detailed outputs than regular IE. Event extraction originates in the
late 1980s, when the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) boosted
research into message understanding, aimed at automating the identification of terrorismrelated events from newswires, a topic that has remained trending up until today.
With the exponential growth of digital collections, event extraction research has
evolved greatly. Early mentions of modern event extraction can be found in the biomedical literature, where NLP techniques have been traditionally employed for discovering
biological entities such as genes and proteins, but where the same techniques are now
also widely used for identifying events involving these entities, e.g., gene expressions and
protein bindings (Yakushiji et al., 2001). Gradually, event extraction has moved to other
domains such as politics and finance, where events like parliament changes, elections, announcements, CEO changes, or acquisitions, are also comprised of sets of entities (e.g.,
persons, governments, countries, or companies) and their relations (e.g., leadership, competitor, ownership, etc.) (IJntema et al., 2012).
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An event is roughly defined as something that happens or that is regarded as happening during a particular interval of time. Events can have multiple occurrences and are
generally seen as incidents of substantial importance. In this work, we do not consider
organized events such as soccer matches, scientific conferences, parties, etc., but we focus
on mostly unexpected occurrences which preferably need to be acted upon. Such events
are universally associated with state changes. However, per domain, their definition,
complexity, and interpretation could greatly differ.
For instance, in the financial and political domains, events closely relate to (humanrelated) happenings described in news, e.g., ‘Google acquires Motorola Mobility’ and
‘French troops move into Central African Republic’, but often also include environmental events such as ‘Chelyabinsk meteor injures 1,500 people in southern Ural region’ and
‘Massive Thailand floods drive up hard disk prices’. In the biomedical domain, events are
commonly seen as newly discovered interactions between biological entities, which have
been reported on in the literature, e.g., ‘The narL gene product partially activates the nitrate reductase operon’ or ‘PD98059 is a specific inhibitor of MAPK kinase 1 ’. Such events
are often more complex than those used in other domains, as they consider causes and consequences of relationships between events and their participants, and between macro and
micro-events, which have far more subtle relationships than those found among regular,
physical entities in most domains.
Irrespective of their domains, extracted events are associated with changes in the state
of the current knowledge, and hence can be employed for decision making, prediction, or
monitoring. The applications are numerous, such as generating trading signals for stock
exchange markets, providing event-driven data integration in decision support systems,
creating social media monitoring systems by police departments, etc. Hence, these developments render traders, managers, companies, and governments to be the users that
immediately benefit from event extraction.
Despite the envisaged usefulness and wide prospective applicability of event extraction, several hurdles have to be overcome until event extraction is widely adopted as a
supportive tool in practice. The main requirements that were trending in the nineties for
information extraction (Cowie and Lehnert, 1996), are still applicable to event extraction
today. For instance, the technologies should deliver sufficiently accurate results, as anything less than 90% precision would not stimulate adoption by industry. Furthermore,
construction and processing costs should be minimized, and systems are preferred to be
operable by non-specialists. These challenging requirements have led to many research
efforts in the last decade, of which the main ideas are surveyed in this chapter.
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By and large, most event extraction systems that have been reported on in the recent literature, are constructed using a similar, general architecture, which is depicted
in Figure 2.1. A typical event extraction system makes use of text-based inputs, such
as archival content, text feeds, or digital library contents. Raw data are subsequently
structured into machine-interpretable chunks (tokens with associated features) by means
of several NLP steps like tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization, and word
sense disambiguation. Next, additional TM procedures handle the preprocessed data and
apply logics or heuristics in order to extract entities, relations, events, and their properties. In most modern systems, a knowledge base is employed in one or more NLP and TM
steps. Sometimes, systems employ a feedback loop, in which newly derived knowledge is
immediately incorporated into the active knowledge base. Often, the initial NLP steps
are crucial for the performance of event extraction systems. If, for instance, parts-ofspeech (e.g., verbs, nouns, etc.) have not been correctly assigned, or word senses have not
been disambiguated properly, then errors are propagated into the subsequent steps, hence
resulting in erroneous results and tampering the performance of these systems. Event
extraction systems have various outputs. Some outputs, such as knowledge base update
statements (e.g., adding newly introduced products), remain hidden to the user, and can
also be used as inputs for other systems. Others are visible to the user, and can be visualized as ordinary lists of identified events (formatted using templates, e.g., n-tuples
such as ‘(Google, introduces, Nexus 10 tablet)’ or ‘(Tim Cook, becomes new CEO of, Apple)’), signals (e.g., ‘buy’ or ‘sell’), or annotations in the original documents (marking
the discovered locations of the identified events in the text).
Evaluation of event extraction systems is usually done quantitatively, based on the
classic precision, recall, and F1 scores (van Rijsbergen, 1979), measuring the proportion
of retrieved events that is relevant, the fraction of relevant retrieved event instances,
and their harmonic mean, respectively. However, comparing systems remains a nontrivial task, as evaluations are often performed based on different, non-comparable data
sets. Alternatively, one could measure the performance of event extraction systems in a
qualitative manner, for example by evaluating features such as the amount of required
data, knowledge, and expertise on the one hand, and the interpretability of the results
(i.e., the amount to which results can be explained and traced), the required development
(training) time, and the required execution time on the other hand. Also, user feedback
could be monitored and assessed.
While IE in general is certainly a heavily researched and well-described area, to our
knowledge there is little overview work focusing on the upcoming field of event extraction.
Therefore, we focus on event extraction, with specific attention to high-performance ex-
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Figure 2.1: A general architecture for a generic event extraction system.
traction techniques and their common applications. Although for IE, the focus of recent
work is gradually shifting toward open domain extraction (Etzioni et al., 2008), the main
focus of this chapter is on domain-specific event extraction. From a commercial point
of view, open-domain event extraction would be valuable, yet from a research perspective, it is difficult to evaluate the performance of such systems because of the need for
annotated data. Therefore, most event extraction work focuses on domain-specific applications. Also, although a few recent event extraction efforts have expanded to non-textual
sources such as transaction logs, video, or click behaviour, we focus on the core of event
extraction, which only considers textual sources.
While a preliminary survey on event extraction from text already exists (Hogenboom
et al., 2011b), here we provide a more complete overview on a higher level of abstraction,
and also cover the most recent works. Moreover, in our current endeavors, the various
approaches to event extraction are evaluated on more (qualitative) dimensions. We addi-
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tionally discuss a typical system architecture, common applications, and current research
issues to event extraction from text. Last, we provide some useful pointers to existing
tools and libraries, and discuss the evaluation of event extraction systems.

2.2

Techniques

Both in recent research and in practice, a great many of different event extraction techniques have been described and applied. In the following discussion on the main techniques
that are employed for event extraction, we omit the peculiarities of individual approaches,
and focus on several aspects of various commonly applied extraction techniques, positioning the discerned event extraction methods in a multi-dimensional space and identifying
their unique properties, advantages, and disadvantages.
In this overview, we deliberately refrain from comparing any of the discussed techniques based on reported quantitative measures, such as precision, recall, and F1 scores,
as most methods have been evaluated based on different data sets, arguably rendering a
fair comparison unfeasible. Moreover, some experimental techniques have not yet been
benchmarked on (standard) data sets, or have been evaluated using less common measures. Also, with enough fine-tuning, one could squeeze out competitive performances for
most approaches. As there is no single-best approach to event extraction, we perform
an alternative qualitative evaluation of event extraction techniques, by arranging the discussed example works in two multi-dimensional grids with ordinal scales, as depicted in
Figure 2.2, highlighting the different aspects of each of the considered approaches.
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Figure 2.2: A qualitative evaluation of event extraction techniques.
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Each grid explores three dimensions along the axes. The qualitative measures have
been divided along the grids and axes in a way that ensures maximum separability. The
first grid distinguishes between the amount of required data, knowledge, and expertise,
whereas the second grid discerns the result interpretability, as well as the required development and execution time. In the figure, data points represent the examples discussed
in our review and are labeled in order of appearance. The techniques are positioned along
the axes based on insights gained from reported performances. Although on one dimension, differences are not always clear-cut, the multi-dimensionality of our analysis enables
us to discern clearly distinct clusters, which overlap in some, but not all dimensions. The
clusters have been assigned different colors and label prefixes, and represent the three
main approaches to event extraction, discussed below.
The evaluated event extraction techniques are scaled relatively to one another on the
six qualitative dimensions. The amount of required data is determined based on reported
amounts of documents for which significant results are obtained, where low amounts total
to no more than a couple of hundreds of documents, mid-range amounts represent around
ten thousand documents, and, in case more documents are required, data points move
towards the highest classification in the grid. Next, the amount of required knowledge
is measured by evaluating the domain specificity of the methods, i.e., the amount of
required domain knowledge for executing the necessary extraction steps. This amount is
directly proportional to the number of steps requiring domain knowledge, and inversely
proportional to the number of commonly applicable (universal) methods employed in a
single event extraction approach. Hence, a higher number of universal methods lowers
the score, while methods with an emphasis on domain knowledge receive higher scores.
Subsequently, the amount of required expertise is determined by analyzing the number
of methods that are combined. Also, the (computational) complexity of the methods
themselves, the number of required steps, the length of the employed algorithms, etc.,
exert a notable influence on the amount of required expertise. Result interpretability is
observed by evaluating the comprehensibility and traceability of the considered methods.
The comprehensibility of the output, i.e., the ease with which results can be translated
to human understandable language, is relatively low for numerical outputs, higher for
lexical results, and maximal for outcomes that incorporate a strong notion of semantics.
Black-box methods yield low traceability scores, whereas methods with results that can
easily be backtracked (as is the case for grey-box, and – to a wider extent – white-box
methods) yield much higher scores. Subsequently, the development time is composed of
time invested in (model) construction, training, and parameter tweaking. Last, execution
times are scaled based on reported run times or computational complexities.
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A common distinction of event extraction approaches stems from the popular classification scheme in the field of modeling. Data-driven approaches, depicted as blue points
labeled D# , aim to convert data to knowledge through the usage of statistics, data mining, and machine learning. Expert knowledge-driven methods (pink points, tagged with
K# ), extract knowledge by exploiting existing expert knowledge, usually through patternbased approaches. In today’s advanced extraction procedures, it is often the case that
researchers do not explicitly opt for either a data-driven or a knowledge-driven approach
in the NLP and TM stages of event extraction, but employ techniques from both fields by
bootstrapping or optimizing their knowledge-based algorithms using machine learning, or
vice-versa. However, most approaches are still mostly data-driven or knowledge-driven.
Those extraction methods that equally employ data and knowledge-driven techniques can
be categorized under the increasingly popular hybrid event extraction approaches, which
have been marked in the figure with a green colour, labeled H# .

2.2.1

Data-Driven Event Extraction

The vast majority of event extraction tools make use of at least some data-driven techniques, and many of these tools even rely solely on quantitative methods to discover relations. Data-driven approaches require large text corpora in order to develop models that
approximate linguistic phenomena. Such event extraction techniques are not restricted to
basic statistical reasoning based on probability theory, but encompass all quantitative approaches to automated language processing, such as probabilistic modeling, information
theory, and linear algebra. These methods focus on specific features, such as words and
n-grams, as well as their associated weights, which are mostly determined using frequency
counting algorithms. These features and their associated weights represent the input of
complex clustering or classification algorithms, which, despite their differences, all focus
on discovering statistical relations, i.e., facts that are supported by statistical evidence.
These discovered relations, however, are not necessarily semantically valid, as semantics
(meanings) are not explicitly considered, but are assumed to be implicit in the data.
For data-driven event extraction, there is a clear distinction between supervised and
unsupervised learning approaches. The former approaches require some expert knowledge,
as labeled data is provided to learning algorithms, whereas the latter approaches are
usually employed when no labeled data is available. Unsupervised learning is commonly
applied in data exploration or structure discovery tasks, and comprises techniques such
as clustering and manifold learning. Supervised learning techniques typically produce
new events, based on given labeled examples. Such algorithms deduce event properties
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and characteristics from training data, and use these to generalize to unseen situations.
Combining labeled and unlabeled data can produce considerable improvements in learning
accuracy, and hence semi-supervised learning methods are often employed when there is a
small amount of labeled data, and a large amount of unlabeled data available, for instance
when dealing with special, expensive devices or methods (e.g., in bioinformatics).
Popular (supervised) machine learning techniques employed for learning relations, such
as decision trees or neural networks, are often difficult to train for event extraction, because
these methods require a large amount of data to be trained on, of which much is initially
not labeled (annotated). Moreover, the number of negatives (irrelevant data points) tends
to largely outweigh the number of positives (relevant data points) in these data sets, which
does not only make the number of useful data points sparse, but also adds noise (or a
bias) to the trained models. Many techniques exist for tackling this issue of unbalanced
data, e.g., over-sampling (duplicating data), under-sampling (removing data), synthetic
minority over-sampling (generating synthetic samples), etc. Usually, excessive amounts
of negative examples are pruned first from the data, before training extraction models.
For instance, in the literature, an event extraction method using support vector machines
is reported, which supports the pruning of negative examples (Lei et al., 2005). This
approach, denoted with D1 in Figure 2.2, requires a vast amount of data in order to
have enough positive examples for a reliable fit, yet filtering out the surplus of negatives
improves interpretability of the results. The latter improvement, however, comes at the
cost of an increased training time and required expertise, due to the additional filtering
step. Moreover, the interpretability of the results by experts is still lower than for decision
trees, which provide a much more natural representation of learned rules.
Another approach to data-driven event extraction is related to inference models, which
are very popular in regular IE tasks. These models are mainly used in semi-supervised
or unsupervised settings, usually operate on words in sentences or documents, and apply
inference on a specific (learned) probability distribution. The latter distribution is used
for predicting the next word in a sentence or document, based on the history of words.
For instance, from a corpus it could show that ‘ACM ’ is frequently followed by ‘Press’,
but not so much by ‘publishing’, yielding a higher probability for ‘Press’ to follow ‘ACM ’
in unseen texts. Inference models use the classification of previous words to predict the
next word, by learning which words tend to follow specific words. A commonly used
probabilistic model is the n-gram model, where the last word of the n-gram represents
the word to be predicted. An example application can be found in (Miwa et al., 2010)
(data point D2 ). However, for low n values (i.e., small amounts of words are considered to
be predictive for subsequent words), the amount of generated n-grams rapidly grows when
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data sets get larger. Conversely, for high values of n, the risk of data sparseness increases.
Hence, for event extraction applications, a method for learning a joint probabilistic model
over events in sentences is proposed, which is in essence a statistical learning language
based on First Order Logic and Markov logic (Riedel et al., 2009) (labeled D3 ).
Clustering of similar or related documents, sentences, terms, etc., is a commonly employed, unsupervised data-driven technique for event extraction. There is no single-best
clustering approach, as performance greatly depends on the scenario of use. Generally,
one can choose between soft and hard clustering methods. Soft (or fuzzy) clustering methods allow for partial cluster memberships, which can be useful in linguistic tasks (such as
assigning events to multiple event clusters, e.g., ‘Square Enix announces increased profits
and sales’ to clusters of announcements, profit increases, and sales increases). Hard clustering only allows membership in one cluster (e.g., the latter event is an announcement, or
an increase in profit, or an increase in sales), making it less useful for natural language processing. Examples of clustering-driven approaches are numerous. For instance, one could
use clustering on event occurrences over time, and thus predict the type and properties of
a new event (Okamoto and Kikuchi, 2009). Alternative options are clustering documents
containing events (parsed through a shallow linguistic analysis) to identify events (Atkinson et al., 2009; Tanev et al., 2008), or sentences referring to the same event (Naughton
et al., 2006). In more complex frameworks, clustering is usually combined with advanced
graph structures, e.g., with weighted undirected bipartite graphs (Liu et al., 2008). The
aforementioned clustering-based techniques have been incorporated into Figure 2.2, and
are labeled from D4 to D8 , respectively.
As illustrated by Figure 2.2, the overall trend is that data-driven methods require a
lot of data for their training in order to get statistically significant and reliable results.
On the other hand, the role for expert knowledge is minimal, as these methods generally
do not take into consideration domain semantics, but instead rely on universal, statistical
methods that can be applied to any domain. In terms of expertise, however, there is not
a straight line for data-driven event extraction, as the required expertise greatly depends
on the methods that are applied. When combining multiple methods, the amount of
required expertise is larger than when applying, for instance, merely a single, out-of-thebox clustering method. Also, (semi-)supervised methods generally require more expertise
and expert knowledge, as labeled data is involved. Although training times are usually
long, because of the excessive amounts of data that need to be processed on the one
hand, and the computationally intensive operations involved on the other hand, execution
times are mostly short for data-driven event extraction methods, as learned weights and
parameters are applied to new examples without involving a lot of reasoning on a pre-
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built model. Last, given the current limitations in the interpretability of machine learning
results, we consider these methods to be opaque or semi-transparent at best. Moreover,
the interpretability of the results of most data-driven methods is low, because results do
not necessarily have explicit semantics associated.

2.2.2

Knowledge-Driven Event Extraction

In contrast to data-driven methods, knowledge-driven event extraction is often based on
predefined (or sometimes learned) patterns that express rules representing expert knowledge. The TM procedures of knowledge-driven methods are hence inherently based on
linguistic and lexicographic knowledge, as well as on existing human knowledge regarding
the content of the texts to be processed. We can make a rough distinction between two
types of patterns that can be applied to natural language corpora for event extraction,
i.e., lexico-syntactic patterns (Aone and Ramos-Santacruz, 2000) and lexico-semantic patterns (Li et al., 2002). The former patterns are a combination of lexical representations
and syntactic information. The latter patterns are more expressive, and combine lexical
representations with both syntactic and semantic information.
Before extraction patterns are employed on a data set of natural language texts,
in most knowledge-driven approaches, the corpus is preprocessed using data-driven or
knowledge-driven parsers. Most patterns operate on so-called tokens, i.e., small text segments, which are usually words, word groups, numbers, spaces, or punctuation signs.
These tokens get assigned various properties, depending on the level of detail and the focus of the natural language processing pipeline analyzing the corpus. Common properties
are a token’s associated semantic concept, lexical category (part-of-speech), orthographic
category (capitalization), lemma (stem) with suffix and/or affix, pronominal reference,
etc. Eventually, patterns, constructed according to a predefined grammar, are matched
on large collections of tokens. Usually, in case of a match, additional data (properties)
are collected and stored in data structures for later usage, e.g., subjects, objects, etc. In
less sophisticated applications, only an event occurrence is registered.
When implementing knowledge-driven approaches to perform event extraction tasks,
it is often difficult to stay within the boundaries of these approaches, and hence most
methods often have a (small) data-driven component. For instance, initial clustering
for classification could be required to determine usable elements for constructing patterns (e.g., proper nouns, verbs, companies, persons, etc.). In the following discussion
on knowledge-driven approaches, we refer to approaches that are fully or mainly patternbased, as this is the main characteristic of knowledge-driven event extraction methods.
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Lexico-syntactic patterns often appear in earlier work on knowledge-driven event extraction, e.g., in (Aone and Ramos-Santacruz, 2000; Yakushiji et al., 2001) (points K1
and K2 in Figure 2.2), but have remained popular in more recent approaches (e.g., (Hung
et al., 2010; Nishihara et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2006), labeled K3 to K5 ) due to their domain
independency. The patterns mostly rely on syntactic properties (grammatical meanings)
like verbs, nouns, prepositions, and pronouns. An example of a pattern that combines
lexical representations and syntactic information is:
1
2

{ NNP , }* NNP { ,}? and NNP ( announce | discuss )
collaboration { with NNP }?

This pattern can be used to mine a corpus for fusion and collaboration events of companies and/or persons, assuming that the proper nouns in the pattern (NNP) refer to companies or persons. More specifically, the pattern is used for finding occurrences in the text
starting with zero or more comma-followed proper nouns, followed by a proper noun (with
an optional additional comma), the text string and, and yet another proper noun. Next,
nouns (i.e., companies or persons) that either announce or discuss a collaboration are
required, and, optionally, this collaboration is followed by with and another proper noun.
This single pattern could cover a limited amount of different statements of negotiated
or announced collaborations. Complex sentences with verb conjugations or sentences
with different structures would not be matched due to the lack of synonyms and structure
flexibility in the pattern. Clearly, defining the right event extraction patterns is not a
trivial task. Ideally, patterns should be defined in such a way that they occur frequently
and thus cover many event instances. The example rule could be improved by replacing
(announce | discuss) with something more general, e.g., VB (base verb form). However,
this also leads to erroneous matches that fall outside the scope of the intended event.
Generalization hence comes at the cost of a loss in precision, although recall usually
increases. As an alternative, one could enumerate all possible verbs and conjugations,
but this greatly impacts development times and general rule flexibility. To cope with
these and other related issues like synonymy, homonymy, and polysemy, very complex
lexico-syntactic patterns need to be constructed. This stresses the need for higher-level
patterns, such as lexico-semantic patterns.
Lexico-semantic patterns enable one to extract more accurate information from texts
by enriching lexico-syntactic patterns through the addition of semantics, i.e., linguistic
meaning and context. Lexico-semantic patterns allow for more powerful expressions without complicating the patterns too much in terms of number of elements, as these patterns
leverage existing lexico-syntactic patterns to a higher abstraction level. In contrast to
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lexico-syntactic patterns, however, some domain knowledge is required in order to create
high-precision patterns that retrieve many events in an arbitrary corpus. This makes
the creation of patterns less trivial, but on the other hand, because the patterns can be
less general than is the case with lexico-syntactic patterns, they allow for a more specific
description of one’s needs and return more accurate results.
Following our running example, we can improve the pattern by making use of concepts,
such as companies and persons. Hence, a lexico-semantic alternative of the lexico-syntactic
pattern could be:
1
2

{([ Company ] | [ Person ]) _ *}+ ([ ToAnnounce ] | [ ToDiscuss ])
[ Collaboration ] _ * {([ Company ] | [ Person ]) }?

where the proper nouns have been replaced by Company and Person concepts (surrounded
by square brackets), the verbs along with their variants and conjugations are stored in
their respective ToAnnounce and ToDiscuss concepts, and the collaboration is captured
by the Collaboration concept. For further simplification, the rule also contains wildcards
(_*), matching any sequence of words or punctuation. Precision of such lexico-semantic
patterns is generally higher than their lexico-syntactic counterparts, without losing much
on the recall level.
In literature, there are two notions of lexico-semantic patterns. Some research is
focused on event extraction by means of basic semantics, added through gazetteers (word
lists) that are iteratively searched while parsing corpora. As moving from lexico-syntactic
approaches to such simple-typed lexico-semantic approaches is a minor incremental step,
this approach has often been used, and is for instance exemplified in (Atkinson et al.,
2013; Capet et al., 2008) (points K6 and K7 in Figure 2.2).
Other research aims to use patterns based on ontological classes and relations, which
capture the domain semantics. Ontology-based lexico-semantic patterns involve a more
complex typing, as their elements capture domain semantics and are more advanced than
syntactic and simple-typed semantic elements. Additionally, restrictions and relations
applying to concepts specified in the underlying ontology can be utilized when applying reasoning with an inference engine. Compared to other pattern-based approaches,
complex-typed patterns require more expertise due to the increased complexity, yet often generate better results due to their higher expressivity. Most complex-typed lexicosemantic languages, however, reduce their complexity by removing additional features
that have been used frequently in lexico-syntactic languages, such as repetition operators
or wildcards (exploited in our example), because they focus more on the usage of concepts.
Examples of such works are numerous (Arendarenko and Kakkonen, 2012; Cohen et al.,
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2009; Li et al., 2002; Vargas-Vera and Celjuska, 2004) and are depicted in Figure 2.2
as points K8 to K11 . Some languages do offer full expressivity by not only considering
ontological classes and relations, but also by additionally supporting labeling, negation,
wildcards, and repetition operators (IJntema et al., 2012) (K12 in the figure).
Comparing knowledge-based event extraction methods with data-driven methods generates several insights. In contrast to data-driven methods, knowledge-based techniques
require little data, but conversely, they need a considerable amount of linguistic, lexicographic, and – for lexico-semantic patterns – also domain knowledge, inherently increasing
the amount of required expertise. Compared to data-driven extraction methods, the emphasis is less on training (development) times, but more on execution times (needed for detecting all the required concepts). Moreover, among the knowledge-based methods, there
are several differences. Lexico-syntactic patterns (K1 to K5 ) require less data for initial
training (clustering) phases, as documents have more useful contents, yet lexico-semantic
patterns (K6 to K12 ) often require more development time. The results of lexico-semantic
patterns additionally excel in interpretability and quality due to their traceability, yet
maintenance costs are considerably higher than for lexico-syntactic patterns.

2.2.3

Hybrid Event Extraction

Research has shown that it is hard to solely apply pattern-based algorithms successfully.
These algorithms often need to be bootstrapped or require initial clustering, which can
be done by means of statistics. For instance, Piskorski et al. (2007) (point H1 in Figure 2.2) apply an initial clustering procedure to their data set of online news articles
before acquiring extraction patterns using a semi-supervised machine learning approach.
Also, results from knowledge-based approaches are often used in subsequent, data-driven
processing steps, e.g., filtering discovered events using term occurrence statistics (Chun
et al., 2004) (H2 ). Alternatively, methods that traditionally have been statistics-based,
such as part-of-speech tagging, can be improved by adding domain knowledge, which is
especially useful in the biomedical domain where common words are often used differently,
but also in many other domain-specific and language-specific cases (Lee et al., 2003) (H3 ).
Moreover, in a similar fashion as presented by Piskorski et al. (2007), knowledge-based
event extraction patterns can be learned by applying machine learning techniques, such
as conditional random fields, and support vector machines (Best et al., 2008; Björne et al.,
2010; Jungermann and Morik, 2008; Tran et al., 2012) (labeled H4 to H7 , respectively).
In such approaches, patterns are iteratively constructed (semi-)randomly using their basic
(conjunction, disjunction, and negation) operators and (lexical, syntactic, and semantic)
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elements. The generated patterns are optimized using various criteria which are usually
based on the maximization of the F1 scores on a specific annotated test set.
In hybrid event extraction systems, due to the usage of data-driven methods, the
amount of required data increases with respect to knowledge-driven systems, yet typically
remains less than is the case with purely data-driven methods. Compared to a knowledgedriven approach, complexity – and hence required expertise – is generally high as well due
to the combination of multiple techniques. This also leads to higher training and possibly
higher execution times. On the other hand, the amount of expert knowledge that is needed
for effective and efficient event discovery is often less than for pattern-based methods,
because lack of domain knowledge can be compensated for by using statistical methods.
As for the interpretability, attributing results to specific parts of the event extraction
is more difficult due to the addition of data-driven methods. Yet, interpretability still
benefits to some extent from the use of semantics as in knowledge-based approaches.

2.3

Applications

The applications of event extraction are very diverse, and can be divided into two major
fields. First, event extraction has a wide range of utilizations in the biomedical domain (Björne et al., 2010; Chun et al., 2004; Cohen et al., 2009; Miwa et al., 2010; Riedel
et al., 2009; van Landeghem et al., 2013; Yakushiji et al., 2001), for instance for identifying molecular events, protein bindings, and gene expressions, which can subsequently
be used in biomedical research. Figure 2.3 is a typical example of such tools, and depicts
the graph-based EVEX user interface for browsing large-scale databases for biomedical events discovered in PubMed abstracts and full-text articles (van Landeghem et al.,
2013). Here, the nodes represent biological entities like proteins, which are interconnected
through edges, representing relations or events. Upon selecting one of these events, many
associated properties, e.g., type, polarity, or extraction confidence, are retrieved.
Second, many applications of event extraction can be distinguished in news digestion
tasks. Usually, event extraction is performed for summarization purposes (Lee et al.,
2003) to compress large news messages into a small number of auto-generated sentences
based on identified events, but it has also proven to be useful in news personalization systems (Borsje et al., 2010) for selecting relevant news items with respect to events that have
an associated user preference. Furthermore, news event applications are found in algorithmic trading (Nuij et al., 2014), risk analysis (Capet et al., 2008), and decision making
support tools (Wei and Lee, 2004), where the identified events are often transformed into
numerical or binary signals, based on which actions are undertaken.
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Figure 2.3: EVEX user interface for browsing large-scale databases for biomedical events.

Figure 2.4: Hermes user interface for browsing news feeds for financial events.
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Most news-oriented event extraction applications are aimed at general news processing (Aone and Ramos-Santacruz, 2000; Lee et al., 2003; Lei et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008;
Naughton et al., 2006; Tran et al., 2012), but event extraction has also been applied to
process scientific (Vargas-Vera and Celjuska, 2004) and award-related news (Xu et al.,
2006). The financial domain is yet another popular application area of news event extraction (Arendarenko and Kakkonen, 2012; IJntema et al., 2012; Li et al., 2002), of which
an example, the Hermes News Portal (IJntema et al., 2012), is displayed in Figure 2.4.
Here, financial events are shown to brokers, in order to assist them in daily trading tasks.
Events are extracted based on user-defined lexico-semantic patterns, and are displayed to
the user for approval. Also, since the 1980s there has been a great demand for event-based
solutions for security-related topics such as terrorism, armed conflicts, and epidemiology,
which still generates new research outputs today (Atkinson et al., 2009, 2013; Piskorski
et al., 2007; Tanev et al., 2008).
Other applications found in recent literature are event discovery in political documents (Jungermann and Morik, 2008), legal documents (Lagos et al., 2010), historical
archives (Cybulska and Vossen, 2011), and blogs (Nishihara et al., 2009; Okamoto and
Kikuchi, 2009). Some recent approaches do not limit themselves to written text from
documents and streams, but even consider television broadcasts and videos (Chen et al.,
2007) for news summarization and security applications. For this purpose, transcripts are
used, but more recently, research also moves towards image processing, e.g., for monitoring
systems (Kamijo et al., 2000).

2.4

Research Issues

In event extraction, there are many open research issues and points of particular interest,
of which the main ones are related to:
• the context-based favourability of data-driven, knowledge-driven, or hybrid approaches;
• understanding the limitations of specific event extraction techniques;
• the domain-dependency of event extraction procedures, affecting both their flexibility and effectiveness;
• the scalability of event extraction approaches when dealing with big data;
• and the complexity of extracted events.
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Similar to what can be observed for the field of IE, there is an ongoing debate on the
superiority of data-driven and knowledge-driven approaches to event extraction. Although
for both approaches more or less equal performances have been reported in literature,
advocates of data-driven techniques emphasize their favourable (real-time) computability,
whereas knowledge-driven approaches are advocating a higher degree of interpretability
due to the general traceability of the results. Users of hybrid event extraction approaches,
on the other hand, effectively combine both approaches to their advantage. To determine
the best technique for specific applications, there is a need for further research into the
best scenarios for the successful application of each technique.
Also, depending on the application at hand, it is important to understand the limitations (and hence the suitability) of the employed techniques. For instance, opting for
knowledge-driven approaches when the quality of annotations cannot be ensured or assessed properly, is generally a bad idea, and data-driven approaches should be considered
instead. Conversely, when the amount of available data is sparse, most data-driven approaches will give results, yet their correctness and reliability is debatable and subject to
further evaluation. Furthermore, in the biomedical domain, regular part-of-speech parsers
are less useful than in other applications such as (financial) news processing, as there are
many special terms, but also common words are used differently and with different meanings, requiring retrained, specialized parsers instead. This is definitely not an isolated
case. At the moment, many researchers acknowledge the existence of such issues in many
domains, yet there is little research on the identification of and principle solutions to such
issues.
Generally, event extraction is a closed domain procedure. This means that moving
to new domains requires retraining data-driven methods and reformulating patterns used
for knowledge-driven event extraction, reducing the flexibility of most state-of-the-art approaches to event extraction. Scaling up to larger data sets inherently involves increasing
processing power and memory to hold, update, and reason with trained models or knowledge bases. In order to cope with such problems, as well as with additional issues related
to the real-time application of event extraction approaches, research taking into account
big data phenomena is necessary (Baeza-Yates, 2013). Such research alleviates processing
issues associated with large data sets and multi-domain or general knowledge bases, by
accounting for scalability issues. For this, researchers aim to optimize algorithms for big
data environments, or develop methodologies for parallel and distributed settings.
However, domain and scale changes affect pattern-based approaches in more ways
than can be accounted for with solutions borrowed from big data research, revealing
additional research issues specifically for knowledge-driven approaches. As the knowledge
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required for patterns is often substantial, such changes drive up the costs for acquiring
and maintaining patterns, and additionally increase the danger of consistency errors.
Moreover, because humans use natural language in their own unique way, there are many
different ways of describing similar information. Patterns have to be highly flexible so that
they fit many variants, without compromising their accuracy. Therefore, patterns need
to be defined in such a way that they match as many events as possible in an arbitrary
corpus (i.e., a high recall), without cutting down on precision. Up until now, computeraided pattern learning techniques that aim to alleviate these problems by automating
the pattern construction process have not yet resulted in satisfactory results that are
comparable to those of hand-crafted patterns. These developments stress the need for
research into pattern learning and optimization.
Last, recent event extraction research has primarily focused on extraction procedures
and applications of moderate complexity, thereby putting less emphasis on more complex
notions of events. For instance, taking into consideration recent developments in sentiment analysis (Feldman, 2013), events can be enriched based on the prevailing sentiment
regarding the event itself or its (in)directly related actors, associating discovered facts
with a sentiment-based weighting scheme so as to increase the utility of events in for instance decision making processes. Further recent enhancements include the identification
of event sequences (Kengne et al., 2013), enabling one to track events over time, and the
connection of events to places (e.g., by means of geotags) (Ho et al., 2012). However,
fully taking into account spatio-temporal aspects while maintaining efficient and accurate
reasoning has proven to be a difficult challenge that stimulates further research.

2.5

Development

In the process of developing event extraction systems, system engineers have a variety of options.

First, there are many programs and packages specifically useful for

data-driven event extraction, including machine learning tools with graphical user interfaces, which enable easy training of (statistical) models that can serve as a basis
for data-driven event extraction systems, without requiring any programming or scripting efforts. This software is ideal for development, but can also be employed to train
real models that are fed into other tools. For instance, the Java-based Weka package
(http://cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) offers tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. Other useful software
distributions are the Java-based RapidMiner tool (http://rapidminer.com), formerly
known as YALE, the Python-oriented Orange framework (http://orange.biolab.si/)
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for data visualization and analysis with additional machine learning, bioinformatics, and
text mining functionalities, and a graphical user interface for data mining using R, Rattle,
which can be found at http://rattle.togaware.com/. Furthermore, there are statistical processing tools, such as Matlab and R, which offer useful functionalities for event
extraction. For instance, R offers a great many of external packages, each of which are
mostly attributed to a specific subset of machine learning techniques. Similarly, Matlab
has various toolboxes that offer learning algorithms, such as the Statistics and Neural
Network toolboxes.
For most popular programming languages, there is a wide range of excellent packages
that can be employed for (data-driven) event extraction. For Java, the API of Weka
and the Java-ML library (http://java-ml.sourceforge.net/) are commonly used for
incorporating machine learning procedures into applications. Additionally, the Apache
Mahout project (http://mahout.apache.org) provides a Java library for scalable machine learning. Tools for Python are plentiful. PyBrain (http://pybrain.org/), for
instance, offers support for neural networks, reinforcement learning, unsupervised learning, and evolution, whereas mlpy (http://mlpy.sourceforge.net/) offers a vast array
of regression, classification, clustering, and dimensionality reduction tools. There are
also cross-language libraries, such as SHOGUN (http://shogun-toolbox.org/), which
is implemented in C++ and has interfaces to Matlab, R, Octave, and Python.
Next, there is also a wide range of NLP tools and libraries available for knowledgedriven event extraction, which can also be useful for some data-driven and hybrid event
extraction applications. Many tools have been created for specific parsing tasks, e.g.,
tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, and named entity recognition tools provided by
the Stanford NLP group (http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/). However, there is
an increasing number of packages that support many of such tasks. For instance, for
Java programmers, there are frequently used highly configurable IE pipeline libraries,
such as GATE (http://gate.ac.uk/) and LingPipe (http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/),
which implement many parsers and supply a convenient plug-and-play pipeline architecture. For Python users, there are comparable packages available, such as NLTK
(http://nltk.org/).
When incorporating knowledge into event extraction systems, semantics can be added
by using a semantic lexicon, which is for instance accessible through the WordNet API
(http://wordnet.princeton.edu/). Moreover, there are many tools for parsing, storing, querying, and reasoning with semantic data. For Java, one could choose between
Jena (http://jena.apache.org/), Pellet (http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/), OWL
API (http://owlapi.sourceforge.net/index.html), and OpenRDF Sesame (http:
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//www.openrdf.org/), to name a few. Also, for other languages such as Python and
C/C++ there are many alternatives, e.g., rdflib (https://github.com/RDFLib), seth
(http://seth-scripting.sourceforge.net/), and Redland (http://librdf.org/).

2.6

Evaluation

For the evaluation of event extraction methods, researchers often rely on quantitative
indicators, measuring performance using a golden standard-based approach. Data sets,
consisting of news messages, documents, articles, etc., are annotated by domain experts,
meticulously detailing the events that should be found by the (semi-)automatic event
extraction approaches. We distinguish various levels of annotation, ranging from coarsegrained to fine-grained specifications of events. Most annotations are done on a document
level, some annotations focus on paragraphs, and a minority of the available annotations
cover all sentences of a text segment. Moreover, there are differences in the level of detail
in event annotations. Most event annotations merely collect the event itself with a subject
and (if applicable) an object (e.g., the Hermes News Portal for financial events displayed
in Figure 2.4), whereas others provide well-decorated events, describing many properties
(e.g., the EVEX user interface for biomedical events in Figure 2.3). The granularity of
the annotations, as well as their level of detail, directly affect the costs of data processing,
with coarse-grained, low-detailed data sets being more cost-effective than fine-grained,
high-detailed data sets. For their applicability and evaluative value, the opposite is true.
In accordance with IE and TM, performance is generally measured by computing
the number of true positives and negatives, as well as the number of false positives and
negatives, each of which can be determined using a golden standard data set, composed by
domain experts using a minimum Inter-Annotator Agreement (typically between 60% and
90%, depending on the number of annotators) in order to improve data quality. Based on
these numbers, precision (fraction of retrieved events that are relevant), recall (fraction of
relevant events that are retrieved), and their harmonic mean, the F1 score, are computed.
In general, F1 scores around 70% are considered normal, and anything above 90% is
perceived as exceptionally good. For some highly ambiguous domains, these numbers are
lower. Also, for specific applications, F1 scores are not considered, and researchers solely
focus on improving either precision or recall, depending on their needs.
Pre-annotated data sets for event extraction are still rather scarce, as manual annotation is a costly process. The BioNLP’09 shared task on event extraction offers an annotated set at http://www.nactem.ac.uk/tsujii/GENIA/SharedTask. The set is based on
the GENIA corpus (a semantically annotated biomedical corpus), and is potentially use-
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ful for benchmarking purposes, as 24 teams have reported their final results at the time,
and many afterwards. Alternatively, there is a small corpus on general events available at
http://www.isi.edu/~hobbs/EventDuration/annotations/. Moreover, the DeRiVE
workshops, organized in conjunction with the ISWC conferences, provide large, general
purpose data sets. In the 2011 challenge, a large data set with music and entertainment
events is provided at http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/derive2011/Challenge.html. In
the 2013 data challenge (http://derive2013.wordpress.com/data-challenge/), the
focus shifted to linked open data, inviting participants to combine sensor data (expressed in parsable messages) with maritime data sets on vessels, smuggling, pollution,
etc. In the next few years, we expect to see more of such initiatives, resulting in a
future defacto benchmarking standard for event extraction, similar to today’s TREC
(http://trec.nist.gov) challenges for general IE.
The reusability of existing data sets such as the latter examples greatly depends on
the targeted domains. Therefore, in practice, data are usually scraped from (news) feeds
at Reuters, Bloomberg, Yahoo!, etc., after which they are filtered and annotated by
domain experts. Crowdsourcing solutions, e.g., services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk
(http://aws.amazon.com/mturk/) and CrowdFlower (http://crowdflower.com/), are
great alternatives for obtaining annotations, as they are fast, cheap, and have access to
a large pool of potential annotators (Wichmann et al., 2011). Although annotators are
usually not domain experts, inconsistencies and inaccuracies can be overcome by using
basic measures such as the inter-annotator agreement. Moreover, crowdsourcing services
often aid in identifying fraudulent users, and additionally allow for qualification tests in
order to further increase annotation quality (Hsueh et al., 2009; Ipeirotis et al., 2010;
Kern et al., 2010).

2.7

Conclusions

Event extraction has gained in popularity due to its wide applicability for various purposes. In this chapter, we reviewed the various data-driven, knowledge-driven, and hybrid
techniques of event extraction, and evaluated the works on a set of qualitative dimensions,
i.e., the amount of required data, knowledge, and expertise, as well as the interpretability of the results and the required development and execution time. We identified the
major strengths and weaknesses of the main event extraction techniques, as well as their
major differences. Data-driven approaches require a lot of data available and little domain expertise, while knowledge-driven approaches work adequately on small data sets,
but require more expert knowledge. Hybrid methods inherit the benefits of both data-
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driven and knowledge-driven approaches, mitigating their disadvantages. Moreover, we
discussed the main application areas of event extraction, e.g., the biomedical, security,
and financial domains. We additionally identified several research issues that need to
be addressed, such as approach scalability and domain dependencies. Last, we provided
pointers to tools and libraries for developing event extraction systems, and discussed the
evaluation of event extraction systems.
In the near future, we envisage event extraction to evolve in various ways. First,
current encouraging developments in sentiment analysis (Feldman, 2013) can stimulate
event extraction research by connecting sentiment to events, which are currently often
merely rich facts decorated with actors and other properties. Also, as the current field
is already moving toward identifying event sequences (Kengne et al., 2013), tracking
events over time (Verheij et al., 2012a), and connecting events to places (e.g., by means
of geotags) (Ho et al., 2012), a next possible step in event extraction could be fully
taking into account spatio-temporal aspects, not only by connecting these aspects to
events, but also by exploiting this information in reasoning and discovering new events.
Furthermore, we envisage better real-time performances due to improved hardware and
the rise of computing clusters, but also due to the output of current and ongoing research
into big data, resulting in scalable solutions. Last, with the advent of linked open data
and large accessible knowledge bases such as DBpedia, many more application domains
can be supported, reducing the need for creating and maintaining gazetteering lists and
ontologies for knowledge-based event extraction techniques. The latter developments will
make event extraction more accessible and trustworthy, facilitating the development of
previously unenvisaged applications of event extraction.

Chapter 3
A Semantics-Based Event Extraction
Framework†
ccurate and timely automatic identification of events in news items is crucial

A

in today’s financial markets, as they are sensitive to breaking news on finan-

cial events. Unstructured news items originating from many heterogeneous sources
have to be mined in order to extract knowledge useful for guiding decision making
processes. Hence, we propose the Semantics-Based Pipeline for Economic Event
Detection (SPEED), focusing on extracting financial events from news articles and
annotating these with meta-data at a speed that enables real-time use. In our implementation, we use some components of an existing framework as well as new components, e.g., a high-performance Ontology Gazetteer, a Word Group Look-Up component, a Word Sense Disambiguator, and components for detecting financial events.
Through their interaction with a domain-specific ontology, our novel, semanticallyenabled components constitute a feedback loop which fosters future reuse of acquired
knowledge in the event detection process.

†

This chapter is based on the article “A. Hogenboom, F. Hogenboom, F. Frasincar, K. Schouten, and
O. van der Meer. Semantics-Based Information Extraction for Detecting Economic Events. Multimedia
Tools and Applications, 64(1):27–52, 2013.”
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3.1

Introduction

Communication plays an important role in today’s society, as it provides ways to convey
messages, typically with a specific goal in mind. Communication can thus facilitate effective, well-informed decision making. Recent decades have shown a tendency of human
communication to expand – driven by the increasing popularity of automating processes
– such that it also includes human-machine interaction besides purely human interaction.
So far, communication between humans and machines has been thwarted by the disability
of machines to fully understand complex natural language. Humans have hence adapted
their communication with machines by using clearly defined, fixed, and unambiguous morphology, syntax, and semantics. Yet, this only provides limited means of communication.
It is the flexibility and complexity of human language that makes it so expressive. Hence,
in order to enable more effective human-machine communication, machines should be
able to understand common human language. This is one of the promises of the ongoing
research on automated Natural Language Processing (NLP).
In today’s information-driven society, machines that can process natural language
can be of invaluable importance. Decision makers are expected to process a continuous
flow of (news) messages or any kind of raw data through various input channels, by
extracting information and understanding its meaning. Knowledge can then be acquired
by applying reasoning to the gathered information. However, the amount of available data
is overwhelming, whereas decision makers need a complete overview of their environment
in order to enable effective, well-informed decision making. In today’s global economy,
this is of paramount importance. Decision makers need an intuition on the state of
their market, which is often extremely sensitive to breaking news on financial events like
acquisitions, stock splits, or dividend announcements. In this context, the identification of
events can guide decision making processes, as these events provide means of structuring
information using concepts, with which knowledge can be generated by applying inference.
Automating information extraction and knowledge acquisition processes can facilitate or
support decision makers in fulfilling their cumbersome tasks, as faster processing of more
data enables one to make better informed decisions.
Therefore, we aim to have a fully automated application for processing financial news
messages – fetched from Really Simple Syndication (RSS) (Winer, 2003) feeds – in such
a way that the essence of the messages is extracted and captured in events that are
represented in a machine-understandable way. Thus, in line with the philosophy of the
Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001), the extracted events can be made accessible for
other applications as well, e.g., in order to enable knowledge acquisition. Furthermore,
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the application should be able to handle news messages at a speed that is sufficient for
real-time use, because new events can occur any time and require decision makers to
respond in a timely and adequate manner.
We propose a framework (pipeline) that identifies the concepts of interest (i.e., concepts related to financial events), which are defined in a domain ontology and are associated to synsets from a semantic lexicon (WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)). A preliminary
version of this Semantics-based Pipeline for Economic Event Detection (SPEED) has been
proposed by Hogenboom et al. (2010d). In our current endeavors, we elaborate on this
framework by providing a more extensive discussion of the specifics of our framework (e.g.,
its components and algorithms), as well as a more detailed (component-wise) performance
evaluation. For concept identification, we match lexical representations of concepts retrieved from the text with event-related concepts that are available in WordNet, and thus
aim to maximize recall. Here, we use lexico-semantic patterns based on concepts from
the ontology. The identified lexical representations of relevant concepts are subject to a
procedure for identifying word groups rather than individual words as well as a word sense
disambiguation procedure for determining the corresponding sense, in order to maximize
precision. In order to support real-time applicability, we also aim to minimize the latency,
i.e., the processing time of a news message.
Our contributions are two-fold. The first contribution relates to our proposed combination of a number of existing techniques and a number of new components into a novel
pipeline for event extraction. As our pipeline is semantically enabled, it is designed to
generalize well to other domains, which would typically require the existing ontology to
be replaced by other domain-specific ones. Through their interaction with a domainspecific ontology, our novel, semantically-enabled components constitute a feedback loop
which fosters future reuse of acquired knowledge in the event detection process. An
additional contribution lies in the efficiency and effectiveness of our newly proposed components for identifying relevant ontology concepts, word group look-up, and word sense
disambiguation. Our framework, which also builds on previous work on news personalization (Borsje et al., 2008; Schouten et al., 2010), distinguishes itself by means of its
fast ontology gazetteer, precise discovery of events using word sense disambiguation, and
event decoration with related information using lexico-semantic patterns (Borsje et al.,
2010).
This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 3.2 discusses related work. Subsequently, Section 3.3 elaborates on the proposed framework and its implementation. The
approach is evaluated in Section 3.4. Last, Section 3.5 concludes the chapter and provides
directions for future research.
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3.2

Related Work

This section discusses tools that can be used for Information Extraction (IE) purposes.
First, we elaborate on SemNews, which is an application that aims at accurately extracting
information from heterogeneous news sources. Then, we continue by focusing on IE
pipelines.

3.2.1

SemNews

SemNews (Java et al., 2006) is a Semantic Web-based application that aims to discover the
meaning of news items. These items are retrieved from RSS feeds and are processed by the
NLP engine OntoSem (Nirenburg and Raskin, 2001). The engine retrieves Text Meaning
Representations (TMR), which are subsequently stored in an ontology (fact repository)
that holds as a representation of the world. Results are then published in Ontology Web
Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al., 2004) format, so that they can be used in Semantic
Web applications. This approach is very much related to the work of Vargas-Vera and
Celjuska (2004), as they present an approach to recognize events in news stories and to
populate an ontology semi-automatically.
The information extraction process of OntoSem can be divided into several stages
that the application goes through for each news article that is to be analyzed. First, the
Preprocessor ensures that sentence and word boundaries are identified, as well as named
entities, acronyms, numbers, dates, etc. Then, the Syntactic Parser is invoked to analyze
the syntax of the corpus and to resolve syntactic ambiguity. The parsed text is passed
through the Basic Semantic Analyzer, which produces a basic TMR using various concepts
defined in the ontology and copes with resolving semantic ambiguity. Subsequently, there
is a phase that is associated with extended analysis, such as resolving referential ambiguity
and temporal ordering. Finally, the fact repository is updated by the Fact Extractor, using
the knowledge stored within the extended TMR.
SemNews seems to suit the approach we aim for well. However, OntoSem employs
a frame-based language for representing the ontology and an onomasticon for storing
proper names, whereas we envisage an approach in which both the input ontology and
the facts extracted from news items are represented in OWL, as this fosters application
interoperability and the reuse of existing reasoning tools. Also, the use of an onomasticon
is not sufficient when disambiguating word senses, and hence a general semantic lexicon
like WordNet is desired.
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ANNIE

Most IE-focused tools utilize their own framework for information extraction. However,
over the last few years, GATE (Cunningham, 2002; Cunningham et al., 2002), a freely
available general purpose framework for IE purposes, has become increasingly popular as a
basis for IE tools. GATE is highly flexible in that the user can construct natural language
processing pipelines from components that perform specific tasks. One can distinguish
between various linguistic analysis applications such as tokenization (e.g., distinguishing
words), syntactic analysis jobs like Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, and semantic analysis
tasks such as understanding. By default, GATE loads the A Nearly-New Information
Extraction (ANNIE) system, consisting of several key components which can be useful
components for many custom natural language processing pipelines.
The first component in the ANNIE pipeline is the English Tokenizer, which splits text
into separate chunks, such as words and numbers, and takes into account punctuation.
The tokenizer is a vital component and other components rely upon its output. The
next component is the Sentence Splitter, which splits text into sentences. Subsequently,
the POS Tagger determines the part-of-speech (e.g., noun, verb, etc.) of words within a
scanned corpus. The fourth component in the ANNIE pipeline is the Gazetteer, which
identifies named entities in the corpus that is processed, such as people, organizations,
percentages, etc. After defining named entities and after annotating words with their
proper POS tags, there could be a need to combine and disambiguate discovered annotations. The fifth component in ANNIE, i.e., the NE (Named Entity) Transducer, employs
JAPE rules, which only offer limited support to express in a generic way rules geared
towards for example combining and disambiguating entities. Finally the last component,
the OrthoMatcher, adds identity relations between named entities found earlier in the
pipeline. Its output can for instance be used for orthographic co-referencing, which is not
part of ANNIE.
There are several tools or frameworks that utilize the ANNIE pipeline, or use (modified) ANNIE components together with newly developed components. For instance,
Artequakt (Kim et al., 2002) aims to generate tailored narrative artist biographies using
automatically annotated articles from the Web. In their semantic analysis, they employ
GATE components for gazetteering and named entity recognition. Another example of a
tool that uses ANNIE components is Hermes (Borsje et al., 2008), which extracts a set
of news items related to specific concepts of interest. For this purpose, semantically enhanced ANNIE GATE components are used, i.e., they make use of concepts and relations
stored in ontologies.
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Although the ANNIE pipeline has proven to be useful in various information extraction
jobs, its functionality does not suffice when applied to discovering financial events in news
messages. For instance, ANNIE lacks important features such as a component that focuses
on performing Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), although some disambiguation can
be done using JAPE rules in the NE Transducer. This is however a cumbersome and
ineffective approach where rules have to be created manually for each term, which is prone
to errors. Furthermore, ANNIE lacks the ability to individually look up concepts from
a large ontology within a limited amount of time. Nevertheless, GATE is highly flexible
and customizable, and therefore ANNIE’s components are either usable, or extendible
and replaceable in order to suit our needs.

3.2.3

CAFETIERE

Besides the Artequakt and Hermes frameworks, another example of an adapted ANNIE
pipeline is the Conceptual Annotations for Facts, Events, Terms, Individual Entities, and
RElations (CAFETIERE) relation extraction pipeline (Black et al., 2005), developed in
the Parmenides project (Mikroyannidis et al., 2005; Rinaldi et al., 2003). The pipeline
contains an ontology lookup process and a rule engine. Within CAFETIERE, the Common Annotation Scheme (CAS) DTD is applied, allowing for three annotation layers,
i.e., structural, lexical, and semantic annotation. CAFETIERE employs extraction rules
defined at lexico-semantic level which are similar to JAPE rules. Nevertheless, the syntax
is at a higher level than is the case with JAPE, resulting in easier to express, but less
flexible rules.
Because CAFETIERE stores knowledge in an ontology by means of the Narrative
Knowledge Representation Language (NKRL), Semantic Web ontologies are not employed. NKRL has no formal semantics and lacks reasoning support, which is desired
when identifying for instance financial events. Furthermore, gazetteering is a slow process
when going through large ontologies. Finally, the pipeline also misses a WSD component.

3.2.4

KIM

The Knowledge and Information Management (KIM) platform (Popov et al., 2004a) provides another infrastructure for IE purposes, by combining the GATE architecture with
semantic annotation techniques. The back-end and middle layer of the KIM platform
focus on automatic annotation of news articles, where named entities, inter-entity relations, and attributes are discovered. For this, it is employed a pre-populated OWL upper
ontology, i.e., a minimal but sufficient ontology that is suitable for open domain and gen-
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eral purpose annotation tasks. The semantic annotations in articles allow for applications
such as semantic querying and exploring the semantic repository.
KIM’s architecture is a conglomeration of three layers. In the back-end, a standard
GATE pipeline is invoked for named entity recognition with respect to the KIM ontology.
The GATE pipeline is altered in such a way that its components are semantically enabled,
and is extended with semantic gazetteers and pattern-matching grammars. Furthermore,
GATE is used for managing the content and annotations within the back-end of KIM’s
architecture. The middle layer of the KIM architecture provides services that can be
used by the topmost layer, e.g., semantic repository navigation, semantic indexing and
retrieval, etc. The topmost layer of KIM embodies front-end applications, such as the
Annotation Server and the News Collector.
The differences between KIM and our envisaged approach are in that we aim for a
financial event-focused information extraction pipeline, which is in contrast to KIM’s
general purpose framework. Hence, we employ a domain-specific ontology instead of an
upper ontology. Also, we specifically focus on extracting events from corpora, and not on
(semantic) annotation. Furthermore, no mention has been made regarding WSD within
the KIM platform, whereas we consider WSD to be an essential component in an IE
pipeline.

3.2.5

Discussion

Although the approaches to information extraction we discussed so far each have their
advantages, they also fail to address some of the issues we aim to alleviate. From a technical point of view, the frameworks incorporate semantics only to a limited extent, which
is also demonstrated by Table 3.1. For instance, they make use of gazetteers or knowledge
bases that either do not use ontologies or employ ontologies that are not based on OWL
and thus do not make use of existing standards to represent ontologies. Being able to use
a standard language as OWL fosters application interoperability and the reuse of existing
reasoning tools. Also, to the best of our knowledge, existing applications typically lack
a feedback loop, i.e., the acquired knowledge is not used for future information extraction. Furthermore, WSD is absent and the focus often is on annotation, instead of event
recognition. Therefore, we aim for a framework that combines the insights gained from
the approaches that are previously discussed, targeted at the discovery of financial events
in news articles.
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Approach
SemNews

Purpose
Input Output
Extraction of RSS OWL
facts
ontology

ANNIE

Detection of
entities
CAFETIERE Detection of
relations and
entities
KIM
Detection of
entities

Text

Desired

RSS

Detection of
financial
events

Text

Text

KB utilization
KB∆ WSD
Onomasticon for No
No
proper names
and frame-based
language
Annotations, Gazetteering
No
No
XML
entity lists
Annotations, Gazetteering
No
No
XML
NKRL ontology
Annotations,
RDF(s)
ontology
Annotations,
OWL
ontology

Gazetteering
RDF(s)
ontology
Reasoning with
OWL ontology
and a general
semantic lexicon

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Table 3.1: Comparison of existing approaches and the characteristics required for our
current endeavors, based on purpose (Purpose), input (Input), output (Output), knowledge base utilization (KB utilization), presence of knowledge base updates (KB∆), and
usage of word sense disambiguation (WSD).

3.3

Financial Event Detection based on Semantics

The analysis presented in Section 3.2 demonstrates several approaches to automated information extraction from news messages. However, the state-of-the-art in text processing
does not enable us to perform the specific task we aim to perform. Current approaches
are more focused on annotation of documents, whereas we strive to actually extract information – specific financial events and their related concepts – from documents, with
which, e.g., a knowledge base can be updated.
In order to be able to discover financial events in written text, the analysis of texts
needs to be driven by semantics, as the domain-specific information captured in these
semantics facilitates detection of relevant concepts. Therefore, we propose the SemanticsBased Pipeline for Economic Event Detection (SPEED), consisting of several components
which sequentially process an arbitrary document, as visualized in Figure 3.1. These
components are supported by a semantic lexicon (i.e., WordNet) and a domain-specific
ontology.
Due to the potential of the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE), we
use this IE framework for its modularity. However, none of the existing applications of
the general GATE architecture can support the tasks we seek to perform. Even more, no
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Figure 3.1: SPEED design.
implementation exists of several specialized envisioned components. Therefore, the Javabased implementation of our proposed pipeline requires the development of techniques
that support our needs. The default GATE implementations of the English Tokenizer,
Sentence Splitter, Part-Of-Speech Tagger, and the Morphological Analyzer suit our needs
to a limited yet for now sufficient extent.
This section continues by explaining the domain ontology that supports our pipeline in
Section 3.3.1. Subsequently, Sections 3.3.2 through 3.3.11 discuss the pipeline’s individual
components. We run through the processing steps of the SPEED framework by means of
a typical example news item, displayed in Figure 3.2. This short news item was extracted
from the Yahoo! Business and Technology newsfeed and discusses Google’s acquisition
of YouTube. In our pipeline, each individual component adds its own annotations to the
example news item above. These annotations can be considered as multiple layers on top
of the corpus. This means that one word can have multiple annotations, and can also be
part of a larger annotation spanning multiple words at the same time.
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.2: A typical news example.
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3.3.1

Domain Ontology

Our envisaged approach is driven by an ontology containing information on the NASDAQ100 companies, extracted from Yahoo! Finance. This domain ontology has been developed
by domain experts through an incremental middle-out approach. The ontology captures
concepts and events concerning the financial domain, e.g., companies, competitors, products, CEO’s, etc. Many concepts in this ontology stem from a semantic lexicon (i.e.,
WordNet) and are linked to their semantic lexicon counterparts, but a significant part
of the ontology consists of concepts representing named entities (i.e., proper names). In
our ontology, we distinguish between ten different financial events, i.e., announcements
regarding CEOs, presidents, products, competitors, partners, subsidiaries, share values,
revenues, profits, and losses, which are supported by appropriate classes and properties.
We validated our domain ontology using OntoClean (Guarino and Welty, 2002), a
methodology for analyzing ontologies that uses notions for philosophical ontological analysis. OntoClean is based on formal, domain-independent class properties (meta-properties
and their modifiers), i.e., identity, unity, rigidity, and dependence. Once annotated with
these meta-properties, the ontology can be considered to be valid (or “clean”) whenever
no constraints are violated that are based on these properties.

3.3.2

English Tokenizer

SPEED is designed to identify relevant concepts and their relations in a document. To this
end, first, individual text components are identified as such using the English Tokenizer,
which splits text into tokens (e.g., words, numbers, or punctuation) and subsequently
applies rules specific to the English language in order to split or merge identified tokens.
For example, the token combination |’| |60 | |s| would be merged into one token ‘’60s’.
Note that spaces are considered as special tokens and are annotated as a SpaceToken
rather than a Token. For our running example, this translates to the annotations shown
in Figure 3.3, where tokens are shaded in medium and light tones (for the sake of clarity)
and spaces have a dark shading.
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.3: English Tokenizer annotations (tokens).
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Ontology Gazetteer

A first step towards understanding the text is subsequently taken by the Ontology Gazetteer, which links concepts in the text to concepts defined in an ontology with relevant
concepts (which tend to refer to proper names rather than common words from the semantic lexicon). A normal gazetteer uses lists of words as input, whereas our ontology
gazetteer is ontology-driven and scans the text for lexical representations of concepts from
the ontology. Matching tokens in the text are annotated with a reference to their associated concepts defined in the ontology. For example, suppose our ontology contains a
concept Google of type Company, with a lexical representation ‘Google Inc.’. Any matching
‘Google Inc.’ occurrence in the text is then annotated with the concept Google.
The default GATE OntoGazetteer uses a linear search algorithm to match lexical
representations in a text with a list of ontology concepts and their associated lexical
representations. However, in our novel OntoLookup approach, we use a look-up tree of
approximately 5,000 nodes (based on the Yahoo! Finance news messages represented
in the ontology), in which possible lexical representations of all relevant concepts in the
ontology are mapped to their associated concepts. Each concept can have multiple lexical
representations (groups of 1 or more words). These word groups are all represented in
the look-up tree. Nodes in the tree represent individual tokens and a path from the root
node to an arbitrary leaf node represents a word group.
Figure 3.4 depicts a sample tree structure. In this sample, the root node contains
– among other things – references to ‘Cisco’, ‘Google’, and ‘Yahoo!’. The ‘Cisco’ token
contains a reference to ‘Systems’, which in turn contains a reference to a resource in the
ontology, as well as to another token, ‘Inc’. The latter token also contains a reference
to a resource in the ontology, but does not contain a reference to another token. Thus,
‘Cisco Systems’, and ‘Cisco Systems Inc’ refer to a concept in the ontology. The paths
for ‘Google’ and ‘Yahoo!’ are not fully depicted in Figure 3.4, but could exhibit similar
characteristics.
For a given series of tokens, the OntoLookup process iterates over the tokens. For
each token, it checks whether the look-up tree contains the token. This look-up process
starts at the root node of the tree. If the token is not found, the next token in the text
is looked up in the root node of the full look-up tree. However, if the token is found,
the next token in the text is looked up in the root node of the subtree belonging to the
former token. This process is iterated until either a leaf node is reached (i.e., the word
group cannot be further expanded), or the root node of the considered subtree does not
contain a reference to the next token in the text. The word group associated with the
followed path is then annotated with the associated concept from the ontology. The tree
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Figure 3.4: Sample OntoLookup tree structure.
is implemented using hash maps, in order to reduce the time needed to traverse the tree.
The tree structure representing lexical representations of the concepts in our ontology,
indexed using hash maps, is of benefit because matching a token with a child node by
using, e.g., a linear search algorithm assessing every child node for a possible match with
the token is typically less efficient than determining the index of a child node associated
with a token by means of hashing.
When run through the discussed component, several concepts are recognized in our
running example. As the text is about two companies, i.e., Google and YouTube, the
strings referring to these companies are annotated. These lexical representations are
stored within the ontology and are linked to the ontology concepts of the type Company,
which causes the strings to be annotated with ontology concepts Google and YouTube.
Figure 3.5 demonstrates this annotation process, where the highlighted text is annotated
with the appropriate ontology concepts.
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.5: Ontology Gazetteer annotations (concepts).
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Sentence Splitter

Then, the Sentence Splitter groups the tokens in the text into sentences, based on tokens
indicating a separation between sentences, which can be, for instance, (a combination of)
punctuation symbols or new line characters. The grammatical structure of the text is
then uncovered in order to facilitate an initial model of the text’s meaning.
As shown in Figure 3.6, grouping tokens into sentences is anything but a straightforward task, as periods do not always denote the end of a sentence, but can also be
used as for example decimal separators (or in some languages as thousands separators),
in abbreviations, etc. In the case of our leading example, the Sentence Splitter fails to
find the correct sentences because of the usage of full stops after ‘Inc’. Later on, this is
fixed due to the fact that ‘.’ is part of the lexical representation of a concept. Note that
the period inside the value of ‘1.65 ’ is correctly ignored as a full stop.

3.3.5

Part-Of-Speech Tagger

For each sentence, the type of each word token is subsequently determined by the PartOf-Speech Tagger, which tags each word with its part-of-speech. When employing the
Part-Of-Speech Tagger, no new annotations are added to the document. Instead, features
of tokens are added. Tokens already contain information added by the English Tokenizer
on start and end character number, kind (e.g., word, symbol, etc.), length, orthographic
category (e.g., lowercase), and the string of characters belonging to the tag. The PartOf-Speech Tagger determines the syntactic category of each token and stores this in a
POS feature, which is encoded in capitalized abbreviations. For instance, syntactic categories with suffix VB are verbs, e.g., VBZ denotes a verb in third person singular present.
Categories beginning with NN are nouns, such as a single proper noun (NNP). Common
syntactic categories are displayed in Table 3.2.
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.6: Sentence Splitter annotations (sentences).
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Category
CC
CD
IN
JJ
NN
NNP
PP
RB
UH
VB
VBZ

Description
Coordinating conjunction
Cardinal number
Preposition
Adjective
Noun
Proper Noun
Pronoun
Adverb
Interjection
Verb, base form
Verb, third person singular present

Table 3.2: Common syntactic categories.

3.3.6

Morphological Analyzer

Different forms of a word have a similar meaning; they relate to the same concept, albeit
from possibly different perspectives. Therefore, the Morphological Analyzer component
subsequently reduces the tagged words to their lemma (i.e., canonical form) and when
needed a suffix and/or affix denoting the deviation from this lemma. For instance, for
the verb ‘walk’, the ‘walks’ morph is annotated as root=walk, suffix=s. Similar to
the Part-Of-Speech Tagger, the Morphological Analyzer does not add new annotations
to the document, but token features. When applicable, the Morphological Analyzer adds
features related to morphology (such as affixes) to the tokens. At any rate, for each token,
the root (lemma) is added.

3.3.7

Word Group Look-Up

Words and meanings, denoted often as synsets (set of synonyms) have a many-to-many
relationship. A word can have multiple meanings and a meaning can be represented
by multiple words. Hence, the next step in interpreting a text is disambiguation of the
meaning of the words, given their POS tags, lemmas, etc. To this end, first of all, the
Word Group Look-Up component combines words into maximal word groups, i.e., it aims
at assigning as many words as possible to a group representing some concept in a semantic
lexicon such as WordNet. We use the complete list of approximately 65,000 existing word
groups extracted from WordNet. These word groups are represented in a tree structure,
where nodes represent individual tokens and a path from the root node to an arbitrary
leaf node represents a word group.
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SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.7: Word Group Look-Up annotations (tokens).
Similarly to the OntoLookup process, the word group tree can then be used for matching word groups in the text with word groups extracted from the semantic lexicon. For
each set of tokens, the tree is traversed until either a leaf node is reached, or the next
token in the text is not in the considered subtree. Again, indexing of the tree is implemented using hash maps, in order to optimize the time needed for traversing the tree in
the look-up process.
In our running example, where the feature set of the tokens has been previously
extended by the Part-Of-Speech Tagger and the Morphological Analyzer, the Word Group
Look-Up module of our pipeline employs the WordNet semantic lexicon in order to identify
word groups, such as ‘SAN FRANCISCO’. In Figure 3.7, the tokens in the text that form
a word group are merged into a single token.

3.3.8

Word Sense Disambiguator

After identifying word groups, the Word Sense Disambiguator determines the word sense
of each word group by exploring the mutual relations between senses (as defined in the
semantic lexicon and the ontology) of word groups; the stronger the relation with surrounding senses, the more likely a sense matches the context. Grouping words is important, because combinations of words may have very specific meanings compared to
the individual words. For instance, ‘Gross Domestic Product’ is a combination with a
unique meaning that is not associated with any of the individual words in this group.
The accuracy of WSD may hence be improved when considering word groups rather than
individual words.
We propose an adaptation of the Structural Semantic Interconnections (SSI) (Navigli
and Velardi, 2005) algorithm for word sense disambiguation. The SSI approach uses
graphs to describe word groups and their context (word senses), as derived from a semantic
lexicon (e.g., WordNet). The senses are determined based on the number and type of
detected semantic interconnections in a labeled directed graph representation of all senses
of the considered word groups. Similarities are calculated based on an arbitrary distance
measure.
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More than other common approaches, the SSI approach enables us to incorporate
a notion of semantics into the word sense disambiguation process by exploiting a vast
semantic lexical database. Other common approaches are typically restricted to a relatively small collection of representations of ontological concepts (Theobald et al., 2003)
or barely use any notion of semantics at all, but rather use collocation-based statistical
techniques (Yuret, 2004) or machine learning techniques (Decadt et al., 2004; Mihalcea
and Csomai, 2005). Furthermore, SSI is an unsupervised approach, which makes it easy
to add new terms as neologisms and jargon for disambiguation (i.e., there is no need of
training). Moreover, in recent years, the SSI algorithm has turned out to be a promising
and performing word sense disambiguation technique, as it performs better than other
state-of-the-art unsupervised WSD methods in the Senseval-3 all-words and the Semeval2007 coarse-grained all-words competition (Navigli, 2009).
Semantic similarity evaluation can be performed on numerous ways using distance
measures (Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Lin, 1998; Maguitman et al., 2005; Resnik, 1995).
Similar to Navigli and Velardi (2005), we make use of a simple, transparent, and intuitive
distance measure which takes into account the length of paths between words in our
semantic lexicon. The shorter a path between two arbitrary words in our semantic lexicon,
the more similar we consider them to be.
The word sense disambiguation algorithm we propose in our current endeavors differs
from the original SSI algorithm in a number of ways. First, we consider the two most
likely senses for each word group and iteratively disambiguate the word group with the
greatest weighted difference between the similarity of both senses to the context, rather
than the word group with the greatest similarity for its best sense. Intuitively, this should
yield better results than the original SSI, as it allows to consider the best separation of
the senses of the to-be-disambiguated terms – picking the most similar sense might not
be the best option if the similarity difference with respect to the next best sense is small.
Furthermore, in case an arbitrary word cannot be disambiguated, we default to the first
sense in our semantic lexicon (which in WordNet is statistically the most likely sense),
whereas the original SSI algorithm fails to provide any word sense at all in such cases.
For an arbitrary news item, our algorithm (described in Algorithm 3.1) considers
two lists of word groups. The first list d contains all word groups associated with only
one sense, according to the semantic lexicon (WordNet), the ontology, and the already
disambiguated word groups. The second list a contains all word groups with multiple possibilities for senses, i.e., the word groups to be disambiguated. The algorithm iteratively
computes the similarity l of senses c of word groups in the second list to the senses s of
word groups in the first list. The higher the similarity of a sense to already disambiguated
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Algorithm 3.1: Word Sense Disambiguation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

a, d, s, c, l = ∅;
w = getWordGroups();
foreach g in w do
senses = getSenses(g);
if |senses| == 1 then
add(d, g); add(s, senses);
else
add(a, g);
foreach sense in senses do
if sense not in c then
add(c, sense);
end
end
end
end
foreach sense in c do
simToS = 0;
foreach knownSense in s do
simToS = simToS + 1/shortestPathLength(sense, knownSense);
end
add(l, simToS);
end
lastAddedSense = ∅;
disambiguate = true;
while disambiguate and a 6= ∅ do
bestPick, bestPickSense = ∅;
bestPickConf = −∞;
foreach g in a do
bestSense1, bestSense2 = ∅;
bestSim1, bestSim2 = −∞;
senses = getSenses(g);
foreach sense in senses do
indexSense = indexOf(c, sense);
simToS = get(l, indexSense);
simToS = simToS + 1/shortestPathLength(sense, lastAddedSense);
set(l, indexSense, simToS);
if simToS > bestSim2 then
if simToS > bestSim1 then
bestSense2 = bestSense1 ; bestSense1 = sense;
bestSim2 = bestSim1 ; bestSim1 = simToS;
else
bestSense2 = sense;
bestSim2 = simToS;
end
end
end
confidence = ((bestSim1 -bestSim2 ) × bestSim1 );
if confidence > bestPickConf then
bestPick = g;
bestPickSense = bestSense1 ;
bestPickConf = confidence;
end
end
if bestPickConf > 0 then
rem(a, indexOf(a, bestPick)); add(d, bestPick); add(s, bestPickSense);
lastAddedSense = bestPickSense;
else
disambiguate = false;
end
end
foreach g in a do
rem(a, indexOf(a, g)); add(d, g); add(s, getSense(g, 1 ));
end
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senses, the more likely this sense is assumed to be correct. The algorithm is initialized in
lines 1 through 24. Then, each iteration, each word group in a is assessed by updating the
similarity of its senses to s (lines 33 through 36) and identifying its best and second best
senses (lines 37 through 45). Additionally, the word group with the greatest difference
between the similarity of the best and second best sense (i.e., with the highest confidence)
– weighted with respect to the similarity of the best sense – is identified (lines 47 through
52). When all word groups in a have been assessed, the best pick thus identified is disambiguated by taking the sense with the highest similarity to all disambiguated senses
and moving the word group to the list of disambiguated word groups (lines 55 and 56),
provided that this similarity is a positive number. In all other cases, the disambiguation
process is terminated. If some ambiguous words remain by the time the disambiguation
process finishes, our algorithm defaults to selecting their first WordNet sense (lines 61
through 63).
The similarity of a sense to already disambiguated senses is computed as the sum of
the inverse of the shortest path length between this sense and the disambiguated senses
in the WordNet graph. In our labeled directed graph representation of all senses of the
considered word groups, we determine the shortest path between two concepts in a way
which is similar to Prim’s algorithm (Prim, 1957) for finding a minimum spanning tree for
a connected weighted graph, an algorithm on which Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959)
is also based. Instead of computing a minimum spanning tree for the entire WordNet
graph of the source and target concept, we compute two smaller spanning trees, having
the source concept and the target concept as their root. We do this for both collections
by iteratively walking to all direct neighbors of concepts considered in the collection, until
a concept encountered in a walk in one collection has previously been encountered in the
other collection.
In our running example, the Word Sense Disambiguation component adds the determination of noun and verb senses to the tokens’ feature sets subsequently. These features
contain numbers referring to the corresponding WordNet senses. Hence, no new annotations are added.

3.3.9

Event Phrase Gazetteer

When the meaning of word groups has been disambiguated, the text can be interpreted
using semantics introduced by linking word groups to an ontology, thus capturing their
essence in a meaningful and machine-understandable way. As we are interested in specific
financial events, the Event Phrase Gazetteer scans the text for those events. It uses a
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SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.8: Event Phrase Gazetteer annotations (phrases).
list of phrases or concepts that are likely to represent some part of a relevant event. For
example, when we are looking for stock splits, we can search for ‘stock split’. Since the
Word Group Look-Up component has already combined ‘stock’ and ‘split’ and the Word
Sense Disambiguator has already assigned a concept value to this group of words, we can
easily match this concept with events in our ontology.
The Event Phrase Gazetteer has some similarities with the Ontology Gazetteer since
both of them try to find data from an ontology in a news message. In contrast to the
Ontology Gazetteer, the Event Phrase Gazetteer takes annotated texts as input. Furthermore, the Event Phrase Gazetteer does not process the text lexically, but it looks for
concepts, using the sense numbers that are assigned to the words in the text.
The look-up process takes place in two stages. First, the gazetteer is initialized by
extracting all events from the ontology and linking them to the proper WordNet senses.
This mapping is made accessible through a hash map, where a word sense can be used
as a key to retrieve a reference to an event defined in the ontology. Second, at run time,
the gazetteer iterates over the words in the text and uses the sense key (if any) to test
whether a mapping to a corresponding event exists.
When processing our running example through the Event Phrase Gazetteer, we obtain
the highlighted annotations – representing key concepts for possible events – shown in
Figure 3.8. Since there are multiple types of events, in the features of these annotations
a specification is given. Both the type of event is added, as well as the URI that points
to the specific event in the ontology.

3.3.10

Event Pattern Recognition

Events thus identified by the Event Phrase Gazetteer are supplied with available additional information by the Event Pattern Recognition component, which checks whether
identified events match certain lexico-semantic patterns (which are then used for extracting additional information related to discovered events). For instance, in case of a stock
split, a concept indicating a company should precede the stock split keyword, and either
before or just after the stock split keyword, a split-rate concept should be mentioned.
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The Event Pattern Recognition component is based on the GATE Rule Transducer
component, which uses JAPE (Cunningham et al., 2000) for manually defining patterns.
JAPE provides a layer between the user and the regular expressions that are used internally. A typical JAPE rule consists of a pattern that has to be matched, followed by the
commands that will be executed when that pattern is matched. These commands most
of the time are comprised of a simple annotation command, but more powerful Java code
is allowed too in the right hand side of the rule.
The following example of a JAPE rule extracts the proportions associated with a stock
split event, e.g., ‘3-for-1 ’ (three new shares for one old share):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Rule : Props
(
({ Token . category ==
({ Token . string
==
({ Token . string
==
({ Token . string
==
({ Token . category ==
)
: prop --> : prop . Prop =

CD }) : new
" -"}) ?
" for "})
" -"}) ?
CD }) : old
{ rule = " Props " ,
new = : new . Token . root ,
old = : old . Token . root }

Line 1 specifies the pattern name, and lines 2 through 8 define the pattern to be
searched for in the text. This pattern should consist of a cardinal number token (representing the number of new shares), followed by an optional ‘-’ token, a ‘for’ token, another
optional ‘-’ token, and a cardinal number token (representing the number of old shares).
Lines 9 through 11 specify the commands to be executed when the pattern is matched.
The results from the pattern (i.e., the number of new shares, new, and the number of old
shares, old) are stored into an annotation property.
By default, the GATE Rule Transducer only allows for simultaneous execution of
JAPE rule files. If layering of rules (i.e., using one rule’s output as another rule’s input)
is desired, an extra transducer has to be employed. In our implementation, we tackle
this problem by feeding a JAPE rule file to the transducer that is nothing but a table of
contents containing an ordered list of the different rule files that have to be executed. In
this way, layering is possible, without being obliged to have multiple transducers in the
pipeline. In addition to this, it enables easy recycling of useful blocks of rules.
In our running example, the Ontology Gazetteer already identified a subject and an
object, namely ‘Google Inc.’ and ‘YouTube Inc.’, but those are not the subject and object
of the sentence in a linguistic sense. To find the linguistic subject and object, the company
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Figure 3.9: Event Pattern Recognition annotations (subject, predicate, and object).
names are merged with the surrounding nouns, adjectives, and determiners. This is also
done for verbs. For instance, ‘acquire’ indicates a buy event, but in order to have a better
understanding of the sentence, the Event Pattern Recognition component annotates the
predicate of the sentence by merging the VerbEvent annotation with the surrounding
verbs, resulting in the annotations depicted in Figure 3.9.
Subsequently, after merging subjects, objects, and predicates, JAPE rules are matched
to the annotated text. Whenever there is a match, the event pattern is executed, resulting
in event annotations, e.g., BuyEvent, DeclarationEvent, etc. The annotation holds URIs
to all important features of this event, including event type, event actors, and time stamp
(derived from the news message). Figure 3.10 shows the final event annotation.

3.3.11

Ontology Instantiator

Finally, the knowledge base can be updated by inserting the identified events and their
extracted associated information into the ontology using the Ontology Instantiator. At
this phase, event instances are fully annotated in the text, which implies that no additional
corrections need to be made. The module first retrieves a reference to the ontology by
using the Jena (The Apache Software Foundation, 2013) library and then iterates over the
available event annotations. Each time an event annotation is processed, an event instance
is created in the ontology which belongs to a specific event class. Annotation features that
are available are stored as properties of the individual. Furthermore, (relations between)
concepts affected by the event are updated in the ontology. When the plug-in finished
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters) - Web search
leader Google Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to acquire top video entertainment site
YouTube Inc. for $1.65 billion in stock,
putting a lofty new value on consumergenerated media sites.

Figure 3.10: Event Pattern Recognition annotations (events).
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execution, the ontology is again updated as it is enriched with new events originating
from the processed text.
In the running example that is used throughout this section, we do not have to deal
with a buy event, as an upcoming acquisition has only been announced. Therefore, a
DeclarationEvent individual with its associated properties is created within the ontology.
The relations between Google and YouTube can remain unchanged within the ontology.
However, some of their properties are updated so that the ontology reflects Google’s
upcoming acquisition of YouTube.

3.4

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the implementation, we assess the quality of the
individual pipeline components, each of which contributes to the output of the pipeline –
i.e., annotations and events – and the pipeline as a whole. We measure the performance
by means of statistics that describe, where applicable, latency and the cumulative error
in terms of precision and recall. We define precision as the part of the identified elements
(e.g., word senses or events) that have been identified correctly, and recall represents the
number of identified elements as a fraction of the number of elements that should have
been identified. When we compare the performance of different approaches, we assess the
statistical relevance of differences in performance by means of a paired, two-sided Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (Gibbons, 1986; Hollander and Wolfe, 2000), which is a non-parametric
test evaluating the null hypothesis that the differences between paired observations are
symmetrically distributed around a median equal to 0. If this null hypothesis is rejected,
the compared samples are significantly different. This test would be suitable in this
experimental setup, as the distribution of the values to be compared is unknown.
In our evaluation, we mainly focus on a data set consisting of 200 news messages
extracted from the Yahoo! Business and Technology newsfeeds. In order to arrive at
a golden standard, we have let three domain experts manually annotate the financial
events and relations that we take into account in our evaluation, while ensuring an interannotator agreement of at least 66% (i.e., at least two out of three annotators agree). We
distinguish between ten different financial events, i.e., announcements regarding CEOs,
presidents, products, competitors, partners, subsidiaries, share values, revenues, profits,
and losses. Our data set contains 60 CEO and 22 president discoveries, 232 statements
linking companies with their products, partners, and subsidiaries, i.e., 136, 50, and 46,
respectively, and 127 announcements of share values (45), revenues (22), profits (33), and
losses (27).
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Some components in our pipeline are existing, well-tested components, the performance of which has already been demonstrated in an extensive body of literature. However, one of the contributions of our current endeavors is that we propose several novel
components that require a more detailed evaluation in terms of performance. The first
component we evaluate in this respect is our Ontology Gazetteer component with our
OntoLookup method, the performance of which we compare to the performance of the
default GATE OntoGazetteer it replaces. The goal of both components is to identify
lexical representations of concepts defined in an ontology. Precision and recall are not
particularly useful here, as exact lexical representations known a priori (as is the case
here) can always be identified in our corpus. Conversely, the latency is a more important
issue in this component. On average, the OntoGazetteer needs 1.137 milliseconds (with
a standard deviation of 0.265 milliseconds) per document to identify ontology concepts,
whereas our OntoLookup method completes the same task in approximately 0.213 milliseconds (with a standard deviation of 0.039 milliseconds) per document. This significant
81% decrease (Wilcoxon p-value equals 0.000) in execution time needed can be attributed
to the employed hash map trees.
Another newly proposed component utilizing hash map trees is our Word Group LookUp component, which aims to identify compound words (i.e., word groups) in each document. If we do not use hash map trees in this component, but instead attempt to
maximize our word groups by making numerous calls to our semantic lexicon in a linear
search procedure, we need on average 68 milliseconds (with a standard deviation of 25
milliseconds) per document in our Yahoo! Business and Technology corpus for our task.
Conversely, when we implement our proposed approach utilizing hash map trees, execution time needed decreases significantly with 46% (Wilcoxon p-value equals 0.000) to, on
average, 37 milliseconds, with a standard deviation of 16 milliseconds.
Our Word Sense Disambiguator can be evaluated on a large, publicly available corpus
designed specifically for this purpose – SemCor (Miller et al., 1994). We consider all 186
syntactically and semantically tagged SemCor documents containing 192,639 nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs, which have been annotated with their associated POS, lemma,
and WordNet sense. On this corpus, the original SSI word sense disambiguation algorithm
exhibits an average precision of 53% with a standard deviation of 5 percentage points, a
recall of 31% with a standard deviation of 9 percentage points, and an average execution
time of 1,966 milliseconds, with a standard deviation of 755 milliseconds. Conversely, our
proposed adaptation of SSI exhibits an average precision and recall of 59% with a standard
deviation of 5 percentage points, as well as an average execution time of 2,050 milliseconds,
with a standard deviation of 796 milliseconds. This implies an overall improvement in
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Pipeline
SemNews (Java et al., 2006; Nirenburg et al., 2008)
ANNIE (Cunningham, 2002)
CAFETIERE (Black et al., 2005; Rinaldi et al., 2004)
KIM (Popov et al., 2004a)
SPEED

Precision
68.00%
85.00%
84.03%
86.00%
86.00%

Recall
68.00%
85.00%
84.13%
82.00%
81.00%

Table 3.3: Overview of the reported entity recognition precision and recall scores for
several existing algorithms and information extraction pipelines.
precision with 12% and an improvement in recall with 90% in terms of the performance
of the original SSI algorithm, while experiencing a mere 4% increase in execution time,
which is just a matter of milliseconds. All observed differences are statistically significant,
as they are all associated with a Wilcoxon p-value of 0.000, yielding a rejection of the null
hypothesis of no difference between performance measures at a significance level of 0.001.
On our data set, our pipeline exhibits a latency of 632 milliseconds per document, with
a standard deviation of 398 milliseconds. As for the output of the pipeline as a whole,
we observe a precision for the concept identification in news items of 86% and a recall of
81%, which is comparable with existing systems. Table 3.3 shows the reported precision
and recall for entity recognition for several existing information extraction tools, together
with SPEED’s scores. Scores for other approaches are extracted from existing literature,
as the individual tools are optimized for different purposes and therefore employ different
data sets. As the evaluated data sets are different for each analyzed approach, the results
presented in the table can merely be used as an indication of comparable performance,
yet the table still underlines that in terms of precision and recall, SPEED’s performance
is similar to existing (related) approaches. It should be noted that precision and recall of
pipeline outputs, i.e., fully decorated events, result in lower values of approximately 62%
and 53%, as they rely on multiple concepts that have to be identified correctly. To our
knowledge, none of the existing approaches decorates identified events with their related
information. As such, we cannot compare the final outputs of the considered approaches,
as each approach in Table 3.3 has been designed for a distinct task.
Errors in concept identification result from missing lexical representations of the knowledge base concepts, and missing concepts in general. The disambiguator is supported by
the Word Group Look-Up module, which identifies groups of nouns and verb phrases using WordNet. As a result of storing all data in a data base to keep it ready to use for
future look-up, the more often the disambiguator is invoked, the faster the execution
times will be (as concept similarities have been previously computed), thus eliminating a
potential bottleneck. Despite using only WordNet as a semantic lexicon, we obtain high
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precision as many of our concepts’ lexical representations are named entities, which often
are monosemous. High recall can be explained by SPEED’s focus on detecting concepts
from the ontology in the text, rather than on identifying all concepts in the text. The
senses of word groups that are not present in the ontology are only used to help in the
disambiguation of existing (already identified) concept lexical representations. The senses
of the word groups not present in the ontology are not reflected in the precision and recall measures, as these measures only relate to identified ontological concepts (and their
disambiguated senses).

3.5

Conclusions

We have proposed the Semantics-Based Pipeline for Economic Event Detection (SPEED),
which aims to extract financial events from news articles (announced through RSS feeds)
and to annotate these with meta-data, while maintaining a speed that is high enough
to enable real-time use. For implementing the SPEED pipeline we have reused some
of the ANNIE GATE components and developed new ones such as a high-performance
gazetteer, word group look-up component, and word sense disambiguator. Although we
focus on the financial domain, SPEED is generalizable to other domains, as we separate
the domain-specific aspects from the domain-independent ones.
We have introduced a couple of novelties into the pipeline. Our pipeline components
are semantically enabled, i.e., they make use of semantic lexicons and ontologies. Also,
our WSD component employs a semantic lexicon (WordNet). Furthermore, the pipeline
outputs results with semantics, which introduces a feedback loop; the knowledge base
used within the pipeline can be updated when events are discovered, so that it represents
the current state of the world. We thus incorporate learning behavior, making event
identification more adaptive. Hence, the merit of our pipeline is in the use of semantics,
enabling broader application interoperability. Other contributions lie within the speed
of gazetteering and the improvements made to an existing word sense disambiguation
algorithm (SSI). These novelties contribute to improved precision and recall.
However, since our framework is designed to deal with natural language, it may encounter noisy linguistic information. Our current framework is able to parse standard
terms (which can be found in WordNet), as well as compound terms (which we identify
by means of our novel word group look-up component). As future work, we aim to implement jargon terms by exploiting, e.g., Wikipedia redirects. Additionally, we plan to
account for nonsense terms (i.e., misspellings) by using a similarity measure such as the
Levenshtein distance. Alternatively, more extensive experiments regarding semantic sim-
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ilarity evaluation (Jiang and Conrath, 1997; Lin, 1998; Maguitman et al., 2005; Resnik,
1995) are subject to future research, e.g., experiments with other similarity measures such
as concept neighborhood, which is also applied in related domains (Taddesse et al., 2009),
show promising results that could also be beneficial for our work.
Furthermore, a fruitful research direction would be related to the development of
event trigger-based update languages (Lösch et al., 2009) for domain ontologies. Another
suggestion for future research is to investigate event extraction rules learning from text
using intelligent techniques (such as genetic algorithms). More interesting avenues for
future work lie in investigating further possibilities for implementation in algorithmic
trading environments (Allen and Karjalainen, 1999; Brock et al., 1992; Hellstrom and
Holmstrom, 1999; Kearns and Ortiz, 2003). We aim to find a principal way of utilizing
discovered events in this field. To this end, we also envision another addition, i.e., a way
of linking sentiment (trends, moods, and opinions) to discovered events in order to assign
more meaning to these events that can be exploited in an algorithmic trading setup.
Sentiment of actors with respect to events may be the driving force behind their reactions
to these events.

Chapter 4
Event Extraction Patterns‡
he Semantic Web aims to extend the World Wide Web with a layer of semantic

T

information, so that it is understandable not only by humans, but also by

computers. At its core, the Semantic Web consists of ontologies that describe the
meaning of concepts in a certain domain or across domains. The domain ontologies
are mostly created and maintained by domain experts using manual, time-intensive
processes. In this chapter, we propose a rule-based method for learning ontology
instances from text that helps domain experts with the ontology population process.
In this method we define a lexico-semantic pattern language that, in addition to the
lexical and syntactical information present in lexico-syntactic rules, also makes use
of semantic information. We show that the lexico-semantic patterns are superior to
lexico-syntactic patterns with respect to efficiency and effectivity. Moreover, initial
experiments show that learning patterns through a genetic programming approach
results in higher quality rules than those resulting from a full manual approach within
the same amount of time.

‡

This chapter is based on the article “W. IJntema, J. Sangers, F. Hogenboom, and F. Frasincar. A
Lexico-Semantic Pattern Language for Learning Ontology Instances from Text. Journal of Web Semantics: Science, Services and Agents on the World Wide Web, 15(1):37–50, 2012.” and the conference
publication “W. IJntema, F. Hogenboom, F. Frasincar, and D. Vandic. A Genetic Programming Approach for Learning Semantic Information Extraction Rules from News. In B. Benatallah, A. Bestavros,
Y. Manolopoulos, A. Vakali, and Y. Zhang editors, 15th International Conference on Web Information
System Engineering (WISE 2014), Part I, volume 8786 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages
418–432. Springer, 2014.”
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4.1

Introduction

In today’s information-driven world, many individuals try to keep up-to-date with the
latest developments by reading news items on the Web. The contents of news items reflect
past, current, and future world conditions, and thus news contains information valuable for
various purposes. For example, being aware of current market situations is of paramount
importance for investors and traders, who need to make informed decisions that could
have a significant impact on certain aspects such as profits and market position. However,
due to the ever increasing amount of information, it is virtually impossible to keep track
of all emerging relevant news in an orderly fashion (Gross, 1964; Rampal, 1995). Hence,
automatically filtering news items by means of computers would alleviate the cumbersome
task of manually selecting relevant news messages and extracting information.
In contrast to human beings, machines (e.g., computers) are merely able to read news
articles, not to understand them. With the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001), i.e., a
collection of technologies that express and reason with content metadata, the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) provides a framework to add a layer of semantic information to
the Web, thereby offering means to help machines understand human-created data (e.g.,
news messages) on the Web. On the Semantic Web, metadata is defined using semantic
information that is usually captured in ontologies, which are defined as shared formal
specifications of conceptualizations (Gruber, 1993). Some of the most popular formats
to describe ontologies on the Semantic Web are the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) and RDF Schema (Brickley and Guha, 2004; Klyne and Carroll, 2004), and the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al., 2004). Ontologies can be used to store
domain-specific knowledge in the form of concepts (i.e., classes or instances), together with
associated inter-concept relations. These relations are denoted by triples that consist of
a subject, a predicate, and an object.
Most of the current approaches to news filtering, such as the SeAN (Ardissono et al.,
2001), YourNews (Ahn et al., 2007), and NewsDude (Billsus and Pazzani, 1999) frameworks, are able to retrieve only the news items that contain terms of the user’s interest, not taking into account indirect information, which is also deemed relevant, such as
competitors of companies of interest, political parties of politicians, etc. Exploiting the
semantic contextual information related to concepts of interest enables a more comprehensive overview of relevant news with respect to certain topics. Therefore, in previous
work (Frasincar et al., 2009; Schouten et al., 2010), we introduced the Hermes framework,
which provides a method for personalizing news items that makes use of semantics. The
framework stores lexicalized domain concepts and relations (i.e., properties that relate
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concepts to each other or concepts to data types) in an ontology. Hence, Hermes stores
synonyms or string representations of domain-specific entities (e.g., companies, persons,
etc.) and their relations (e.g., subsidiary, competitor, etc.). The ontology is used for
retrieving relevant news items in a semantically-enhanced way. In addition to this, we
have proposed an ontology-based recommendation method that also benefits from a domain ontology (IJntema et al., 2010). As adding new information to an arbitrary but
sufficiently large knowledge base requires a domain expert to invest a lot of time, in this
chapter we propose a method that discovers new information automatically.
Automatic information discovery requires the use of information extraction techniques.
In the last decades, a vast amount of research has already been conducted in this area.
In general, information extraction can be done by means of statistics (Berger et al., 1996;
Manning and Schütze, 1999; Taira and Soderland, 1999) or pattern-based rules (Hearst,
1992, 1998; Jacobs et al., 1991), each method having its own benefits and drawbacks.
Statistical methods are mainly data-intensive, while pattern-based approaches usually
are driven by knowledge more than data. From a user’s point of view, large amounts
of data are not always readily available, while (general) domain knowledge is usually
at hand. As pattern-based approaches often require less training data than statistical
methods, and also help users to gain more insight into why a certain relation was found,
in this chapter we focus on pattern-based information extraction techniques. While the
use of information extraction rules allows for semi-automatic information extraction, the
construction of the patterns remains a non-trivial, tedious, and time-consuming process,
because a trade-off needs to be made between the rules’ precision and recall. Therefore, in
this chapter, we additionally propose a method that assists the construction of information
extraction rules.
In this chapter, we present a rule-based language that uses lexico-semantic patterns
for information extraction. In contrast to lexico-syntactic patterns (Hearst, 1992, 1998;
Hung et al., 2010), which combine lexical representations (i.e., strings) and syntactical
information (e.g., parts-of-speech), lexico-semantic patterns also allow for the usage of
semantic information such as concepts that are defined in ontologies. The notion of lexicosemantic patterns has already been introduced in our previous work. In (Frasincar et al.,
2011a; Schouten et al., 2010) we extend the Hermes news processing framework by adding
triple-based lexico-semantic event rules that make use of ontological concepts, in order
to be able to recognize economic events. After validation, these events are subsequently
coupled to the execution of action rules which update the underlying ontology. The use of
lexico-semantic patterns for financial events discovery has also been discussed in (Borsje
et al., 2010). There, we present a rule engine that allows for pattern creation based on
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the triple paradigm (i.e., it makes use of a subject, a predicate, and an optional object),
and that relies on triple conversion to the Java Annotations Pattern Engine (JAPE)
language (Cunningham et al., 2000) and SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008).
Last, in (Hogenboom et al., 2010d) we present a semantics-based information extraction
pipeline for economic event detection, which makes use of lexico-semantic patterns that
are defined in the JAPE language.
In the previous work discussed above, we consider mostly simple lexico-semantic patterns that are merely based on the triple paradigm, which hence makes it impossible to
express more complex constructions. In this chapter, we present a more expressive language for specifying lexico-semantic patterns that makes use of regular expressions over
ontology concepts. Furthermore, in our current endeavors, we aim for a simple, easy to
use language for pattern creators. Existing languages like JAPE could easily result in
verbose rules, while we aim for more compact ones. In addition, we give the formal specifications of our language and explain its constructs by means of examples, and we give
a more extensive evaluation of the proposed pattern language in which we analyze the
recognition of different types of events in textual representations. Last, we explore the
application of an automated genetic programming approach for rule learning, in contrast
to the manual processes of pattern creation elaborated on in our previous work.
By using lexico-semantic patterns that employ concepts and relations from a domain
ontology, we aim to solve problems caused by ambiguity and specificity that exist in current approaches that employ lexico-syntactic patterns. The design of the lexico-semantic
pattern language aims to fulfill the following requirements. First, the language should
be developed for a Semantic Web context, where instances and their relations need to be
learned from text. Then, the language should be accessible and easy to understand, yet
expressive enough to be able to cover the required information extraction needs. By employing Semantic Web technologies, our language should remove some of the ambiguities
inherent to lexical approaches, increasing the specifications precision level. In addition, a
semantic approach allows to easily specify patterns that have many instances, increasing
the recall of the information extraction process.
In this work, we aim to investigate the performance of lexico-semantic patterns compared to lexico-syntactic ones and for that, we evaluate the performance of both pattern
languages by manually creating rules for each one of them that are subsequently applied
for fact extraction from two distinct corpora consisting of news messages on financial
topics and political topics, respectively. In this research, we consider facts to represent
(financial or political) events like acquisitions, profit announcements, CEO changes, elections, provocations, etc., which are captured by triples consisting of a subject, a predicate,
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and an object. We compare the performance of the languages with lexico-semantic patterns written in JAPE. Performance is measured in terms of construction times (i.e.,
efficiency) and in terms of precision, recall, and F1 scores (i.e., effectivity). Last, we evaluate the performance of our rule learning approach on our financial corpus, measuring
(improvements in) precision, recall, and F1 scores.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the related
work, followed by Section 4.3, which elaborates on the Hermes Information Extraction
Language (HIEL), i.e., the syntax for defining lexico-semantic patterns. Next, Section 4.4
describes our automated rule learning approach and Section 4.5 describes the Hermes
Information Extraction Engine (HIEE). Our language and learning method are evaluated
in Sections 4.6 and 4.7. Last, Section 4.8 concludes this chapter and identifies future
work.

4.2

Related Work

In the current body of literature, various pattern grammars are described that could be of
use in for instance news processing frameworks (Domingue and Motta, 2000; Java et al.,
2006) or general purpose information extraction tools (Black et al., 2005; Cunningham,
2002; Manov et al., 2003; Popov et al., 2003, 2004b). These patterns are based on linguistic
or lexical knowledge, as well as a priori human knowledge regarding the contents or
topic of the text that is to be processed. We can make a rough distinction between two
types of patterns that can be applied to natural language corpora, i.e., lexico-syntactic
patterns and lexico-semantic patterns. The former patterns are a combination of lexical
representations and syntactical information, whereas the latter patterns combine lexical
representations with syntactic and semantic information.

4.2.1

Lexico-Syntactic Patterns

Hearst (1992, 1998) proposes the use of lexico-syntactic patterns for information extraction. This approach aims to find hyponym and hypernym relations by discovering regular
expression patterns in free text. An example is the application of the following pattern
to the sentence ‘... works by such authors as Herrick, Goldsmith, and Shakespeare’:
1

such NP as { NP ,}* {( or | and ) } NP

In this pattern, NP indicates a proper noun. Other text (i.e., such, as, or, and and) is
used for lexical matching, while ( and ) contain conjunction and disjunction statements to
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be evaluated, in this case a disjunction (denoted as |). Also, * is a repetition parameter
that indicates the sequence between braces ({ and }) is allowed to repeat zero to an
infinite number of times. The rule presented above results in the following discovered
relationships:
1
2
3

hyponym (" author " , " Herrick ")
hyponym (" author " , " Goldsmith ")
hyponym (" author " , " Shakespeare ")

These patterns are often easy to comprehend by regular users, yet defining the right
patterns to mine corpora to obtain unknown information is not a trivial task. Hearst
stresses that, in order to return desired results successfully, patterns should be defined
in such a way that they occur frequently and in many text genres. Also, they should
often indicate the relation of interest and should be recognizable with little or no preencoded knowledge. Furthermore, all existing syntactic variations have to be included
into a complex pattern to ensure its proper working.

4.2.2

Lexico-Semantic Patterns

Lexico-semantic patterns on the other hand are less cumbersome to define, as they make
use of concepts instead of merely lexical representations, hereby alleviating the timeconsuming process of pattern definition. In one of the first works introducing lexicosemantic patterns, Jacobs et al. (1991) propose a system that processes text prior to
normal left-to-right syntactic parsing. The patterns may include terms and operators like
lexical features, logical combinations, wildcards, and repetition, which are mostly adopted
from the regular expression language. An example of a rule that will classify the verb
phrase ‘left dead’ as to express death or injury, is as follows:
1
2
3

? PIVOT = ( or found left shot )
? OBJ
=* ? EFFECT = dead
= > ( mark - activator murder d - vp ) ;

This sentence would also match ‘found dead’ and ‘shot dead’. Next to standard elements such as repetition and wildcards, the rule presented here contains features like
variable assignment on the left-hand side (LHS) (where words preceded by ? denote variables) and on the right-hand side (RHS) macros such as mark-activator, which uses
the results of the pattern match, including variable assignments, along with some other
constants, such as murder and d-vp, to tag and segment the text. The main advantage of
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such lexico-semantic patterns is that they take into account the domain semantics which
help the parser cope with the complexity and flexibility of real text (Jacobs et al., 1991).
The lexico-semantic pattern language proposed by Jacobs et al. is similar to ours, since
it also employs patterns for detecting semantics in text. Their framework is implemented
in the GE NLToolset (Krupka et al., 1992), which is a set of text interpretation tools.
In our framework we benefit from the natural language processing steps performed by
GATE (Cunningham et al., 2002) and the underlying OWL ontologies. The software
allows for easy extension and customization, in contrast to the GE NLToolset. In addition,
we propose patterns that are easier to specify and comprehend by the end user than the
patterns proposed by Jacobs et al..
In order to maintain readability, we aim for a notation similar to the one presented
by Hearst. Even though our patterns add semantic functionalities, they strictly adhere
to the standard POS tags (Robins, 1989) (in contrast to the patterns used by Jacobs
et al.). Furthermore, our patterns require less keywords compared to the ones proposed
by Jacobs et al., as they omit mark and pattern activators. Our intent is to explore the
possibilities of adding semantics to the patterns by using Semantic Web technologies, and
thus to make use of existing ontologies and support tools (e.g., reasoners, editors, readers,
writers, etc.).
The Conceptual Annotations for Facts, Events, Terms, Individual Entities, and RElations (CAFETIERE) framework as introduced by Black et al. (2005) is a rule-based
system for ontology-driven text mining, which makes use of lexico-semantic patterns.
CAFETIERE applies several preprocessing techniques to the text, i.e., tokenization, PartOf-Speech (POS) tagging, and gazetteer lookup. To extract information from text, a rule
notation is defined. A rule has the following form:
1

A => B \ C / D

where A represents the phrase that is recognized, B (optional) represents the text prior
to C, C defines the text elements that are part of the phrase, and D (optional) is the
neighboring text immediately following C. A basic example of a rule that would match an
expression like ‘40 mg’ is:
1

[ syn = NP , sem = QTY ] = > \[ syn = CD ] , [ sem = measure ]/;

In this pattern, one is able to denote the characteristics of a matching token group,
i.e., its syntactic category (i.e., a noun) and its semantic meaning (i.e., a quantity). In
order to match an expression, the text should contain a token which is a cardinal digit,
followed by a token that represents a measure. CAFETIERE also takes into account the
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ordering of the rules. When one rule matches the text and annotates the text, the original
annotation might no longer be visible to the next rule.
In our work, we benefit from the research that has been done in the context of the
CAFETIERE project, e.g., by reusing parts of the developed rule notation. A limitation
within the CAFETIERE framework is that rules are defined on a specific lexico-semantic
level, i.e., semantic concepts are derived from an ontology (knowledge base) described in
Narrative Knowledge Representation Language (NKRL) (Zarri, 1997). NKRL is a knowledge representation language which has been defined before the Semantic Web era, and
has no formal semantics. Hence, the approach fails to properly describe domain semantics.
Both the gazetteer and the lexico-semantic rules could benefit from an ontology-based approach, abstracting from the low-level and sometimes ambiguous lexical representations.
Another rule-based information extraction language that includes domain semantics
is WHISK (Soderland, 1999). This language is based on regular expressions and can be
used for extracting information from semi-structured text as well as free text. An example
of a rule that extracts the number of bedrooms and the associated price for a rental ad is
written as such:
1
2
3
4
5

Pattern :: * ( Digit ) ' BR ' * ' $ '
( Number )
Output :: Rental
{ Bedrooms $1 }
{ Price $2 }

Whenever the pattern of the extraction rule matches a sentence, the syntactical elements that are enclosed by round brackets are being used as variables in the output
statement. The first element Digit is assigned to $1 and the second element Number is
assigned to $2. In WHISK rules, the * symbol represents a wildcard, i.e., it is used to
indicate an arbitrary sequence of characters without limitations to size and contents until
the occurrence of the subsequent term in the pattern.
Even though WHISK does properly include domain semantics, the applicability of the
language is limited. The support for wildcards creates flexibility in the patterns to be
matched, but it is fairly restrained compared to for instance regular expressions. It is
not possible to state a specific range of characters or words. Differently than WHISK,
our language contains additional repetition operators, so that more expressive extraction
rules can be created.
In (Maynard et al., 2002, 2007; Saggion et al., 2007) a MUlti-Source Entity recognition system (MUSE) is proposed. This system employs the General Architecture for Text
Engineering (GATE) (Cunningham et al., 2002) software, which is a Java-based environ-
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ment supporting the research and development of language processing software, in order
to extract information from text. The main focus is on the extraction of information
from multiple sources and retain a certain robustness. The system consists of a number
of components, including a tokenizer, gazetteer, sentence splitter, POS tagger, semantic
tagger, and an orthographical matcher. The semantic tagging comprises a set of grammar rules based on the Java Annotations Pattern Engine (JAPE) language (Cunningham
et al., 2000). An example of such a rule is:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Rule : GazLocation
(
{ Lookup . majorType == location }
)
: loc --> : loc . Location = { kind = " unknown " ,
rule = " GazLocation "}

In general, the LHS contains the pattern to be matched, whereas the RHS defines the
action that is to be executed once a match has been found. This rule is fired (executed)
when the gazetteer lookup results in a location. If this is the case, the pattern will be
annotated with the type Location and two attributes, kind and rule.
Our work distinguishes itself from MUSE by proposing a language with a higher level
of abstraction, which is easier to read for regular users. In addition to that, we focus on
semantic patterns and aim to determine relations between concepts, rather than solely
focusing on recognizing entities.

4.2.3

Pattern Learning

Since the composition of information extraction rules is a tedious process which requires
a domain expert to invest a lot of time, a vast amount of effort has been put into automation of this process. We distinguish between supervised and unsupervised learning, where
in the former method a model is learned from data of which the correct outcomes (classifications) are known, while the latter method does not rely on any prior knowledge. Due
to the fact that on free text supervised methods generally perform better compared to
unsupervised methods (Chang et al., 2006), we aim to employ a supervised learning technique. A problem many supervised approaches have to deal with, is the sparse amount of
training examples, for which bootstrapping has proven to be an effective solution (Carlson
et al., 2010).
Snow et al. (2004) learn hypernym relations from text using a supervised learning technique. The authors collect noun pairs from a corpus in order to identify new hypernym
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pairs, and for each of these pairs sentences are gathered in which both nouns occur. New
hypernym classifiers are trained based on patterns extracted from the gathered sentences,
using classifiers like Naïve Bayes, genetic algorithms, and logistic regression. When such
methods are applied in rule learning processes, rules are generated randomly during initialization and are altered in such a way that the built rules perform better in terms of
a predefined metric, which is often a combination of precision and recall. With respect
to rule generalization and specialization, Snow et al. distinguish between top-down and
bottom-up approaches. The first type starts with a general rule and then aims to specialize
it, while the latter starts with a specialized rule which is then generalized. Our approach
goes beyond the one from Snow et al. by allowing domain concepts and relationships to
be extracted from text.
WHISK (Soderland, 1999) employs a supervised top-down rule learning method. The
rules learned in this system have been discussed earlier, and are based on regular expressions, which is similar to our approach. In addition to simple literals, syntactic and
semantic tags are used to generalize the rules. In the learning process, these tags are
determined by means of heuristics. While classes are allowed, no is-a hierarchy or other
relationships are employed, while at the heart of our system is a domain ontology with
both concepts and relations, which is used to create generic lexico-semantic patterns.
KNOWITALL (Etzioni et al., 2005) uses an unsupervised bottom-up approach to extract named-entities from the Web. The system employs patterns that incorporate POS
tags to extract new information. Pattern learning is based on Web searches, where for
each occurrence of an instance, a prefix of a specific amount of words and a suffix of a
number of words is added to the pattern. The learned patterns consist only of an entity
surrounded by words, unlike our approach, which employs a larger amount of linguistic
information like orthographical categories and ontology elements, and not only POS tags.
Furthermore, the expressiveness of the learned patterns appears to be limited, since repetition and logical operators are not allowed. KNOWITALL focuses on learning named
entity extraction patterns rather than on the extraction of new relationships between
entities, which is something we pursue.
While many of the above methods have proven to be effective when using lexicosyntactic rules, Genetic Algorithms (GA) are suitable for rule learning as well, since the
input is often a bit string (Holland, 1992). One can encode a pattern such that every bit
represents a token or its corresponding features. By employing different genetic operators,
such as inheritance, selection, mutation, and cross-over, the optimal information extraction rule can be determined. A similar method is applied by Castellanos et al. (2010),
who learn lexico-syntactic patterns that only incorporate POS tags, in order to extract
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entities. This is inherently different from our approach, since we aim to generate lexicosemantic patterns to extract concepts, relationships, and events (complex concepts) from
text.
A branch of Genetic Algorithms is Genetic Programming (GP), where generally each
problem is represented as a tree instead of a bit string. This makes it easier to encode
the problem. Each node either represents a sequence, a logical operator – e.g., conjunction, disjunction, and negation – or a repetition operator. Similarly, terminal tree
nodes are suitable to represent a literal, syntactic category, orthographical category, or
a concept. Genetic algorithms often converge fast to a good solution when compared
to other meta-heuristics, such as simulated annealing (Thompson and Bilbro, 2000). By
performing the default genetic operators, trees can evolve until the desired performance is
achieved. In a similar manner, Borg et al. (2010) employ trees to represent rules, containing POS tags, that are used in genetic programming to discriminate between definitions
and non-definitions in text. Because of the identified advantages of Genetic Programming approaches over other approaches, in our research, we use a Genetic Programming
approach to pattern learning.

4.3

Hermes Information Extraction Language

The Hermes Information Extraction Language (HIEL) employs semantic concepts from
an ontology. The language is evaluated in the context of extracting events and relations
from news, as an extension to the existing Hermes news personalization framework (Frasincar et al., 2009; Schouten et al., 2010). This section continues by briefly explaining
the characteristics of the Hermes framework as well as the usage of ontologies within
the framework in Section 4.3.1. Subsequently, Section 4.3.2 introduces HIEL for semiautomatic information extraction from news items, of which also the Backus Naur Form
(BNF) grammar is given in Appendix 4.A. Last, Section 4.3.3 elaborates on the usage of
ontology elements within our language.

4.3.1

Hermes

Hermes (Frasincar et al., 2009; Schouten et al., 2010) is a framework that can be used for
building a personalized news service. The framework enables users to select concepts from
a knowledge base. Whenever these concepts, which could be individuals like Microsoft
or Google, or related concepts, such as competitors, appear in an arbitrary news item,
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the news item is presented to the user. Hence, the user will only be presented news items
that match the user’s interest.
Concept selection is performed by means of user-defined patterns.

Similarly to

CAFETIERE, Hermes is based on GATE and employs lexico-semantic patterns. However,
these patterns use information from an OWL ontology that contains a schema of concepts
and relations of various nature, thus making use of a standard language supported by
many reasoners. Knowledge is stored in a separate ontological database that contains
individuals. Each time a news message is processed, the ontology might be updated with
new facts, so that the knowledge base remains up-to-date (Schouten et al., 2010).
The current knowledge base of Hermes is maintained by a manual approach. The
domain ontologies are developed by domain experts. The process of developing the ontology is an incremental middle-out approach (Frasincar et al., 2009). Since news events
can change the state of the world, each time such a change happens, the knowledge base
should be updated. Because updating the ontology manually is a cumbersome process, it
is preferred to do this at least semi-automatically. Therefore, we propose an information
extraction language that can extract new individuals of concepts and relations from news
items.

4.3.2

Language Syntax

The patterns previously proposed by Hearst (1992, 1998) serve as an inspiration for HIEL,
as these lexico-syntactic patterns are easily comprehensible. Furthermore, these patterns
provide the user with valuable insights into the reasons behind the extraction of certain
information. Therefore, we aim to propose a language that approaches this simplicity,
i.e., a language with which one is able to make patterns that are intuitive and easy to
understand, but which also addresses the required expressivity. In this regard, it should
have at least the expressivity of regular expressions. Our language can be characterized by
supporting syntactic features, orthographic features, concepts, relations between concepts,
logical operators, repetition, and wildcards. In this section, we explore the syntax of the
language.
Language Definition
Typically, in HIEL, each pattern is described by a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand
side (RHS). Once the RHS has been matched in the text to be processed, it is annotated
as described by the LHS of the pattern. The LHS describes a relation between a subject
(sub) and an object (obj) by using a predicate (pred). For example, isCompetitorOf is
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a relation between the concepts Microsoft and Google. We denote the LHS of a pattern
as follows:
1

( sub , pred , obj ) : - RHS ;

The RHS, which is always terminated using a semicolon (;), describes a pattern that
has to be identified in text. We define a pattern as an ordered collection of tokens that are
divided by spaces, which indicates the sequence in which the target tokens have to appear
in text. The RHS of a HIEL pattern is not limited to one sentence, but is matched against
the full news article text. In order to limit a rule to a sentence, one has to specifically
define this constraint in the pattern.
Prefixes
As both the LHS and the RHS can make use of ontological concepts, individuals, and
properties that can be defined in different ontologies (identifiable through their unique
namespaces), rules could easily become overly complex. In order to simplify the rule
syntax, we introduce a short-hand method for namespace references. For this, HIEL
allows for the definition of prefixes prior to the definition of the LHS and the RHS. For
instance, a prefix kb for the ontology http://www.hermes.com/knowledgebase.owl# is
created as follows:
1

PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "

Note that such prefixes are particularly useful for pattern applications further explained
in Section 4.3.3.
Literals
As shown in Section 4.2, pattern grammars typically support literals, i.e., text strings. Literals can be written as a (compound) word surrounded by quotes, e.g., ‘John F. Kennedy’.
In HIEL, tokens on the RHS of patterns can be of various types, amongst which literals.
Whenever literals are used within patterns, the (compound) word between quotes has to
match exactly with the text.
Lexical Category
Like many other lexico-syntactic and lexico-semantic pattern languages, our language
supports a set of syntactic categories to describe the lexical category of the token, i.e., its
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Category
CC
CD
IN
JJ
NN
NNP
PP
RB
UH
VB
VBZ

Description
Coordinating conjunction
Cardinal number
Preposition
Adjective
Noun
Proper Noun
Pronoun
Adverb
Interjection
Verb, base form
Verb, 3rd person singular present

Table 4.1: Common lexical categories.
part-of-speech. The most common lexical categories are shown in Table 4.1. In general,
we distinguish between various verbs and nouns, prepositions, adjectives, coordinating
conjunctions (e.g., ‘as well as’), cardinal numbers, and interjections (e.g., ‘well’ as in
‘well, that depends’).
Orthographic Category
In addition to the word lexical category, the language distinguishes four orthographic categories. Note that the field of orthography spans hyphenation, capitalization, word breaks,
emphasis, and punctuation. We define orthography as describing (defining) the set of
symbols used in tokens. More specifically, we focus on capitalization. The upperInitial
category is used for tokens that start with an uppercase character. When referring to capitalized words, allCaps should be used. In addition, lowerCase indicates a token without
uppercase characters. Finally, mixedCaps is used in words with varying capitalization.
Orthographic categories can especially be useful when identifying names or abbreviations.
Labels
The subject, relation, and object described in the LHS need to be identified in the RHS
in order to provide a link between text and a new extracted fact. This can be done using
labels, which are represented as words preceded by a dollar sign ($) and followed by a
colon and an equality sign (:=), as well as a description of the attached token. Whenever
the RHS matches with a sentence, the tokens with associated labels are filled in the LHS
of the rule. An example of a rule that employs labels is:
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PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , kb : hasProduct , $obj ) : $sub := ' Google ' ' launches '
$obj := upperInitial ;

In the example, the prefix kb refers to the namespace of a knowledge base (ontology)
in which the predicate hasProduct has been specified, i.e., http://www.hermes.com/
knowledgebase.owl#. This rule can be employed for finding new products of Google,
and matches text fragments where the literals 'Google' and 'launches' are superseded
by a token with the upperInitial orthographic category. Subsequently, Google and the
latter token are bound to the labels sub and obj, respectively.
Logical Operators
The language supports three of the most common types of logical operators as defined
by Gamut (1991), i.e., and (&), or (|), and not (!). The disjunction and conjunction are
used in combination with grouping parentheses in the RHS. An example of such a rule is:
1
2
3
4

PREFIX rdf : " http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # "
( $sub , rdf : typeOf , $obj ) : $sub :=( NN & upperInitial )
$obj :=( NN | CD ) ;

Here, the subject (labeled sub) is a noun with an upper initial, and the object (obj)
is either a noun or a cardinal number. The prefix rdf points to the namespace of RDF,
which – amongst others – contains the typeOf property. Hence, the matching subjects
are assumed to have a typeOf relation with their respective objects.
The logical operator indicating negation can be used freely in the RHS of a rule, yet
it is not allowed to negate a label or a wildcard (to be discussed later). An example of a
rule employing negation is:
1
2
3
4

PREFIX rdf : " http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # "
( $sub , rdf : typeOf , $obj ) : $sub :=(! NN )
$obj :=(!( NN | CD ) ) ;

In the latter example, the subject is a token that is not a noun and which is followed
by a token (the object) that is not a noun or cardinal number.
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Repetition
Another feature that is often used in many languages is repetition, which is employed
as an indication that a certain pattern can be found a number of times. In HIEL, we
distinguish between four types of repetition operators: zero or more (*), once or more (+),
zero or once (?), and a range ({min[,[max]]}). The latter indicates that the foregoing
pattern must occur at least min times and no more than max times. The comma and the
maximum are optional. When a maximum has not been defined, the pattern must occur
at least min times. Leaving out the comma as well indicates that the specified pattern
must occur exactly min times. An example of a rule utilizing a range operator is:
1
2
3
4

PREFIX rdf : " http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # "
( $sub , rdf : typeOf , $obj ) : $sub := NNP ( VB | NN ) {1 ,3}
$obj := NNP ;

This rule matches a text segment consisting of a proper noun (i.e., the subject), which
is followed by 1, 2, or 3 tokens that are verbs or nouns, and by another proper noun
(i.e., the object). As in our previous examples, the matched subject is assumed to have a
typeOf relation with the matched object.
Wildcards
The patterns defined in the RHS of rules can be very specific. The order of the tokens
is fixed and no other words between the tokens are allowed. In order to enable some
flexibility in patterns, we allow the user to employ wildcards. These wildcards can be used
to state that any word (token) may be found in the text and are inspired by the wildcards
of the database query language SQL. Within our language, a wildcard is denoted with
an underscore (_), which can optionally be followed by repetition operators. As stated
earlier, it is not allowed to precede the wildcard with a negation operator. An example
rule that makes use of wildcards is:
1
2
3
4

PREFIX rdf : " http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # "
( $sub , rdf : typeOf , $obj ) : $sub :=( NN & upperInitial ) _ {5}
$obj := NN ;

In the latter example, the subject, i.e., a noun token starting with an uppercase
character, is followed by exactly 5 wildcards and another noun which is bound to the
object of the rule.
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Employing Ontology Elements

By employing ontology elements, we are adding semantics to the rules. For instance, let
us assume we are interested in discovering new occurrences of a kb:Company introducing
a new kb:Product. If there is a news article about kb:Google introducing a new product,
e.g., kb:Chrome, and kb:Google already has an entry in the knowledge base (ontology),
it is possible to annotate the lexical representation of kb:Chrome as a product and add
a product-relation between kb:Chrome and kb:Google. When ontologies are employed
in the rules, potentially one rule can be used to describe multiple lexical representations.
In this example three features of an ontology occur. First, kb:Company and kb:Product
are classes. Second, kb:Google and the product (kb:Chrome) are individuals of these
classes, and third, the relationship between kb:Google and the product represents an
object property. We now continue by discussing how these three features of the ontology
can be employed in information extraction rules.
Concepts
Classes are groups of individuals that share the same properties (Bechhofer et al., 2004).
For example, kb:Google and kb:Microsoft both belong to the class kb:Company. Other
examples of classes are kb:Product, kb:Person, and kb:Country. In information extraction it is useful to look for specific individuals, rather than classes, in text fragments.
Individuals are more specific than classes and are generally used on the RHS of the rule.
In the language we make a distinction between classes and individuals. If the rule is
to recognize a specific individual of a certain concept it is denoted by the individual itself.
The following rule shows an example:
1
2
3
4

PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , kb : hasProduct , $obj ) : $sub := kb : Google kb : Buys
$obj := mixedCaps ;

This rule contains two individuals, namely kb:Google and kb:Buys, and are matched
to a sentence like ‘Google Inc. acquires YouTube,’ because ‘Google Inc.’ is a lexical
representation of the instance kb:Google and in a similar manner is ‘acquires’ a lexical
representation of kb:Buys. By employing classes instead of specific individuals, the rules
become more generic. An example of a rule using classes is:
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1
2
3
4

PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , rdf : typeOf , kb : Company ) : [ kb : Company ] ( ' ,' | ' and ' )
$sub :=( NNP {1 ,}) ;

In the latter rule, a list of companies is recognized. The square parentheses denote
that any of the individuals of the enclosed type may be matched. Each individual has
associated lexical representations as we have previously seen. In this example, the proper
nouns (NNP) will be annotated as an individual of a company. Assuming that kb:Google
is already known as a concept, in order to recognize other companies, we can match the
rule on the sentence ‘A Big-Picture Look at Google, Microsoft Corporation, Apple and
Yahoo!’. The first time this is done, ‘Microsoft Corporation’ will be annotated as a
company, while in order to recognize ‘Apple’ and ‘Yahoo!’ as well, the rule needs to be
run a second and a third time.
Relations between Concepts
As stated earlier, the LHS of the HIEL patterns is used for recognizing concepts, and it is
a triple that describes the relationship between a subject and an object. By using labels,
we can refer in the LHS to a concept found on the RHS. For instance, a rule such as
1
2
3
4

PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , kb : hasSubsidiary , $obj ) : $sub :=[ kb : Company ] kb : Buys
$obj :=[ kb : Company ] ;

can be employed in order to extract the kb:hasSubsidiary relation between two companies. The individual kb:Buys has various synonyms such as: ‘buy’, ‘acquire’, and ‘take
over’. If we apply this rule to the sentence ‘Google buys YouTube for $1.65 billion’, it would
extract the kb:hasSubsidiary relation between kb:Google and kb:YouTube, assuming
that the corresponding tokens have been annotated with their correct ontology individuals
kb:Google and kb:YouTube, respectively, which belong to the class kb:Company. This
information can then be used in order to update the ontology, for instance for removing
the existing competitor relationship between the companies.

4.4

Rule Learning

In order to assist domain experts with rule creation, we propose to employ a genetic programming approach to rule learning. Our information extraction language, HIEL, which
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can intuitively be implemented using tree structures, fits the required tree structure of
the genetic programming operators. Additionally, a genetic programming approach offers
transparency in the sense that it gives the user insight into how information extraction
rules are learned. Also, a genetic approach – as opposed to other meta-heuristics such as
simulated annealing – often converges to a good solution in a relatively small amount of
time (Thompson and Bilbro, 2000).

4.4.1

Rule Learning Process

Figure 4.1 depicts the basic steps of our genetic programming approach to rule learning,
where each circle represents a rule. First rules are initialized, followed by the evaluation of
the fitness of each of these rules. Rule evolution is done by applying a genetic operator on
the rules, i.e., elitist selection, cross-over, and mutation. Based on a selection procedure
which takes into account the fitness of individuals we determine the rules on which these
operators are applied. This process continues until one of the termination criteria is
fulfilled, after which the rule with the highest fitness is collected in a rule group. The
new rule
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Figure 4.1: Rule learning process.
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latter is a group of rules, in which each rule aims to extract the same type of information,
albeit covering different situations. Since a single rule is not likely to achieve a high recall,
because of the many different sentence structures, a collection of rules could achieve this
goal. After the best rule, i.e., the rule with the highest fitness, has been selected and the
rule group does not yet meet its termination requirements, a new population is initialized
and another iteration is performed.

4.4.2

Representation

While in genetic algorithms, individuals are generally encoded in the form of an array
of bits, in genetic programming individuals are specified as trees. In our representation,
a tree consists of two types of nodes, i.e., functions and terminals. The first type has
functions and terminals as children, whereas the second type cannot have child nodes. We
differentiate between five functions, i.e., a sequence, a conjunction operator, a disjunction
operator, a negation operator, and a repetition. Also, we distinguish four terminals, i.e.,
a syntactic category, an orthographic category, a concept, and a wildcard.
Each information extraction rule can be represented by a tree. Considering the fact
that HIEL requires labels to be placed on separate elements on the first level of the tree
and each label should be bound to different tokens in the text, the root of each tree is a
sequence, which can have one or more child nodes of type function or terminal.

4.4.3

Initialization

The first phase in the genetic programming process is the initialization of the rules.
During the initialization, a population of N individuals is created. For initialization, each
node needs to be created such that it is syntactically correct. In addition, a maximum
number of nodes per tree and a maximum tree depth helps constraining the rule size and
complexity.
Generally, in genetic programming, information extraction rules are generated randomly at initialization phase. A commonly used method is ramped-half-and-half, which
is proven to produce a wide variety of trees of various sizes and shapes. The rampedhalf-and-half initialization procedure consists of two methods, i.e., full and grow. The
full method generates trees for which the leaves (terminal nodes) are all at the same level
(i.e., maxdepth), while the grow method generates more variously shaped trees. Because
neither of the methods provide a wide variety of individuals, half of the population is
constructed using the full method and half of the population is constructed using the
grow method.
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Fitness Evaluation

Each individual in the population is evaluated for each generation in order to determine
its fitness. We compare the extracted information with manually annotated information
by evaluating the F1 -measure and the number of nodes within a tree. The F1 -measure is
defined as the harmonic mean of precision (correctly found items) and recall (correctly
found items with respect to should-be-found items). We calculate the number of nodes
within a tree in order to control the amount of bloat (i.e., uncontrolled growth of information extraction rules during the evolutionary process) in the population. Both measures
are combined into one fitness measure that determines how well an individual performs
compared to others.
A common problem in genetic programming is tree size explosion. Often, rules are
learned that have the same fitness, but that are slightly different. In order to overcome the
problem of learning rules consisting of unnecessary nodes, we introduce some parsimony
pressure by including a small penalty in the overall fitness measure for the total number
of nodes of the rule. Let α denote the amount of bloat and R represent a rule, then the
fitness of a rule (when taking into account both F1 and rule length l) is determined as:

Fitness(R) =

4.4.5





0

if F1 (R) = 0
α

+ (1 − α) · F1 (R) if F1 (R) > 0 .

l(R)

(4.1)

Selection

For each genetic operator one or more individuals from the population need to be selected.
According to the Darwinian principles, the strongest individuals survive, therefore it is
better to select individuals based on their fitness. A common selection method is tournament selection. One of the advantages of this method is that the selection pressure, which
determines the degree to which it favors fit individuals over less fit individuals, remains
constant. In tournament selection, ts (tournament size) individuals are selected randomly
from the population. These selected individuals are then compared with each other, and
the one having the highest fitness wins and is selected. By adjusting the tournament size,
the selection pressure can be adapted.

4.4.6

Genetic Operations

After the rules have been initialized, the actual process of evolving can be initiated. During
the evolution, several genetic operators are applied, i.e., elitist selection, and reproduction
through cross-over and mutation.
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Elitist Selection
The first operation, elitist selection, resembles the survival of the fittest principle from
Darwin. After the fitness of each individual in the population has been determined, the
best r performing individuals are selected and copied to the next generation. The user
may alter the portion of the population that is allocated for selection. Generally r is set
to a value between 5% and 10%, in order for the algorithm to keep just a small set of the
best performing individuals.
An advantage of applying the selection operator is that it helps the process to remember the best performing individuals until a better one is found. If the operator is omitted,
these well performing rules might disappear from the population due to the reproductive
cross-over and mutation operators.
Cross-over
During the cross-over operation two parents are selected from the population to produce
either one or two offsprings. The former method randomly selects a cross-over point in
both parents and interchanges the selected nodes, producing two children. The latter also
randomly selects a cross-over point in both parents, but generates one child by combining
the selected parts from both parents. Each parent is chosen based on its fitness using
tournament selection and could be selected more than once in each generation, making it
possible to use the same individual for multiple cross-over operations.
The selection of the cross-over points is generally not done with uniform probability,
since the majority of the nodes will be terminal nodes. In order to overcome this problem, we select 90% of the time a function and 10% of the time a terminal node. While
individuals are selected based on their fitness, the nodes interchanged during cross-over
are selected in a random manner. This can result in offspring that do(es) not necessarily
perform well, while the originating trees can have a relatively good performance. This
is the case if a node (including its child nodes), also called a subpattern, is almost never
discovered in the text.
Mutation
The mutation operator aims to introduce more variety into the population. Several approaches are identified in mutation for genetic programming. The first is subtree mutation,
also known as headless chicken cross-over, where a random point in the tree is replaced
by a randomly generated subtree. A second approach is point mutation. In this method
only the randomly selected point is replaced by a function or terminal. If no replacement
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is possible (i.e., if the randomly generated node is not allowed within the selected parent
node), the mutation is not performed. We utilize the headless chicken cross-over method,
because of its reported good performance with respect to the other approaches (Angeline,
1997; Jones, 1995).

4.4.7

Termination Criteria

A genetic programming run terminates when one of the termination criteria is satisfied.
We distinguish between two termination criteria, i.e., one for a run and one for a rule
group. Each run generates a maximum number of generations, which can be specified by
the user. Because of the wide variety in sentence structures it is not plausible that one
rule would be able to achieve high recall and precision values, yet a group of rules might
be able to achieve this goal for a particular event. Once a termination criterion has been
fulfilled, the rule with the highest fitness is saved to the assembled rule group, i.e., a set
of rules that intend to extract the same information (i.e., triple type). For example, it
is likely that one needs several rules to extract all instances of a kb:hasCEO relationship
between a kb:Company and a kb:Person. At least two rules are needed to extract both
the instance in ‘Apple’s chief executive, Steven P. Jobs’ and ‘Steve Ballmer, Microsoft’s
chief executive’ as the order of the company and the CEO is different in these two cases.
Once a rule is learned and added to the rule group, the information extracted by
this rule is excluded while learning additional rules. If a rule does match a previous
annotation, it is not taken into account for its fitness, and hence each rule will extract
different information. After the termination criterion for the current population fires, the
rule with the highest fitness is only collected in the rule group if it causes the rule group to
achieve a higher overall fitness value. In case it lowers the fitness of the entire group, it is
omitted. The entire rule learning process, i.e., assembling the rule group, terminates when
T iterations of updates have passed in a sequence, which did not manage to produce rules
that increased the fitness of the rule group, meaning the algorithm is stuck in a (local,
possibly sub-optimal) solution.

4.5

Hermes Information Extraction Engine

Based on the language defined in this chapter, we have implemented the Hermes Information Extraction Engine (HIEE). In this section, we first discuss the Hermes News
Portal (HNP) in Section 4.5.1, followed by Section 4.5.2 that briefly touches upon the
general framework that lies underneath the HNP and the HIEE plug-in. Subsequently,
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Section 4.5.3 presents the preprocessing of the news items. Section 4.5.4 discusses the
rule engine and Section 4.5.5 illustrates the rule development and learning plug-in for the
Hermes News Portal.

4.5.1

Hermes News Portal

The implementation of the Hermes framework is the Hermes News Portal (HNP), which
allows users to formulate queries and execute them on the domain ontology in order to
retrieve relevant news items. The HNP application is a stand-alone, Java-based tool which
makes use of various Semantic Web technologies.
The internal knowledge base is in fact a domain ontology constructed by domain experts, represented in OWL (Bechhofer et al., 2004). While populated ontologies are typically queried by the Semantic Web’s standard query language SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux
and Seaborne, 2008), querying within HNP is done by means of extended SPARQL queries.
Because within the Hermes News Portal time-specific features are exploited, time functionalities were added to SPARQL, which resulted in tSPARQL (Frasincar et al., 2009;
Schouten et al., 2010). Within HNP, the classification of the news articles is done using
GATE (Cunningham et al., 2002) and the WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) semantic lexicon.
The classification occurs prior to the rules execution that extract information from news.

4.5.2

General Framework

We developed a general framework that supports our Hermes Information Extraction
Engine (HIEE) plug-in. Figure 4.2 presents the architecture of the processing pipeline
that lies underneath our implementation. The pipeline takes as inputs news documents
(for instance originating from RSS feeds) and rules (either specified by the user or by
the genetic programming algorithm), and is centered around an ontology. The framework
further consists of two main parts, i.e., the preprocessing stage and the rule engine. These
parts and their individual components are executed in a specific order, and are discussed
in more detail in the following sections.
In short, preprocessing – which is described in more detail in Section 4.5.3 – is done
using the existing HNP natural language processing pipeline, which classifies news items
using the GATE architecture (Cunningham et al., 2002). Most of the components stem
from the A Nearly-New Information Extraction (ANNIE) system, which is a selection of
standard GATE components. In addition, an ontology-enabled gazetteer is employed.
In contrast to most preprocessing components, the rule engine, which is described in
more detail in Section 4.5.4, makes use of ontologies. The engine consists of two core
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the Hermes processing pipeline.
components, i.e., lexico-semantic pattern (rule) compilation and matching. The compiler
and matcher make use of semantic components, i.e., concepts and individuals stored in
the main ontology, and syntactic elements, such as part-of-speech tags that are generated
in the preprocessing stage.

4.5.3

Preprocessing

Before the rules can be employed to match patterns in text, a few processing tasks need
to be performed, like tokenization, sentence splitting, and part-of-speech tagging, which
are dealt with by the GATE architecture (Cunningham et al., 2002). GATE provides a
pipeline consisting of different components, each of which handles a different aspect of the
language processing. The components that are part of the pipeline, and come with GATE
by default, are in order of usage: Document Reset, ANNIE English Tokenizer, ANNIE
Gazetteer, ANNIE Sentence Splitter, ANNIE Part-Of-Speech Tagger, and OntoGazetteer.
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The Document Reset component is used for resetting the document, in this case a
news item, to its original state. The document is cleared from all its current annotations,
enabling the pipeline to re-annotate the text. This is especially useful when running the
document through a pipeline several times, as it is undesirable to use a document with
previous annotations in an information extraction process. Subsequently, the ANNIE
English Tokenizer splits the corpus into tokens, such as numbers, punctuation, and words
of different types. A distinction is made between words in uppercase and lowercase, and
between certain types of punctuation.
After these basic operations, the ANNIE Gazetteer looks up words from gazetteer lists
(i.e., lists with names of, for example, cities, countries, companies, days of the week, world
leaders, etc.) in order to be able to classify them. In our implementation, the latter task
is limited to some basic and static lists, such as days of the week, months of the year, etc.
After gazetteering, the ANNIE Sentence Splitter is employed, which identifies sentences,
required for the ANNIE Part-Of-Speech Tagger. This tagger is a modified version of the
Brill tagger (Brill, 1992), which produces a POS tag as an annotation to each word or
symbol. The POS tags, e.g., the ones described in Table 4.1, can be used in the rules to
describe certain patterns.
Finally, the OntoGazetteer component is executed, which has similarities with the
ANNIE Gazetteer. The biggest difference lies in the fact that the OntoGazetteer is an
ontology-enabled component, i.e., it utilizes terms stored in an ontology instead of plain
gazetteer lists for classification. The component still utilizes lists in order to perform
its tasks, but in addition provides a mapping definition between the lists and the ontology classes. The OntoGazetteer searches the corpus for occurrences of OWL annotation
properties – these are the concept lexical representations – of the classes and instances
of the ontology. Similar to our previous efforts (Hogenboom et al., 2013b) discussed in
Chapter 3, the gazetteer operates on unprocessed tokens (and hence does not make use
of POS tags, lemmas (not considered here), etc. Therefore, the position of the gazetteer
is not important, as long as it is placed after the ANNIE English Tokenizer. The found
matches are annotated with the name of the OWL individual (or class) against which
the piece of text is matched. In order to assure a good performance, one should make
sure that the ontology has an extensive list of lexical representations associated to each
depicted concept or relation. After annotation using the OntoGazetteer, tokens have been
linked to the ontology, and hence can be used in lexico-semantic patterns. A sentence
like ‘The conference will be attended by Microsoft and Apple CEOs Steve Ballmer and
Steve Jobs’, gives us the opportunity to recognize ‘Steve Ballmer’ and ‘Steve Jobs’ as
CEOs of ‘Microsoft’ and ‘Apple’, respectively, e.g., as individuals kb:SteveBallmer and
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kb:SteveJobs of class kb:Person and kb:Microsoft and kb:Apple of class kb:Company
have been annotated and hence can be employed to extract relations of type [kb:Company]
kb:hasCEO [kb:Person].

4.5.4

Rule Engine

After preprocessing a news corpus, the Hermes Information Extraction Rule Engine compiles the rules in the Rule Compiler and matches these rules to the text using the Rule
Matcher. Because we use news items, employing the extracted information it is possible to
adapt the underlying ontology based on certain events. For instance, ‘Eric Schmidt leaves
Google’, informs us that ‘Eric Schmidt’ is no longer the CEO of ‘Google’ and hence results
in an ontology update regarding kb:EricSchmidt and kb:Google. Note that in order for
the rule engine to be able to run as a stand-alone application, we do not create dependencies with respect to GATE’s default JAPE language. Hence, because no conversion is
made to JAPE rules, we enable one to employ the rule engine within other information
extraction frameworks as a stand-alone component. Also, we take into consideration that
JAPE might not be suitable to support possible future extensions to HIEL.
The Rule Compiler is created using the Java Compiler Compiler (Sun Microsystems,
2013), developed by Sun Microsystems. The Java Compiler Compiler generates a compiler
for the grammar defined in Section 4.3 and Appendix 4.A. During the compilation, Java
objects are being created that represent the various parts of a rule. The right-hand side
(RHS) of a rule can be represented as a tree, as shown in Figure 4.3. Components in
this tree are of two main types: internal nodes and leaf nodes. Internal nodes consist of
one or more internal nodes or leaf nodes and include sequences, logical operators, and
repetitions. Leaf nodes are nodes that do not have any child nodes and include literals,
concepts, orthographical categories, part-of-speech categories, and wildcards. After the
rules are compiled, the matcher tries to match the rules onto the text.
In order to match the compiled rules to the text, each tree node performs its own task.
In our recursive algorithm which starts at the tree’s root node, child node procedure calls
are performed. These children try to match as many tokens as possible. Non-leaf nodes,
i.e., nodes that contain child nodes, keep performing calls to their children until a leaf
node has been reached. Subsequently, leaf nodes check whether the token at the current
position is a match. Each child node reports to its parent the number of tokens it was
able to match until the root of the tree is reached. If the root returns a value which is
equal or greater than the value of the position it started with, the rule has been matched
to the text. This process is repeated until the last token of the text has been reached.
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Node
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Figure 4.3: Rule tree template.
After matching a rule, tokens on the right-hand side are bound to labels to be used in the
left-hand side of the rule. This allows for determining which tokens belong to the subject,
predicate, and object of the computed triple.
In Figure 4.4 an example tree is shown that corresponds with the example rule presented in Section 4.3.3, extracting a list of companies. If we consider the following sentence: ‘ASUS and Microsoft Corporation become official partners for Windows Phone 7 ’,
where kb:ASUS (with an associated lexical representation ‘ASUS ’) is a known individual
of kb:Company in the ontology, and ‘Microsoft Corporation’ does not match any lexical
representation, the process is as follows. Sequence sends a next() call to [kb:Company],
which returns 1, indicating that one token has been matched. Subsequently, after receiving the response, the Sequence sends a next() call to the OR which passes it on to
the literal 'and', which returns 1. Finally, the Repetition tries to match the NNP as
many times as possible (with a minimum of 1), which results in 2. Note that the tokens
matched by the Repetition, ‘Microsoft Corporation’, are assigned to the left-hand side
(LHS) entity sub.
Sequence

count
next()

next()

[kb:Company]

count

count

next()
Repetition {1,}

OR
next()

next()
count

','

next()

'and'

Figure 4.4: Rule tree example.
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Regarding speed, the Hermes Information Extraction Rule Engine is able to run on
a real-time basis, as both rule compilation and execution for one news message have
subsecond performance. We did not encounter any speed issues that can be attributed to
OWL operations on the underlying ontology, as we only deal simple inferences based on
the typeOf relations.

4.5.5

Hermes Plug-in

In order to be able to evaluate the usability and expressivity of the proposed information
extraction language and learning algorithm, the HIEE plug-in for the Hermes framework
was created. This plug-in allows one to create, edit, learn, use, and evaluate extraction
rules, and is composed of four different parts, i.e., a rule editor, an annotation validator,
an annotation editor for manual annotations, and a rule learning environment.
The rule editor allows users to create their own personal information extraction rules.
These rules can be divided into so-called rule groups, enabling clustering of different rules
of the same type (i.e., they discover the same type of event). After creating a rule, the
user is given the option to validate and save the rule. Whenever syntactical mistakes –
such as typographical errors, but in worse cases violations of the grammar as defined in
this chapter – are made by the user, the built-in compiler will detect them and display
informative messages to the user. A rule cannot be saved if it is not valid, ensuring the
validity of the rules by construction.
The annotation validator is developed to ensure semi-automatic ontology updates. It
displays the resulting annotations after applying the user-defined extraction rules to the
existing news items, together with their associated number of occurrences. After approval
by the user, ontology updates are performed. In subsequent annotation runs, the newly
extracted (and approved) facts are incorporated into the knowledge base, yielding more
accurate and up-to-date results.
The annotation editor is used for evaluating the current rule set. For each news item,
the user is able to manually annotate tokens from the news item. Events can be described
by selecting the subject, predicate, and object in the text and by annotating them with
the corresponding ontology concepts. Several aiding mechanisms are available, such as an
overview of current classified annotations of a selected token, such as the part-of-speech
tag, the orthographical category, and the ontology concepts.
The plug-in additionally features a rule learning environment, in which rules are created following the genetic programming approach introduced earlier in this chapter. The
user is able to keep track of the current generation, the learned rules, and their fitness.
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Several controls are put in place for managing the rule learning process. Additionally,
current generations and learned rules are displayed. Last, the user is able to fine-tune the
algorithm parameters.

4.6

Evaluation of Manually Created Patterns

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our language, we have implemented a test method
and built a test environment. First we discuss the evaluation setup in Section 4.6.1,
followed by the results, in Section 4.6.2.

4.6.1

Evaluation Setup

For testing the performance of the extraction language, we assembled news messages from
financial news feeds, totalling 500 items with an average length of 4,200 words and multiple
paragraphs. News messages are written in English using an extensive vocabulary. These
news items are divided into two sets, i.e., a training set consisting of 300 news items, and
a test set consisting of 200 news items. The gathered news items originate from Reuters
Business and Technology News and from The New York Times Business News. Next, an
ontology is provided to domain experts (i.e., colleagues with an expertise in finance) that
are asked to annotate the news messages and to develop event extraction rules. A similar
approach is followed for a second data set containing 100 political news messages, with
an average length of 700 words, mainly gathered from Reuters Politics News and Yahoo!
Politics News.
The ontologies employed in our experiments contain major domain concepts and their
most common representations, and are not overly detailed. It is not within the scope of
this chapter to develop large, complete, and exhaustive ontologies for the specific domains
as we merely explore the functionalities of our language by means of concepts within a
particular financial or political context. The developed ontologies allow domain experts
to annotate texts with common concepts from finance and politics, and to recognize
frequently occurring financial and political events.
Our financial ontology contains a small subset of commonly used, well-known, financial
entities. Examples of ontology concepts are: companies, products, persons, currencies,
CEOs, etc. These concepts have associated lexical representations, e.g., the CEO concept
has associated ‘CEO’, ‘Chief Executive Officer’, ‘Chief Executive’, etc. The ontology
consists of 65 classes, 18 object properties, 11 data properties, and 1,167 individuals,
which can be used for annotation and event detection.
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The ontology that is used for event discovery in political news items is also a highlevel ontology, yet considerably smaller than the financial ontology. Our political ontology
contains 14 classes, 12 object properties, 5 data properties, and 391 individuals. Most
individuals are associated with countries. Also, we included many lexical representations
of politics-related nouns and verbs, e.g., those linked to elections, provocations, meetings,
etc.
For each data set, three domain experts manually annotate the events and relations
that we take into account in our evaluation, based on an inter-annotator agreement of at
least 66% (i.e., at least two out of three annotators should agree). During the evaluation
we focus on the extraction of ten events and relations from the financial domain and ten
events and relations from the political domain. Each of these events are described in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3, by a name, subject, relation, and an optional object. Based on the
events and relations that exist in the news items in the training sets, we let three domain
experts construct a set of information extraction rules, where we take the conjunction of
Name
CEO
Product
Shares
Competitor
Profit
Loss
Partner
Subsidiary
President
Revenue

Subject
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]

Relation
kb:hasCEO
kb:hasProduct
kb:hasShareValue
kb:hasCompetitor
kb:hasProfit
kb:hasLoss
kb:hasPartner
kb:hasSubsidiary
kb:hasPresident
kb:hasRevenue

Object
[kb:Person]
[kb:Product]
literal
[kb:Company]
literal
literal
[kb:Company]
[kb:Company]
[kb:Person]
literal

Table 4.2: Relations and events for the financial domain, used for evaluation purposes.
Name
Election
Visit
Sanction
Join
Resignation
Investment
Riots
Collaboration
Provocation
Help

Subject
[kb:Person]
[kb:Person]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Person]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]

Relation
kb:isElectedAs
kb:visits
kb:sanctions
kb:joins
kb:resignsFrom
kb:investsIn
kb:hasRiots
kb:collaboratesWith
kb:provokes
kb:helps

Object
[kb:Function]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Union]
[kb:Function]
[kb:Country]
N/A
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]
[kb:Country]

Table 4.3: Relations and events for the political domain, used for evaluation purposes.
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the three constructed rule sets. The constructed rules are subsequently matched to the
news items in the test sets, in order to measure the performance.
In our experiments, for each rule group we compare the performance of lexico-syntactic
patterns (our baseline) to the performance of lexico-semantic patterns written in HIEL
and in JAPE in terms of construction time (i.e., efficiency) and in terms of precision and
recall (i.e., expressivity). The latter two measures are often employed in the information
extraction field, i.e., precision P and recall R. These measurements are defined as follows:
|{Relevant} ∩ {Found}|
,
|Found|
|{Relevant} ∩ {Found}|
R=
,
|Relevant|

P =

(4.2)
(4.3)

where Relevant is the set of relevant annotations (events) and Found is the set of found
annotations. There is a trade-off between precision and recall, and hence we compute
the F1 measure. The F1 measure is applied to compute an even combination, i.e., the
harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F1 =

2×P ×R
.
P +R

(4.4)

We measure the rule creation times (excluding reading texts, executing rules, etc.) by
averaging the individual rule set creation times of our domain experts. We evaluate the
average time it takes for the F1 measures to become equal to or higher than 0.5. Such
a value would be large enough to rule out randomness, as the F1 measure for a random
classifier (based on prior occurrence probability) is a lot less than 0.5 due to the fact
that events are seldomly occurring in a news item (when comparing the likelihood of a
specific event occurrence with the absence of a specific event with respect to a possible
event word sequence in a news item). In theory, creating patterns with an F1 performance
of 0.5 should be manageable within a reasonable amount of time. Additionally, with F1
scores of 0.5, one avoids the risk of overfitting patterns to a specific data set.
We hypothesize that the creation of well-performing lexico-syntactic rule groups requires more time than the creation of the equivalent lexico-semantic ones. In a second
experiment, rule quality, indicated by the precision, recall, and F1 measures is evaluated
for lexico-syntactic, HIEL, and JAPE rule groups given a fixed time in which our domain
experts are allowed to create and improve the individual rules. We allow the domain
experts to improve their (HIEL and JAPE) lexico-semantic rule groups up until the time
it took for creating the equally performing lexico-syntactic rule groups.
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Evaluation Results

The construction times presented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5 confirm our hypothesis that the
creation of lexico-syntactic rules requires more time than the creation of equally performing lexico-semantic rules, both in HIEL and in JAPE. The tables display rule group
creation times in seconds for the lexico-syntactic and lexico-semantic variants, which are
obtained on our test sets while aiming for an F1 score of at least 0.5. For our financial data set, on average, equally well-performing lexico-semantic rule groups are created
up to 5 to 70 times faster than their lexico-syntactic counterparts. For JAPE patterns,
HIEL
JAPE
Name
Lex-Syn Lex-Sem Lex-Sem
CEO
8,424
281
738
Product
9,428
132
312
Shares
2,403
648
703
Competitor 9,116
133
850
Profit
1,923
416
1,027
Loss
5,991
313
589
Partner
4,924
185
474
Subsidiary
6,620
776
1,851
President
4,239
179
722
Revenue
5,317
498
798
Overall
5,839
356
806
Table 4.4: Creation times (in seconds) of lexico-syntactic and lexico-semantic rule groups
in HIEL, and lexico-semantic rule groups in JAPE, using the financial test set (F1 ≥ 0.5).
HIEL
JAPE
Name
Lex-Syn Lex-Sem Lex-Sem
Election
1,517
232
689
Visit
4,238
543
913
Sanction
4,013
419
1,247
Join
3,986
297
405
Resignation
1,259
366
540
Investment
5,162
781
2,304
Riots
1,734
306
451
Collaboration 1,103
137
719
Provocation
1,428
530
828
Help
1,987
211
362
Overall
2,643
382
846
Table 4.5: Creation times (in seconds) of lexico-syntactic and lexico-semantic rule groups
in HIEL, and lexico-semantic rule groups in JAPE, using the political test set (F1 ≥ 0.5).
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creation times are considerably lower than for lexico-syntactic rules, yet they are higher
than those for HIEL lexico-semantic patterns. Additionally, for our political data set we
observe similar results, although the measured differences are regularly smaller.
The major cause of the construction time reduction that is measured when switching
from lexico-syntactic to lexico-semantic patterns lies within the fact that concepts used
in HIEL and JAPE lexico-semantic rules, e.g., persons and companies, are conveniently
described in an ontology (containing classes, instances, and their associated lexical representations), thus enabling easy reuse. For lexico-syntactic rules however, it is difficult and
cumbersome to create rules that distinguish names of persons from companies, products,
months, days, etc. Additionally, the verbosity of lexico-syntactic rules and the use of
literals to exclude common words (e.g., months) contribute to a considerable amount of
extra creation time.
Let us consider a rule that extracts provocation events, where one country provokes
another country. When solely utilizing lexico-syntactic elements within the extraction
pattern, one would need to intelligently combine lexicographic and orthographic categories. For instance, a country could be defined as a series of nouns and adjectives that
contain capitals, i.e.:
1

(

( JJ | NNS | NNP | NNPS | NN ) &
( upperInitial | allCaps | mixedCaps )

2
3
4

)+

matching phrases like ‘The Netherlands’, ‘Mongolia’, ‘United Arab Emirates’, etc. Additionally, this could be extended so that it would also match strings like ‘U.S.’ by adding
an extra condition, resulting in:
1

(

2
3
4
5
6
7

)+

(

( JJ | NNS | NNP | NNPS | NN ) &
( upperInitial | allCaps | mixedCaps )

)
( ' . ' NNP ' . ' ?) ?

However, finding the right combination of nouns and conditions in order to match
countries and not other named entities such as persons, companies, products, etc., is a
tedious task. An example of a lexico-syntactic rule that can be employed for provocation
discovery is:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , kb : provokes , $obj ) : $sub :=(
(
( JJ | NNS | NNP | NNPS | NN ) &
( upperInitial | allCaps | mixedCaps )
)
( ' . ' NNP ' . ' ?) ?
)+
(! ' . ' & ! ' ( ' & ! ' ) ' & ! ' -' ) {0 ,3}
( ' angers ' | ' angered ' | ' accuses ' | ' accused ' |
' insult ' | ' insulted ' | ' provokes ' | ' provoked ' |
' threatens ' | ' threatened ' )
(! ' . ' & ! ' ( ' & ! ' ) ' & ! ' -' ) {0 ,3}
$obj :=(
(
( JJ | NNS | NNP | NNPS | NN ) &
( upperInitial | allCaps | mixedCaps )
)
( ' . ' NNP ' . ' ?) ?
)+ ;

Here, the subject and object are defined as series of capitalized nouns, possibly representing countries. Additionally, verbs related to provocation are required. These are
enumerated as literals. Finally, the pattern allows up to three non-punctuation tokens in
between the countries and the verb.
When replacing lexical categories and literals with concepts stemming from our political ontology, we obtain the following lexico-semantic rule in HIEL:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , kb : provokes , $obj ) : $sub :=([ kb : Country ] | [ kb : Continent ] | [ kb : Union ])
(! ' . ' & ! ' ( ' & ! ' ) ' & ! ' -' ) {0 ,3}
( kb : toAnger | kb : toAccuse | kb : toInsult |
kb : toProvoke | kb : toThreaten )
(! ' . ' & ! ' ( ' & ! ' ) ' & ! ' -' ) {0 ,3}
$obj :=([ kb : Country ] | [ kb : Continent ] | [ kb : Union ]) ;

The rule is much cleaner and takes considerably less effort to write. As concepts
like countries, continents, and unions are conveniently described in the ontology, the user
merely needs to refer to them and avoids the hassle of trying to find optimal combinations
of lexicographic and orthographic categories, keywords, etc. Moreover, lexico-semantic
rules exploit the typeOf hierarchy, i.e., because of the inference that can be applied to
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ontological concepts, the user can suffice with using concepts like kb:Country, instead of
their individuals like kb:US, kb:UK, etc., that have associated lexical representations.
Even though JAPE is more expressive than HIEL as it supports templates (macros) as
well as the usage of any Java code – which is useful for removing temporary annotations,
percolating and manipulating features from previous annotations, etc. – HIEL rules offer
more accessibility to the user. Let us consider the following rule, which is an exact JAPE
copy of our previously introduced HIEL rule:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Rule : Geo_provokes_Geo
(
(
{ Lookup . classURI == " Country "} |
{ Lookup . classURI == " Continent "} |
{ Lookup . classURI == " Union "}
) : sub
({! Token . string ==~ "[.() -]"}) [0 ,3]
(
{ Lookup . URI == " toAnger "} |
{ Lookup . URI == " toAccuse "} |
{ Lookup . URI == " toInsult "} |
{ Lookup . URI == " toProvoke "} |
{ Lookup . URI == " toThreaten "}
)
({! Token . string ==~ "[.() -]"}) [0 ,3]
(
{ Lookup . classURI == " Country "} |
{ Lookup . classURI == " Continent "} |
{ Lookup . classURI == " Union "}
) : obj
)
: match --> : match . provokes =
{ sub = : sub . Lookup . propertyValue ,
obj = : obj . Lookup . propertyValue }

Even without employing the extra features that JAPE rules offer, we already obtain
a rule that is more verbose. Therefore, this rule takes considerably longer to write than
lexico-semantic HIEL rules. On the other hand, due to the availability of ontology concepts also the creation of lexico-semantic JAPE rules requires less effort than constructing
plain lexico-syntactic rules.
In Table 4.6, the experimental results of lexico-semantic rules on the test set are
displayed for the financial data set. After allowing the domain experts to improve the
lexico-semantic rules written in HIEL up until the time it took for creating the equally
performing lexico-syntactic rules (e.g., [2,403−648=] 1,755 extra seconds for shares dis-

P
0.522
0.667
0.429
0.533
0.750
0.647
0.386
0.750
0.433
0.643
0.549

P
0.897
0.861
0.900
0.760
0.880
0.813
0.800
0.906
0.667
0.714
0.839

Lex-Sem HIEL
R
F1
+
–
0.867 0.881 58
8
0.772 0.814 122 31
0.800 0.847 40
9
0.760 0.760 50 12
0.667 0.759 25 11
0.482 0.605 16 14
0.870 0.833 25
3
0.630 0.744 32 17
0.636 0.651 21
8
0.682 0.698 21
7
0.741 0.787 410 120
P
0.941
0.856
0.889
0.757
0.938
0.923
0.762
0.909
0.846
0.706
0.853

Lex-Sem JAPE
R
F1
+
–
0.533 0.681 34 28
0.654 0.742 104 47
0.711 0.790 36 13
0.560 0.644 37 22
0.455 0.612 16 18
0.444 0.600 13 15
0.696 0.727 21
7
0.435 0.588 22 26
0.500 0.629 13 11
0.545 0.615 17 10
0.575 0.687 313 197

P
0.462
0.677
0.526
0.722
0.909
0.521
0.520
0.425
0.773
0.551
0.566

P
1.000
0.703
0.786
0.813
0.800
0.778
0.707
0.714
0.786
0.754
0.763

Lex-Sem HIEL
R
F1
+
–
0.818 0.900 9
2
0.500 0.584 37 26
0.721 0.752 56 17
0.813 0.813 32
6
0.923 0.857 30
2
0.673 0.722 45 17
0.820 0.759 58
9
0.769 0.741 28
6
0.571 0.662 28 18
0.807 0.780 61 11
0.716 0.739 384 114

P
0.818
0.694
0.677
0.792
0.733
0.750
0.686
0.500
0.778
0.727
0.701

Lex-Sem JAPE
R
F1
+
–
0.818 0.818 11
2
0.481 0.568 36 27
0.689 0.683 62 19
0.594 0.679 24 13
0.846 0.786 30
4
0.519 0.614 36 25
0.700 0.693 51 15
0.692 0.581 36
8
0.525 0.627 27 19
0.702 0.714 55 17
0.631 0.664 368 149
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Table 4.7: Results of lexico-syntactic and lexico-semantic rule groups on the political test set (within fixed time), displaying
precision (P ), recall (R), and F1 scores, as well as the number of items found (+) and the number of items missed (–).

Name
Election
Visit
Sanction
Join
Resignation
Investment
Riots
Collaboration
Provocation
Help
Overall

Lex-Syn HIEL
R
F1
+
–
0.546 0.500 13
5
0.404 0.506 31 31
0.492 0.509 57 31
0.406 0.520 18 19
0.385 0.541 11 16
0.481 0.500 48 27
0.520 0.520 50 24
0.654 0.515 40
9
0.425 0.548 22 23
0.474 0.509 49 30
0.469 0.513 339 215

Table 4.6: Results of lexico-syntactic and lexico-semantic rule groups on the financial test set (within fixed time), displaying
precision (P ), recall (R), and F1 scores, as well as the number of items found (+) and the number of items missed (–).

Name
CEO
Product
Shares
Competitor
Profit
Loss
Partner
Subsidiary
President
Revenue
Overall

Lex-Syn HIEL
R
F1
+
–
0.600 0.558 69 24
0.412 0.509 84 80
0.667 0.522 70 15
0.480 0.505 45 26
0.455 0.566 20 18
0.407 0.500 17 16
0.739 0.508 44
6
0.391 0.514 24 28
0.591 0.500 30
9
0.409 0.500 14 13
0.494 0.520 417 235
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covery), the overall precision and recall are 84% and 74%, respectively, resulting in an F1
score of approximately 79%. With measured precision, recall, and F1 scores of 85%, 58%,
and 69%, respectively, the lexico-semantic rules that are written in JAPE perform notably
better than the lexico-syntactic rules, which have a precision, recall, and F1 measure of
55%, 49%, and 52%, respectively, yet their performance is consistently worse than the
performance of lexico-semantic HIEL rules.
For both lexico-semantic pattern languages, the highest recalls are obtained for CEO,
Shares, and Partner relations. This is mainly due to the homogeneous sentence structures
related to these relations. Judging from the low recalls, the subsidiary and president
relations were harder to discover in the text. This could be caused by overfitted rules,
which means that it was difficult to create generic rules on the training set that would
match many different instances of these relations. The same can be said for the precision
and recall (and hence the F1 value) of the discovery of a company’s loss. Another notable
observation is the high number of product relations that are discovered in our data set,
which can be explained by the fact that many news items discuss companies and their
products.
For our political data set, we observe similar overall performances, as depicted in
Table 4.7. Generally, lexico-semantic patterns written in HIEL perform better than those
written in JAPE. While we observe a precision and recall of 76% and 72%, respectively,
for lexico-semantic HIEL rule sets, JAPE rules measure respective scores of 70% and
63%. With F1 scores of 74% and 66%, this is still considerably better than the 51%
accomplished by the lexico-syntactic rules. High precisions and recalls are observed in
rules covering elections, resignations, and riots, as these events can usually be found in
non-complex sentences where key terms are closely located near one another. Political
visits and provocations suffer from low recall values, caused by the wide structural variety
and complexity of sentences denoting these events.
On a side note, within our framework it is relatively straightforward to obtain high
recall scores. For instance, it would be likely for a rule such as
1
2
3
4

PREFIX kb : " http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # "
( $sub , kb : hasProduct , $obj ) : $sub :=[ kb : Company ] _ *
$obj :=[ kb : Product ] ;

to discover each and every existing product relation. However, there is a tradeoff between
high recall and high precision. In order to obtain high scores for both measures (expressed
in a high F1 score), rules need to be far more sophisticated. In texts that contain product
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relations, often several different companies are mentioned, which makes it difficult to
match only the right product with the right company.
Based on the evaluation results, we can conclude that our proposed language, HIEL, is
more easy to use for expressing lexico-semantic patterns than the current state-of-the-art
JAPE language. Also, we have shown the superiority of lexico-semantic approaches over
lexico-syntactic ones with respect to both precision and recall.

4.7

Evaluation of Automatically Learned Patterns

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our rule learning approach, we have implemented
a test method and built a test environment. First we discuss the evaluation setup in
Section 4.7.1, followed by the results, in Section 4.7.2.

4.7.1

Evaluation Setup

To evaluate the performance of our information extraction language and the genetic programming approach to automatic rule learning, we make use of the financial data set
introduced in Section 4.6, containing Web news articles from the financial and technology
domain originating from various sources, including New York Times, Reuters, Washington Post, and Businessweek. Again, each news item is processed using Hermes, and the
learned rules are employed for fact extraction (relations between concepts, i.e., triples
that denote an event) within the financial domain.
The financial ontology that serves as a basis is slightly different from the one introduced in Section 4.6. Classes and properties have been pruned, and more individuals
are included, resulting in more annotations. The ontology consists of 57 classes, 7 object
properties, 5 data properties, and 1,287 individuals, which can be used for annotation
and event detection.
Again, three domain experts annotate the documents, while distinguishing between ten
different financial relations, such as profits, products, CEOs, and competitors of companies. In order to decrease the amount of subjectivity we use a democratic voting principle
for the selection of annotations, meaning two out of three annotators should have proposed the annotation to consider it valid. As displayed in Table 4.8, this results in an
average Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) of 71% for 1,153 unique annotations among
all the relations. The table shows that there is a clear difference between the different
relations. For instance, the competitor relation is often subjective and therefore hard to
determine whether a clear competitor relationship is stated in the text. The same can
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Name
Articles Sentences IAA
CEO
161
135
0.83
Product
344
300
0.73
Shares
82
77
0.78
Competitor
157
126
0.62
Profit
68
46
0.72
Loss
56
31
0.67
Partner
61
59
0.63
Subsidiary
115
97
0.63
President
64
58
0.68
Revenue
45
20
0.78
Overall
1153
949
0.71
Table 4.8: Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) for each of the considered relations.
be argued for the partner relation, which indicates a partnership between two companies.
This is in contrast to, for instance, the CEO relation, which is often indicated by words
like ‘CEO’, ‘chief ’, or ‘chief executive’.
Furthermore the table shows the number of annotations per relation found by the
annotators in the set of news items. While the knowledge experts select subjects and
objects appearing in separate sentences, which is shown in the second column of Table 4.8,
we make a selection of annotations for which the subject and object appear in the same
sentence, displayed in the third column. The reason for doing this, is that restricting it
to finding relations in a single sentence speeds up the algorithm significantly, while losing
only a small portion of the annotations. In future work we intend to experiment with
matching a rule onto several sentences, instead of just one. This may also increase the
recall, because it often occurs that the subject and the object lie within a certain range
from each other, while such an approach still takes less computation time compared to
matching the full news item.
Using a hill-climbing procedure, we optimize our algorithm parameters. When learning
rules using the genetic programming algorithm with ramped-half-and-half initialization,
tournament selection (with a tournament size of 0.25), and a population size of 100, a
tree depth of 3 and a maximum amount of children of 7 yields the best results. Here, the
mutation rate and elitism rate are 0.3 and 0.05, respectively, whereas the bloat parameter
α equals 0.01, making it only effective for situations where F1 -measures are approximately
the same. The group size equals 10, and in our optimal configuration, we only allow for
T = 50 generations with the same fitness values. Also, during rule learning, we put an
emphasis on precision scores with β = 0.3 for Fβ , i.e., an increase in precision is considered
to be more important than an increase in recall.
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The quality of automatically and manually created rules is evaluated after 5 hours of
processing time. Per relation, we observe precision, recall, and F1 scores. Annotations
are used both for rule learning and for manual rule creation in order to verify the quality
of intermediate results and to provide a guidance for rule improvements. Therefore,
annotation times are excluded from the analysis.

4.7.2

Evaluation Results

The results of the evaluation are presented in Table 4.9, which underlines that, when
compared to a full manual approach to rule creation, the use of genetic programming
for rule learning can be useful for the considered relations within our evaluated financial
domain. The learned rules are used for extracting relations between subjects and objects
(facts), i.e., both subject and object have to be correctly identified, as well as the other
components used in the rules. Small errors in classification of individual tokens (words)
easily disrupt relation detection. Correct classification of relations thus is less trivial
than regular named entity recognition, leading to lower results than one would initially
expect (Frasincar et al., 2011a).
For automatic rule learning, the CEO relation performs best with a precision, recall,
and F1 -measure of 90%. In a similar manner rules are learned for the president and
product relations. For the latter relation we obtain a rule group with a precision and recall
of 79%, yielding a 79% F1 -measure. For the president relation, we measure a precision and
recall of 82% and 79%, respectively, resulting in a slightly higher F1 -measure of 80%. The
Automatic Learning
Name
P
R
F1
CEO
0.904 0.904 0.904
Product
0.788 0.793 0.791
Shares
0.939 0.805 0.867
Competitor 0.667 0.508 0.577
Profit
0.960 0.522 0.676
Loss
0.905 0.613 0.731
Partner
0.808 0.356 0.494
Subsidiary 0.698 0.309 0.429
President 0.821 0.793 0.807
Revenue
0.900 0.450 0.600
Overall
0.839 0.605 0.703

Manual Creation
P
R
F1
0.824 0.700 0.757
0.862 0.596 0.704
0.530 0.778 0.631
0.875 0.280 0.424
1.000 0.273 0.429
0.818 0.333 0.474
0.450 0.391 0.419
0.611 0.239 0.344
0.833 0.455 0.588
0.455 0.455 0.455
0.726 0.450 0.555

∆%
19.5%
12.3%
37.5%
36.0%
57.7%
54.3%
18.0%
24.8%
37.2%
32.0%
26.6%

Table 4.9: Results of HIEL rule grups in terms of precision (P ), recall (R), and F1 scores
for all 10 financial relations (rule groups) after 5 hours of automatic rule learning (left)
and manual creation (right).
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relation hence performs slightly worse than the CEO relation, even though the structure
of text is somewhat similar. This may be caused by the lower number of annotations
for the president relation. In addition, we have shown in Table 4.8 that the IAA for this
relation is slightly lower compared to the CEO relation.
For the competitor, subsidiary, and partner relations, the precision, recall, and F1 measure are lower in comparison with the aforementioned relations, approximately ranging
between 40% and 60%. This could be caused by the fact that both the subject and the
object of these relations are expected to be of type kb:Company, while for other types of
relation – e.g., product and CEO – the subject and object are of different types, increasing
the importance of finding contextual concepts that specifically describe the relation at
hand. Additionally, in retrospect, the structure of the sentences in our data describing
such relations is more complex than for other relations. In order to find more suitable
patterns, the patterns need to be more complex by, for instance, adding more conjunction
and negation operators, with the risk of overfitting. Future work should therefore focus on
determining how patterns can be learned from more complex sentences, by for instance
pre-analyzing the rules for often returning concepts and increasing the probability of
appearance for these concepts during initialization and mutation.
The remaining relations, i.e., loss, profit, revenue, and shares are all data properties,
meaning they do not require a concept for the object of the relation. Examples of the
data property values are ‘10.5 million euros’, ‘$12 ’, or ‘53 thousand yen’. In order to
match those values one may need a complex pattern, and hence we use the classification
component of Hermes to annotate currency values as a single token. For example, the
string ‘10.5 million euros’ is annotated with a single annotation, e.g., kb:CurrencyValue,
which can be used in the information extraction rules. This allows us to treat these data
properties in a similar manner as the object properties.
Last, the results for automatic rule generation depicted in Table 4.9 show that among
the data properties, the shares relation achieved the highest F1 -value, i.e., 87%, followed
by the loss relation, which measured an F1 -value of 73%. The profit and sales relations
performed slightly worse, resulting in F1 -measures between 60% and 70%.
Our experiments show that the used fitness function – defined in Equation 4.1 – is
expensive because the F1 -measure has to be calculated for each rule in each generation of
a population, and is heavily dependent on available computing power. On our machine,
an Intel® 2.66 GHz Core™ i7 920 processor with 6 GB of RAM, jobs finished within
5 hours each. On average, the generation of a rule group representing a relation takes
approximately 4 and a half hours. The largest amount of time needed for one rule group
was 5 hours, whereas the smallest amount of time required was 3 and a half hours.
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We also let a domain expert create rules manually for 5 hours per rule group on
the same machine to ensure a fair comparison of our automatic system with the manual
creation of rules. Again, most time is consumed by evaluating rules, yet a manual approach
is less efficient. Where the genetic programming approach generates precision, recall, and
F1 -values of 84%, 61%, and 70%, respectively, on average, the manually created rule
groups show lower performances. For manual rule creation, the resulting F1 -values are
on average about 27% lower (displayed under ∆% in the rightmost column of Table 4.9).
Hence, within the same amount of time (i.e., 5 hours per rule group), a domain expert
manually writing rules would end up with worse performing rules than an automated
genetic programming-based approach. We do not question the potential quality of the
rules manually created by the experts when allowing for more time, yet within the limited
amount of time advantages of automatic generation are clearly shown. We do, however,
observe similar performance patterns as have been described above.
The largest improvements (up to 58%) we observe for relations that involve data
properties that deal with more complex constructions (e.g., using datatype variants),
which are cumbersome for human experts to include in their rules, hence leading to lower
recall. For example, loss and profit relations involve complex sentences with currencies,
which have many different variants in our data set. On the other hand, rule groups
that cover many structurally homogeneous examples for which the subject and object
are concepts having different types, e.g., the groups associated with product and CEO
relations, show improvements as low as 12%, as these are straightforward to implement
for domain experts, thus diminishing the need for automation.
For the domain expert, the actual writing takes up a few percent of the total time (5 to
10 minutes). A considerable amount of time is used for reading news messages, analyzing
matched patterns, verifying results, etc., which explains the differences with the results
in Section 4.6.2, where only the writing times are considered. Perfecting rules takes up
increasingly more time, as one needs to abstract away from examples in the training set.
When increasing the training set size, it becomes nearly impossible for domain experts
to keep up with a genetic programming-based approach, underlining the added value for
automatic rule generation for detecting complex semantic relations in large data sets.

4.8

Conclusions

As structuring data on the Web is a tedious and time-consuming process, in this chapter,
we proposed a rule-based method to extract relations and events in news articles. The
contribution to the existing body of knowledge is threefold.
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First, our proposed method relies on the Hermes Information Extraction Language
(HIEL), i.e., a lexico-semantic pattern language that not only makes use of lexical and
syntactical elements, but also employs ontology concepts and relations. These patterns are
based on regular expressions, which enhance the expressivity of the rules. In this chapter,
we have provided a formal syntax for the lexico-semantic rules. Second, in order to
show how the proposed rule-based extraction method can be applied in practice, we have
implemented the approach in the Hermes News Portal (HNP) as the Hermes Information
Extraction Engine (HIEE) plug-in. Combined with standard text preprocessing tasks
performed by the GATE framework, as well as a central knowledge base expressed in
an OWL ontology, events and relations that occur in news items are extracted. Last,
as manual construction of rules often proves to be time-consuming, we have additionally
investigated a genetic programming-based approach for rule learning (based on financial
news). Genetic programming approaches provide the user with insight into how rules are
learned and usually find adequate solutions within a reasonable amount of time.
In order to assess the performance of our proposed method, we have evaluated the implementation by building rules and measuring the performance of the extraction of events
and relations by using these rules. On two separate data sets and corresponding ontologies from the financial and political domains, this resulted in a precision of approximately
80% and a recall of 70%, as the lexico-semantic patterns are superior to lexico-syntactic
patterns with respect to expressivity. Additional experiments show that, when compared
to lexico-semantic rules in JAPE, lexico-semantic HIEL rules obtain higher precision and
recall scores than their JAPE equivalents.
Furthermore, our experiments showed that creating lexico-semantic rules requires
significantly less time than creating equally performing lexico-syntactic rules, as lexicosemantic rule group creation times were in general one degree of magnitude smaller than
lexico-syntactic rule group creation times. We argue that lexico-syntactic rules require
more development time because of the larger amount of effort needed for entering the individual literals, resulting in low precision. Also, lexico-semantic rules exploit the inference
capabilities of ontologies. This underlines the advantage of using lexico-semantic rules.
Moreover, we have demonstrated that lexico-semantic HIEL rules are less verbose than
their JAPE equivalents, resulting in less construction time and contributing to higher
precision and recall values.
Moreover, our rule learning system performs good in terms of recall and precision,
and hence also yields good F1 -values of 70% across all considered financial relations. Our
experiments show that compared to information extraction rules constructed by expert
users, we are able to find rules that yield a higher F1 -value (i.e., 27% higher on average)
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after the same amount of time (i.e., 5 hours). A frequently encountered problem for the
genetic programming approach is that the quality of the initial population is too low,
because the probability that the right concepts are initially chosen becomes smaller as
the total number of concepts in the knowledge base increases.
While we have focused on finding new information and identifying events and relations
in news articles, as future research we suggest to focus on (semi-)automatically processing
the information that was found and updating the ontology (Sangers et al., 2012b). Additionally, in our approach, we can only extract one triple per rule (the left-hand side of
the rule), while events often consist of more than a subject, predicate, and an object. For
instance, time can play a role in the event. Also we want to increase the expressivity of
our lexico-semantic patterns by making use of the relationships stored in the ontology, or
going one step further by employing the expressivity of one-dimensional SPARQL queries.
Moreover, we aim to investigate solutions to the aforementioned rule learning problem regarding the low quality of initial rule populations, e.g., by implementing heuristics and
bootstrapping our algorithms. We hypothesize that frequently appearing concepts in a
certain domain can be given a higher probability during initialization, in order to increase
the quality of the initial population. Moreover, manually derived rules can be useful as
well when deployed in the initial population. Also, we plan to extend our rule learning
evaluation to also include single rule matching on multiple sentences. Last, an additional
direction for future work with respect to our rule learning method is the extraction of
other types of information (from different domains than the financial domain, such as the
political, medical, and weather domains).

4.A

Appendix: Hermes Information Extraction Language Grammar

The Hermes Information Extraction Language (HIEL) that is presented in this chapter
can be formally described in the Backus Naur Form (BNF). The non-terminals used in our
language, which make use of groups of terminal symbols discussed next, can be described
as follows:
1

< Start >

2
3
4
5
6

< Prefix >
<Ns >
<Url >

::= < SPACE >* ( < Prefix > < SPACE >*) *
<Lhs > < SPACE >* < COL_MIN > < SPACE >*
<Rhs > < SPACE >* < SEMI_COL > < SPACE >*
::= < PREFIX > < SPACE >+ <Ns > <Url >
::= ( < CHAR > | <UNI > | < NUMBER >) + <COL >
::= <DQ > < CHAR >+ <COL > < FSLASH > < FSLASH >
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

<Lhs >

::=

< LhsElement >
< LhsVariable >
< LhsProp >
< Class >
< Indv >
< Name >
< Element >

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

< String_Lit >
< String_Lsq >
< String_Ldq >
<Seq >
<Syn >
< Orth >
<Rhs >

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

< Label >
< RhsP >

::=
::=

< RhsCP >

::=

< RepOp >

::=

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

( < CHAR > | < NUMBER > | <DOT > | < COMMA > | < QSTN > |
< EXCL > | < SEMI_COL > | <SQ > | < ULINE > | <MIN > |
< PLUS > | <EQ > | <PL > | <PR > | <BL > | <BR > |
<AND > | < TILDE > | < STAR > | <AT > | < PERC > |
< DOLLAR > | < FSLASH >) *
[ < HASH >] <DQ >
<PL > < SPACE >*
< LhsElement > < SPACE >* < COMMA >
< SPACE >* < LhsElement > < SPACE >*
[ < COMMA > < SPACE >* < LhsElement >]
< SPACE >* <PR >
( < LhsVariable > | < LhsProp >)
< DOLLAR > < Name >
<Ns > < Name >
<BL > <Ns > < Name > <BR >
<Ns > < Name >
( < CHAR > | <UNI > | < NUMBER > | <MIN > | < ULINE >) +
( < String_Lit > | <Syn > | < Orth > | < Class > |
< Indv >)
( < String_Lsq > | < String_Ldq >)
<SQ > <Seq > <SQ >
<DQ > <Seq > <DQ >
( < NUMBER > | < CHAR > | <UNI > | <ESC > | < SPACE >) +
<SYN >
< ORTH >
[ < Label >] ( < RhsP > | < RhsCP >)
( < SPACE >+ [ < Label >] ( < RhsP > | < RhsCP >) ) *
< DOLLAR > < Name > < COL_EQ >
(([ < EXCL >] < Element > [ < RepOp >]) |
( < ULINE > [ < RepOp >]) )
[ < EXCL >] <PL > < SPACE >* ( < RhsP > | < RhsCP >)
< SPACE >* (( < AND > | <OR >) < SPACE >*
( < RhsP > | < RhsCP >) < SPACE >*) *
<PR > [ < RepOp >]
(( < QSTN > | < STAR > | < PLUS >) |
( < AL > < NUMBER > [ < COMMA > [ < NUMBER >]] <AR >) )

Next, all terminals – i.e., all literal, elementary symbols that cannot be changed using
the grammar rules – used in HIEL are summarized as follows:
1
2
3

< NUMBER >
< CHAR >
<UNI >

4
5
6
7

<ESC >

::= ([0 -9]) +
::= ([ A - Z ] | [a - z ])
::= ‘\u ’ ([0 -9] | [A - F ] |
([0 -9] | [A - F ] |
[([0 -9] | [A - F ] |
([0 -9] | [A - F ] |
::= ( ‘\ ' ’ | ‘\ " ’ | ‘\\ ’)

[a - f ])
[a - f ])
[a - f ])
[a - f ]) ]
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
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< SPACE >
<DOT >
< COMMA >
< QSTN >
< EXCL >
<COL >
< SEMI_COL >
<SQ >
<DQ >
< ULINE >
<MIN >
< PLUS >
<EQ >
< COL_EQ >
< COL_MIN >
<PL >
<PR >
<AL >
<AR >
<BL >
<BR >
<AND >
<OR >
< TILDE >
< STAR >
<AT >
< PERC >
< DOLLAR >
< HASH >
< FSLASH >
< PREFIX >
<SYN >

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

< ORTH >

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
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( ‘ ’ | ‘\n ’ | ‘\r ’ | ‘\ n \t ’)
‘. ’
‘,’
‘? ’
‘! ’
‘: ’
‘; ’
‘' ’
‘" ’
‘_ ’
‘-’
‘+ ’
‘= ’
‘:= ’
‘: - ’
‘( ’
‘) ’
‘{ ’
‘} ’
‘[ ’
‘] ’
‘& ’
‘| ’
‘~ ’
‘* ’
‘@ ’
‘% ’
‘$ ’
‘# ’
‘/ ’
‘ PREFIX ’
( ‘ CC ’ | ‘CD ’ | ‘DT ’ | ‘EX ’ | ‘FW ’ | ‘IN ’ | ‘JJ ’ |
‘JJR ’ | ‘JJS ’ | ‘ JJSS ’ | ‘LS ’ | ‘MD ’ | ‘NN ’ |
‘NNP ’ | ‘ NNPS ’ | ‘NNS ’ | ‘NP ’ | ‘NPS ’ | ‘PDT ’ |
‘POS ’ | ‘PP ’ | ‘ PRPR$ ’ | ‘PRP ’ | ‘ PRP$ ’ | ‘RB ’ |
‘RBR ’ | ‘RBS ’ | ‘RP ’ | ‘SYM ’ | ‘TO ’ | ‘UH ’ |
‘VBD ’ | ‘VBG ’ | ‘VBN ’ | ‘VBP ’ | ‘VB ’ | ‘VBZ ’ |
‘WDT ’ | ‘WP$ ’ | ‘WP ’ | ‘WRB ’)
::= ( ‘ upperInitial ’ | ‘ allCaps ’ | ‘ lowerCase ’ |
‘ mixedCaps ’)

Chapter 5
Event-Driven Ontology Updating§

O

ntologies, as reliable resources in decision making processes, need to be accurate and up-to-date. For this purpose, ontologies have to be maintained

regularly. Manual updating is tedious and time-consuming, therefore we propose an
event-driven automated ontology updating approach. The Ontology Update Language
(OUL) and our proposed extensions are inspired by the existing SQL-triggers mechanism and make use of SPARQL and SPARQL/Update statements. We propose
different execution models, providing flexibility with respect to the update process.
As a proof-of-concept, we implement the language and its execution models in the
Hermes News Portal (HNP), an ontology-based news personalization service.

§

This chapter is based on the conference publication “J. Sangers, F. Hogenboom, and F. Frasincar.
Event-Driven Ontology Updating. In X. S. Wang, I. F. Cruz, A. Delis, and G. Huang, editors, 13th
International Conference on Web Information System Engineering (WISE 2012), volume 7651 of Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, pages 44–57. Springer, 2012.”
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5.1

Introduction

One of the most important driving factors for information in today’s society is news.
Every day, millions of people try to keep up-to-date with the latest developments by
reading news items. Next to television and newspapers, the World Wide Web has become
a good alternative for people to keep track of the state of the world. Developments
in the real world – described in news items – influence a variety of activities, ranging
from individual daily activities such as buying products to companies’ long-term business
strategies. Lately, there has been an increasing amount of effort put into automatically
processing news data by extracting important information. Applications that make use
of this information are plentiful, e.g., automated stock agents that keep track of financial
news to exploit extracted knowledge on the stock market, news personalization services
that provide users with information that matches user interests, etc.
Traditionally, news is presented as plain text and can be characterized as unstructured
data, making it hard for computer systems to interpret it. With the Semantic Web, the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) provides a framework to add structure to data
through the usage of the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al., 2004). By
means of ontologies, domain specific knowledge can be represented by creating concepts
and relations between these concepts. The relations are established by defining triples
that consist of a subject, a predicate, and an object.
With structured data, information can be easily extracted, and interoperability between computer systems is stimulated. This information, often described using ontologies,
is used as an information source that influences the systems’ actions. Due to the nonstatic nature of our society, the information that reflects the real world at any given time
has to be updated regularly. Traditional data sources like relational databases have mechanisms for automatic updates. However, a principled way of automatic ontology updating
does not yet exist. This forces domain experts to manually update ontologies, which is a
tedious, repetitive, error-prone, and time-consuming job.
Numerous applications, such as the Hermes News Portal (HNP) (Frasincar et al., 2009)
– an ontology-based news personalization service – take advantage of Web news items by
exploiting their information through ontology matching. As a classification and querying
tool, it is important that the ontology contains up-to-date information. However, tools like
the HNP often lack an update language for maintaining underlying ontologies and would
therefore benefit from an ontology update language. The Ontology Update Language
(OUL) (Lösch et al., 2009) is such an update language, and alleviates the process of manual
updating ontologies by defining sets of SPARQL/Update (Seaborne et al., 2008) rules. It is
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based on an automatic update mechanism and operates using the Event-Condition-Action
model, where event occurrences trigger actions through handlers and preconditions are
assessed. However, OUL has limited flexibility in execution models, and hence there
is no support for a fully automated update mechanism. Therefore, in this chapter we
propose OULx, an extension to OUL language supporting various additional execution
mechanisms inspired from active databases. As a proof-of-concept, we implement the
language and its execution models in the HNP.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 5.2 discusses
related work. Next, Sections 5.3 and 5.4 elaborate on the proposed language and execution
model extensions. An implementation is discussed in Section 5.5 and OULx is evaluated
in Section 5.6. Last, Section 5.7 concludes the chapter and provides directions for future
research.

5.2

Related Work

Due to the recent explosion in (meta-)data representation technologies, information can
be described in many ways. One way to do this is by making use of relational databases,
which store information in tables related to each other. Additionally, the eXtensible
Markup Language (XML) (Bray et al., 2008) can describe the information in a treestructure, a common way for transportation of information between systems. Last, semantic languages for storing information exist. The Resource Description Framework
(RDF) (Brickley and Guha, 2004) adds meaning to data by using triples and can be serialized in XML. OWL extends RDF with the possibility to express additional constraints
and is often used as an ontology representation language.
Commonly used languages for retrieving information from sources are the Structured Query Language (SQL) (Chamberlin and Boyce, 1974) for relational databases,
XPath (Clark and DeRose, 1999) and XQuery (Boag et al., 2010) for XML documents,
and SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008) for RDF and OWL. Although SQL
is mainly used for querying information from tables, extra functionalities have been added
to it, such as the creation, alteration, and removal of tables. These statements can be
executed individually, but can also be used in combination with SQL triggers. These triggers react on predefined events based on an Event-Condition-Action model and execute
SQL statements either immediately or deferred if a condition is met, hereby creating an
automated way of updating relational databases.
Updating XML documents can be realized with XUpdate (Laux and Martin, 2000),
and updating ontologies is usually done with SPARQL/Update statements (Seaborne
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et al., 2008). These statements are similar to SPARQL queries, though specifically designed for updating ontologies. Due to the complexity of ontology updating caused by
dependencies and physical distributions, we need a principled approach for automatic ontology updating. The Ontology Update Language (OUL) (Lösch et al., 2009) is a blend of
active (database) triggers and SPARQL/Update statements, which updates ontologies in
an event-driven manner. By defining so-called changehandlers, specific ontology change
events can be caught and handled individually.
Despite the convenient representation aspects of OUL inspired from active database
triggers, the usage of SPARQL and SPARQL/Update, and the implementation of preconditions, the language lacks several key features. First, OUL does not support negation
and namespaces. Second, chaining of triggers (changehandlers) is not possible. The
changehandlers do not react on actions of other changehandlers. In order to trigger a
changehandler, the user has to manually execute an update. Third, there is no differentiation between the order of execution of changehandlers’ actions, i.e., there is no distinction
between immediate (i.e., once a changehandler is matched, it is executed) and deferred
(i.e., the actions are executed all at once after matching the changehandlers and collecting the actions) executions. Fourth, only the first matching changehandler is executed.
Hence, when an event occurs, each changehandler is matched against the event; the first
changehandler that matches, is handled. Additionally, when updates are triggered and
executed, new updates could be triggered, requiring another update cycle. This kind of
execution looping is currently not supported.

5.3

OUL Syntax

Atomic ontology update actions can be executed using SPARQL/Update statements.
However, multiple ontology change actions are often required. These actions are hard to
express in one single SPARQL/Update statement and can not be edited easily. Therefore,
complex ontology updates should be performed as a sequence of atomic SPARQL/Update
statements executed in a specific order. The Ontology Update Language (OUL) (Lösch
et al., 2009) is based on the automatic update mechanism in active databases: SQLtriggers. Using an Event-Condition-Action model, a list of ontology update actions are
performed on event occurrence. This method, using triggers (called changehandlers here),
however, does not support a fully automated ontology update process. OUL does feature
a dynamic update process using an existing RDF update language, and hence we extend
this language in such a way that no human intervention is needed for multiple updates.
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OUL makes use of changehandlers that perform SPARQL/Update actions whenever
a certain change event (represented as an RDF-graph that is either added to or deleted
from the ontology) occurs. If we want to perform particular actions, whenever such triple
is added to or deleted from the ontology, we can specify them in a changehandler. Each
changehandler has a general form as:
1
2
3
4
5

CREATE CHANGEHANDLER < name >
FOR < changerequest >
AS
[ IF < precondition >
THEN ] < actions >

which is analogous to active database triggers. When the changerequest matches the
change event, a precondition on the ontologies is checked. If this precondition is met or if
no precondition has been defined, a list of actions will be executed. In contrast to active
databases, ontology updates do not require SQL statements, but events, conditions, and
actions have to be defined using SPARQL and SPARQL/Update statements.

5.3.1

Requesting Changes

OUL defines two different types of changerequests, i.e., insertion and deletion of information. The add and delete keywords distinguish between the two different types and
every changerequest is further defined by a WHERE-clause of a SPARQL SELECT query.
The syntax is defined as:
1
2
3

< changerequest > ::= add [ unique ] ( < SPARQL >)
| delete [ unique ] ( < SPARQL >)
< SPARQL >
::= WHERE clause of a SPARQL SELECT query

When all the triples in the query can be deduced from a change event and the eventtype matches the changerequests’ type, the changerequest is matched. The set of bindings
that are returned from the query can be reused later in the AS-clause of the changehandler
definition. A unique property can be used to state whether only one single binding is
required. Whenever this property is set, changerequests will not match when their query
returns multiple bindings.

5.3.2

Preconditions

Whenever a changerequest matches, also optional preconditions defined in the changehandler have to be met so that the actions are executed. In contrast to the changerequest,
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which is used to match the occurring event, the precondition is used to check the current
state of the ontology. Three different types of preconditions can be used. First, contains
checks whether the ontology contains a set of triples. Second, entails checks whether
the ontology entails a set of triples, i.e., using inferencing it can be concluded that the
statement is logically entailed by the ontology. Third, entailsChanged checks whether
the direct application of the requested change leads to an ontology which entails a set of
triples.
Conditions can be combined by and- or or-operators and can be nested as well. Each
precondition results in a set of bindings and the and- and or-operators perform join and
union operations on the resulting bindings. The syntax for the precondition is defined as
follows:
1

< precondition >

2
3
4
5
6
7

5.3.3

< SPARQL >

::=
|
|
|
|
|
::=

contains ( < SPARQL >)
entails ( < SPARQL >)
entailsChanged ( < SPARQL >)
( < precondition >)
< precondition > and < precondition >
< precondition > or < precondition >
WHERE clause of a SPARQL SELECT query

Actions

When the changerequest is matched and the precondition is met, a list of actions is executed. Actions make use of the binding information that resulted from matching the changerequest and the precondition. There are four types of actions, i.e., SPARQL/Update
queries, feedback actions that give feedback to the user using text containing bounded
variables, applyRequest actions that execute the events caught by the changehandler,
and last, the for actions that iteratively execute a set of actions with binding information from a for-condition:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

< actions >
< action >

::=
::=
|
|
|
< SPARQL update > ::=
< text >
::=

[ < action >] | < action > < actions >
< SPARQL update >
for ( < precondition > ) < actions > end ;
feedback ( < text >)
applyRequest
MODIFY action ( in SPARQL / Update )
string ( may contain SPARQL variables )

5.3
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5.3.4
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Extensions

In SPARQL it is possible to define prefixes, i.e., labels referring to a namespace. Since
in OUL multiple SPARQL WHERE clauses and SPARQL/Update MODIFY clauses may be
used, it is necessary to define in each query the used prefixes or to use the full namespaces.
The latter provides too much overhead and hence, we propose to define the prefixes for
the entire changehandler instead of for every separate SPARQL query.
In OUL, preconditions can be combined by using or- or and-operators. It is, however,
not possible to use negation, something that could be desirable whenever ontologies should
not contain certain information. Therefore, we implement negation by allowing the usage
of an exclamation mark (‘!’) to denote negation in OUL. The syntax is altered as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6

CREATE CHANGEHANDLER < name >
[ < prefixes >]
FOR < changerequest >
AS
[ IF < precondition >
THEN ] < actions >

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

< prefixes >
::= < prefix > [ < prefixes >]
< prefix >
::= < SPARQL prefix >
< changerequest > ::= add [ unique ] ( < SPARQL >)
| delete [ unique ] ( < SPARQL >)
< precondition > ::= contains ( < SPARQL >)
| entails ( < SPARQL >)
| entailsChanged ( < SPARQL >)
| ( < precondition >)
| < precondition > and < precondition >
| < precondition > or < precondition >
| ! < precondition >
< actions >
::= [ < action >] | < action > < actions >
< action >
::= < SPARQL update >
| for ( < precondition > ) < actions > end ;
| feedback ( < text >)
| applyRequest
< SPARQL prefix > ::= PREFIX statement of a SPARQL query
< SPARQL >
::= WHERE clause of a SPARQL SELECT query
< SPARQL update > ::= MODIFY action ( in SPARQL / Update )
< text >
::= string ( may contain SPARQL variables )

A typical example of an OULx changehandler, of which a graphical representation
is depicted in Figure 5.1, is displayed on the next page. The handler is specified using
the default OUL syntax, but additionally uses the OULx enhancements, i.e., prefixes and
negation.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CREATE CHANGEHANDLER addProductHandler
PREFIX kb : < http :// www . hermes . com / knowledgebase . owl # >
PREFIX rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # >
FOR
add (? company kb : hasProduct ? product )
AS IF ( contains (? company rdf : type kb : Company )
and !( contains (? product rdf : type kb : Product ) ) )
THEN insert data {? product rdf : type kb : Product };
applyRequest ;

The changehandler, which is triggered when adding an item to an ontology of companies and their products, adds missing product data to the ontology in case the company
referred to in a request does exist, but the product of interest does not, so that the original
request for linking a product to a company can be executed. In the graphical representation, the main elements, i.e., name, prefixes, changerequest, preconditions, and actions,
have been highlighted.

5.4

OUL Execution Models

Updating ontologies in an event-driven manner requires an execution model that controls
aspects like selecting the proper changehandlers, executing SPARQL queries, and performing changehandler actions. Lösch et al. (2009) provide an execution environment for
OUL that allows for ontology updating upon detection of change events in texts. The Ontology Update Manager plays a central role here, as it matches changehandlers based on
a changerequest and executes the actions defined in the respective changehandlers. The
ontology update specification describes how the ontology can be updated by providing a
set of changehandlers.

Changehandler
Name
Prefixes
Changerequest
Preconditions

Actions

Figure 5.1: A typical OULx changehandler for adding an item to an ontology.
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By default, whenever a change event occurs, all changehandlers defined in the ontology
update specification are checked upon their changerequest and precondition to determine
if the change event can be handled by a specific changehandler. When a changehandler
matches a changerequest with a change event and the precondition is met, the original
change event is replaced by the actions defined in the matching changehandler. These
actions are then stored and executed all at once later on, i.e., in a deferred manner.
In situations where multiple changehandlers match a change event and meet their precondition, only the actions of the first matching changehandler are executed. As OUL
does not feature chaining of changehandlers, the execution of the actions cannot trigger
other changehandlers, implying that immediate execution would have the same results as
deferred execution, when executing only the first matched changehandler.
With respect to the original OUL execution model, we propose several extensions.
First, inspired by applications in active databases, we extend OUL by adding support
for immediate updating, as opposed to deferred updating. Next, in analogy with active databases where triggers can activate other triggers, we add changehandler chaining.
Although this does not ensure termination, it enhances the expressivity of the update language and it enables separation of atomic update operations, thereby enabling modularity.
Similarly to active databases triggers, methods for automatic termination evaluation can
be developed (Ray and Ray, 2001). Additionally, execution looping is added, which is
needed in situations where new updates are required after triggering and executing other
updates. Last, we update the OUL execution model in a way that it does not only execute
the first matching changehandler, but optionally each matched changehandler.

5.4.1

Deferred and Immediate Updating

The original (deferred) execution model of OUL comprises three main steps, which are
illustrated in Algorithm 5.1. First, changerequests of all defined changehandlers with
respect to the change event are matched and preconditions are verified. Second, actions
are collected from the matched changehandlers and SPARQL/Update statements are
created. Third and last, the latter statements are applied to the ontology. Note that the
method matchHandlers(. . .) is further specified in Algorithms 5.3 (first match) and 5.4
(all matches), and collectU pdates(. . .) is described in Algorithm 5.5.
This execution model can be altered in such a way that immediate updating is performed. This implies that during the collection process, update statements are applied immediately to the ontology. Hence, in contrast to deferred updating, we distinguish between
two steps, i.e., changehandler matching and update application. Algorithm 5.2 provides
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Algorithm 5.1: Deferred ontology updating (updateOntology).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

: update ontology with deferred execution of updates
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms
Data
: changehandlers matchedHandlers that match their changerequest and meet their
precondition according to the provided change event,
list of update actions updateList to be applied to the ontology
Output : updated ontology O
// Find matched changehandlers
matchedHandlers ← matchHandlers(O, op(Ax));
// Collect updates from changehandlers
updateList ← collectUpdates(O, op(Ax), matchedHandlers);
// Apply updates to ontology in deferred way
foreach update in updateList do
O.apply(update);
end
return O

Algorithm 5.2: Immediate ontology updating (updateOntology).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5

: update ontology with immediate execution of updates
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms
Data
: changehandlers matchedHandlers that match their changerequest and meet their
precondition according to the provided change event
Output : updated ontology O
// Find matched changehandlers
matchedHandlers ← matchHandlers(O, op(Ax));
// Apply updates to ontology in an immediate way
O ← applyUpdates(O, op(Ax), matchedHandlers);
return O

the immediate updating model. Note that the method matchHandlers(. . .) is further
specified in Algorithms 5.3 (first match) and 5.4 (all matches), and applyU pdates(. . .),
which applies updates, is described in Algorithm 5.6.
The concepts of deferred and immediate updating are also depicted in Figures 5.2(a)
and 5.2(b), respectively. For simplicity, we assume the occurrence of a single event, which
is matched against a single changehandler. Actions are performed in case preconditions
are met (step 1). In case of deferred execution, all actions from the latter changehandler
are collected – and optimized – before executing them (steps 2 and 3, respectively), while
for immediate execution, the specified actions are performed immediately (step 2). In
practice, a set of appropriate changehandlers is often specified, of which multiple can
match after assessing their preconditions. Differences between immediate and deferred
execution are in general quite small when considering only one changehandler or when
executing merely the first matching changehandler of a collection of changehandlers (i.e.,
the default execution model for OUL), but become more abundant when considering all
matching changehandlers.
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Changehandler
Name

Name

Prefixes

Prefixes

Changerequest

1

Changehandler

Preconditions

Actions

event

Changerequest

1

event

Preconditions
Actions

execute
Storage

2

2

execute

3

(a) Deferred updating.

(b) Immediate updating.

Figure 5.2: Deferred and immediate execution of actions specified in a matched changehandler that has been constructed for a specific event, after successfully verifying the
handler’s predefined preconditions.

5.4.2

Matching First and All Changehandlers

There are two distinct ways of matching changehandlers. The OUL execution model proposed by Lösch et al. (2009) returns the first changehandler that matches a changerequest
and meets its precondition (Algorithm 5.3). An iterator moves forward through the ontology update specification document until either the end of the document has been reached
or a changehandler has been matched to the change event. The matching process returns
non-empty binding information which should contain a single binding when a unique keyword is used in the changerequest. For matching preconditions, in case a valid binding is
returned, the changehandler is added to the list of matched changehandlers.
However, one could also require multiple changehandlers to be matched. When altering
Algorithm 5.3 by changing the loop conditions, we obtain an execution model that returns
all matching changehandlers associated with a change event as given in Algorithm 5.4.
While in Algorithm 5.3 in line 2 a condition for limiting the list of matched changehandlers
is defined, in Algorithm 5.4, this is removed, making it possible to check all changehandlers
defined in the ontology update specification and to add every matching changehandler to
the resulting list.
Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) depict the matching process of the first and all matching
changehandlers, respectively. Here, we consider a set of changehandlers developed specifically for an event. Each of these handlers is evaluated based on its specified preconditions.
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Algorithm 5.3: Returning the first matching changehandler (matchHandlers).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

: collect matching changehandlers
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
ontology update specification US treated as a list of changehandlers,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms.
Data
: changehandler handler that is checked for applicability
Output : list of matched changehandlers matchingHandlers
// While not at document’s end and no changehandler has been matched
while not US.endOfDocument and matchingHandlers.count < 1 do
// Take the next changehandler
handler ← US.nextChangeHandler;
// Match the changerequest with the change event
matches ← SPARQLmatch(handler.changerequest, op(Ax));
// The bindings form the changerequest should not be empty
if not matches.isEmpty then
// The number of bindings should be 1 when the unique keyword is used
if (handler.changerequest.unique and matches.count == 1) or not
handler.changerequest.unique then
// Substitute variables in the precondition with changerequest bindings
instPrecondition ← substitute(handler.precondition, matches.first);
// Evaluate the precondition; when this returns any binding, it is met
if not evaluate(instPrecondition, O).isEmpty then
// Add the changehandler to the list
matchingHandlers.add(handler);
end
end
end
end
return matchingHandlers

Algorithm 5.4: Returning all matching changehandlers (matchHandlers).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

: collect matching changehandlers
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
ontology update specification US treated as a list of changehandlers,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms.
Data
: changehandler handler that is checked for applicability
Output : list of matched changehandlers matchingHandlers
// While not at document’s end
while not US.endOfDocument do
// Take the next changehandler
handler ← US.nextChangeHandler;
// Match the changerequest with the change event
matches ← SPARQLmatch(handler.changerequest, op(Ax));
// The bindings form the changerequest should not be empty
if not matches.isEmpty then
// The number of bindings should be 1 when the unique keyword is used
if (handler.changerequest.unique and matches.count == 1) or not
handler.changerequest.unique then
// Substitute variables in the precondition with changerequest bindings
instPrecondition ← substitute(handler.precondition, matches.first);
// Evaluate the precondition; when this returns any binding, it is met
if not evaluate(instPrecondition, O).isEmpty then
// Add the changehandler to the list
matchingHandlers.add(handler);
end
end
end
end
return matchingHandlers
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In case only the first matching changehandler is dealt with (as shown in Figure 5.3(a)),
preconditions are evaluated for the first couple of changehandlers until the preconditions
are met for the first handler (step 1), of which the associated actions are subsequently
executed (step 2). Even though there are more handlers to be evaluated and there is a
second handler of which the preconditions can be met (indicated with a dashed arrow),
the latter conditions are not evaluated as a successful match has already occurred. In
case all matching changehandlers are dealt with (see Figure 5.3(b)), first all preconditions
are evaluated, and subsequently, for both handlers where preconditions are met (steps 1
and 2), their actions are executed (steps 3 and 4).
event

Changehandler

Changehandler

Name

Name
Prefixes

Prefixes
Changerequest

1

…

Changerequest

Preconditions

Preconditions

Actions

Actions

execute
2

(a) Matching first changehandler.
event

Changehandler

Changehandler
Name

Name

Prefixes

Prefixes

Changerequest

1

…

Changerequest

Preconditions

Preconditions

Actions

Actions

execute

execute

3

4

2

(b) Matching all changehandlers.

Figure 5.3: Immediate execution of actions specified in the first matching changehandler
and in all matching changehandlers that have been constructed for a specific event, after
successfully verifying their predefined preconditions.
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5.4.3

Chaining Updates

After matching the changehandlers (either the first changehandler encountered, or all
changehandlers), their associated update statements have to be collected and applied.
This stage depends on the type of execution mechanism. In case deferred execution is
applied, all update statements from the matched changehandlers have to be collected
before executing them. When immediate execution is used, the statements have to be
executed while inspecting them.
The earlier introduced Algorithm 5.1 defines the execution steps of the deferred execution model. In the first step, update collection, statements are collected from the matched
changehandlers. Algorithm 5.5 explains how this task is performed. First, a check is done
to investigate whether any changehandlers match the change event. If this is the case,
the update statements from every changehandler in the set of matched changehandlers
are collected. If no changehandler matches the change event, the change event itself is
applied to the ontology. In lines 7-14, each update statement is treated as a change event,
representing the implementation of chaining. This part is similar to Algorithm 5.1, except
for the fact that updates are not applied to the ontology, because this has to happen at
the end of the process when using deferred execution. In the end, the algorithm returns
a list of update statements that need to be applied to the ontology.
As described in Algorithm 5.6, for immediate ontology updating, no update lists are
returned. In contrast to deferred updating, the updates are immediately applied to the
ontology. For immediate updating, the algorithm first checks whether any changehandler
exists in the list of matched changehandlers. If this is the case, for each update statement
in each of the matched changehandlers, a change event is fired as shown in Algorithm 5.2
using the update as the change event. In this way, we provide a mechanism for chaining.
If no changehandler matches the change event, the change event itself is applied to the
ontology.
Figure 5.4 shows a typical example of an event triggering a chained sequence of updates, while – for the sake of simplicity – assuming immediate execution of matching
handlers. In the example, an event is matched to a single changehandler, of which the
preconditions are met (step 1). Subsequently, the actions are either executed or (if appropriate changehandlers are available) thrown as new events in step 2. These events
trigger new changehandlers to be matched (steps 3 and 4), and in turn result in more
actions to be performed (step 5) and/or new events to be thrown (step 6), triggering
more changehandlers (steps 7 and 8), hereby extending the chain with possibly even more
changehandlers indicated with a dashed arrow.
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Algorithm 5.5: Update collection from matched changehandlers (collectUpdates).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

: collect updates from a list of matched changehandlers using deferred execution
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms,
list of changehandlers matchedHandlers that match the change event
Output : list of update statements updateList
// Check whether any changehandler matches the change event
if not matchedHandlers.isEmpty then
// Loop through all matched changehandlers
foreach matchedHandler in matchedHandlers do
// Loop through all update statements in the changehandler
foreach update in matchedHandler.updates do
// Chaining: add the update or the replaced update actions from other
//
changehandlers to the list of update statements
// Find changehandlers that match the update event
newMatchedHandlers ← matchHandlers(O, update);
// Collect updates from changehandlers
newUpdateList ← collectUpdates(O, update, newMatchedHandlers);
// Add the update statements to the list
updateList.add(newUpdateList)
end
end
else
// There is no changehandler matching the change event; therefore, the change
// event itself is added to the list of update statements
updateList.add(op(Ax))
end
return updateList

Algorithm 5.6: Update application from matched changehandlers (applyUpdates).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

: apply updates from a list of matched changehandlers using immediate execution
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms,
list of changehandlers matchedHandlers that match the change event
Output : updated ontology O
// Check whether any changehandler matches the change event
if not matchedHandlers.isEmpty then
// Loop through all matched changehandlers
foreach matchedHandler in matchedHandlers do
// Loop through all update statements in the changehandler
foreach update in matchedHandler.updates do
// Chaining: fire the update as an update event; this way, the update can
//
be handled by appropriate changehandlers
updateOntology(O, update, matchedHandler);
end
end
else
// There is no changehandler matching the change event; therefore, the change
// event itself is applied
O.apply(op(Ax));
end
return O
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Figure 5.4: Immediate execution of actions specified in a chain of all matching changehandlers that have been constructed for a specific event, after successfully verifying the
handlers’ predefined preconditions.

5.4.4

Looping Updates

Applying updates to the ontology and thereby changing the ontology can trigger new
changehandlers to become matched, which can be used for applying additional updates
in case the event is handled more than once. Hence, we introduce the possibility to
iterate over the changehandlers with the same event and apply updates until there are no
matching changehandlers left. In this way, the effect of the update actions can be checked
and additional updates can be applied.
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Algorithm 5.7: Looped deferred ontology updating (updateOntology).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

: update ontology with deferred execution of updates and looping
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms
Data
: changehandlers matchedHandlers that match their changerequest and meet their
precondition according to the provided change event,
list of update actions updateList to be applied to the ontology
Output : updated ontology O
// Find matched changehandlers
matchedHandlers ← matchHandlers(O, op(Ax));
// Collect updates from changehandlers
updateList ← collectUpdates(O, op(Ax), matchedHandlers);
// Apply updates to ontology in deferred way
foreach update in updateList do
O.apply(update);
end
// Execute this algorithm again to check for additional updates
if not matchedHandlers.isEmpty then
updateOntology(O, op(Ax));
end
return O

Algorithm 5.8: Looped immediate ontology updating (updateOntology).
Task
Input

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

: update ontology with immediate execution of updates and looping
: ontology O consisting of axioms,
change event op(Ax) where op ∈ {add, del} and Ax is a set of axioms
Data
: changehandlers matchedHandlers that match their changerequest and meet their
precondition according to the provided change event
Output : updated ontology O
// Find matched changehandlers
matchedHandlers ← matchHandlers(O, op(Ax));
// Apply updates to ontology in an immediate way
O ← applyUpdates(O, op(Ax), matchedHandlers);
// Execute this algorithm again to check for additional updates
if not matchedHandlers.isEmpty then
updateOntology(O, op(Ax));
end
return O

Ontology update looping could be implemented through the addition of a call to the
updateOntology(. . .) methods of Algorithms 5.1 (deferred) and 5.2 (immediate) at the end
of both algorithms, using the same change event and ontology as input. Algorithms 5.7
and 5.8 implement looping for deferred and immediate executions, respectively. Before
the updated ontology is returned, the updateOntology(. . .) method is called recursively
to ensure that additional updates are handled until no updates are available.
In Figure 5.5, a typical example of ontology update looping is presented, where after
immediate execution of a matching changehandler in steps 1 and 2, the initial event is
rethrown in step 3, after which preconditions are met that belong to another changehandler (step 4). The associated actions are subsequently executed in step 5. In the example,
no subsequent iterations are needed, as no preconditions of associated changehandlers are
met after the second iteration.
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Figure 5.5: Immediate looped execution of changehandlers that have been constructed
for a specific event, after successfully verifying the handlers’ predefined preconditions.

5.5

Implementation

OUL, including the proposed extensions, has been implemented as the stand-alone software package OULx, providing for event-driven ontology updates. We currently employ
this package in the Hermes News Portal (Frasincar et al., 2009), a Java-based news personalization tool implementing the Hermes framework (Frasincar et al., 2009). Hermes
makes use of an ontology for classifying and querying news items. The Hermes domain
ontology has to be up-to-date with the latest news and hence needs automatic ontology
updates. Based on the information extraction plugin for the Hermes News Portal, i.e.,
Aethalides, information extracted from news items can be used for updating the ontology.
A key aspect of the Hermes News Portal is its financial ontology. For its updates,
the ontology is dependent on information extracted from financial news messages, e.g.,
product releases, CEO appointments, bankruptcies, etc. We have implemented the OULx
update mechanisms and have subsequently connected them to the information extraction
processes of Aethalides. The Aethalides plugin makes use of the Hermes Information
Extraction Engine, which is used for matching user-created information extraction rules
with text in news items.
To integrate automatic ontology updating, each new news item is processed and information (in the form of events) is extracted using the user-created rules. After validating
the extracted information, the ontology is updated using OULx update rules. In our
implementation, the execution of the SPARQL WHERE clauses and the SPARQL/Update
statements, as well as ontology updating is performed using Jena (The Apache Software
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Foundation, 2013). In order to work with the latest developments in the Semantic Web,
we updated ARQ, the query engine in Jena, to version 2.8.8, which features SPARQL
1.1. The changehandlers can be loaded via a plain text file that contains changehandlers
specified in the proposed syntax. Parsing and compiling of changehandlers is performed
via a compiler created with JavaCC (Sun Microsystems, 2013).

5.6

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the extensions made to OUL, we analyze the characteristics of each
proposed execution model. As it is difficult to perform a quantitative analysis and as there
are no benchmarks available for OUL, we discuss at a qualitative level the advantages and
disadvantages of each execution model. We assume all queries are chained (non-chained
queries as originally proposed by OUL are also supported), which provides us with eight
execution models:
• Immediate, looped execution of first matching changehandler;
• Immediate, non-looped execution of first matching changehandler;
• Immediate, looped execution of all matching changehandlers;
• Immediate, non-looped execution of all matching changehandlers;
• Deferred, looped execution of first matching changehandler;
• Deferred, non-looped execution of first matching changehandler;
• Deferred, looped execution of all matching changehandlers;
• Deferred, non-looped execution of all matching changehandlers.
Deferred execution of matching changehandlers could lead to erroneous updates, and
hence it usually does not make sense to make use of the last four execution models. For
example, it could be the case that several changehandlers can originally match, but after
executing their corresponding updates in a deferred mode, the updates of the previous
matches could be made invalid. Due to the nature of deferred execution, these updates
would still be executed. On the other hand, deferred updating could possibly lead to
more efficient updates in case multiple changes are to be made to the same entity, as
these actions could be merged and transformed into simplified update statements. Additionally, duplicate actions can be merged, eliminating duplicate action executions. So, if
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deferred updating is used, some caution is required, making sure there are no conflicting
dependencies between update actions and change requests.
When comparing models that execute the first matching changehandler with those
that execute all changehandlers, one could make the following observations. The latter
method is computationally more intensive due to the increased complexity of the execution mechanism. Conversely, updates are more efficient, as in one pass all the matched
changehandlers are dealt with, hence eliminating the need for multiple user-triggered
iterations.
In case of looped execution models, the advantage is that ontology updates performed
during a pass that trigger new changehandlers to be matched are taken into account,
hereby improving the efficiency of the ontology updating process, as no separate runs are
needed. The looped execution models are on the other hand harder for users to grasp due
to the repeated event generation until no changehandler matches the event.
There is a trade-off between easiness of writing update rules and their efficient execution. The all matching and/or looped variants are more efficient due to the automatic
execution and possible optimization of their complex actions, while the first matching
and/or non-looped counterparts are more intuitive and thus foster easier development of
update rules. Also, it should be noted that for chaining there is an increased level of automation, as users do not have to manually trigger updates resulting from earlier updates
(as in case of the OUL execution model), as these are automatically handled.

5.7

Conclusions

The Ontology Update Language (OUL) is based on SQL triggers and focuses on an eventdriven ontology update specification. By creating changehandlers, containing an event
description, a precondition, and a list of SPARQL/Update statements, update actions
are executed when events occur and preconditions are met. OUL features the creation
of Event-Condition-Action rules, hereby enabling automatic updates. We identified some
drawbacks at language as well as execution model levels, and proposed extensions to
address these.
Syntax-wise, in order to facilitate more complex expressions, we extended OUL so that
it also supports negation and prefixes. Our main contribution however lies in the extension
of OUL’s execution mechanism. We incorporated immediate updating, as opposed to
deferred updating. Also, we added an internal triggering mechanism for changehandlers
called updates chaining, allowing for automatic event triggering based on the matched
changehandlers’ actions. This contributes to the usability of the language by separating
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atomic update actions and thus delivering modularity and an increased possibility to reuse
changehandlers. Also, we added support for looping for repetitive treatment of an event.
Last, it is now also possible to execute all event-related changehandlers, instead of just the
first matching handler. The here proposed extensions are viable, provided that technical
experts who are accustomed to the update language work together with experts of the
knowledge domain.
As future work we would like to evaluate the termination of changehandlers, i.e.,
which conditions need to be satisfied by a set of changehandlers so that, for any incoming
events, the matching changehandlers should always terminate. For this purpose we plan to
reuse results from termination of rule-based updates for databases (Ray and Ray, 2001).
Alternatively, one could look into developing a principled information extraction language
that combines information extraction and ontology updates. For this purpose, we plan
to integrate the Hermes Information Extraction Language with OUL, including the here
proposed extensions.

Chapter 6
Event-Based Stock Trading
Strategiesz

n this chapter we present a framework for automatic exploitation of news in stock

I

trading strategies. Events are extracted from news messages presented in free text

without annotations. We test the introduced framework by deriving trading strategies
based on technical indicators and impacts of the extracted events. The strategies
take the form of rules that combine technical trading indicators with a news variable,
and are revealed through the use of genetic programming. We find that the news
variable is often included in the optimal trading rules, indicating the added value of
news for predictive purposes and validating our proposed framework for automatically
incorporating news in stock trading strategies.

z

This chapter is based on the article “W. Nuij, V. Milea, F. Hogenboom, F. Frasincar, and U. Kaymak.
An Automated Framework for Incorporating News into Stock Trading Strategies. IEEE Transactions
on Knowledge and Data Engineering, 26(4):823–835, 2014.”
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6.1

Introduction

Financial markets are driven by information. An important source of information is
news communicated by different media agencies through a variety of channels. With
the increasing number of information sources, resulting in high volumes of news, manual
processing of the knowledge being conveyed becomes a highly difficult task. Additionally,
given that this information is time-sensitive, especially in the context of financial markets,
selecting and processing all the relevant information in a decision-making process, such
as the decision whether to buy, hold, or sell an asset is an especially challenging task.
This environment motivates a need for automation in the processing of information, to
the extent that investment decisions where the news factor plays an important role can
be based on an automatically generated recommendation that takes into account all news
messages relevant to a certain financial asset.
In previous work we have devised lexico-semantic patterns for information extraction from news that extend the well-known lexico-syntactic patterns with semantic aspects (Borsje et al., 2010; IJntema et al., 2012). Using information extracted from text
in a financial context recently enjoys increasing attention. Das and Chen (2007) extract
investor sentiment from stock message boards. The prediction of bankruptcy of firms,
as well as fraud, based on textual data from the Management Discussion and Analysis
Sections (MD&A) of 10-K reports is investigated by Cecchini et al. (2010). A popular
Wall Street Journal column is used for investigating asset prices and trading volumes
by Tetlock (2007), and in later work, Tetlock (2008) uses financial news stories for the
prediction of stock returns and firms’ future cash flows. Thus, the qualitative data may
emerge from different sources, and can be used for the prediction of different financial
aspects of firms’ performance.
We focus on information presented in textual format, i.e., financial news messages
with a particular focus on companies listed under the FTSE350 stock index. The research
question addressed is how the information communicated through textual news messages
can be automatically incorporated into trading strategies. We use a three-step approach
consisting of: (i) extracting the relevant events, as well as the involved entities, from the
text of the news messages, (ii) associating an impact with each of the extracted events,
and (iii) making use of the impact of news events in trading strategies.
Upon extracting the events and associating these with a predefined impact, trading
rules based on news can be derived. We only consider technical trading indicators as
part of these trading rules, but the approach can be easily extended to incorporate other
indicators, e.g., those initiating from fundamental analysis. Technical trading has been
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used previously for financial forecasting (Leigh et al., 2002; Mehta and Bhattacharyya,
2004), thus motivating our choice for this approach. The constructed trading strategies
are expressed as trees, where the leaves are technical indicators or news event indicators
and internal nodes represent the conjunctive and disjunctive logical operators. These
trading strategies generate a buy or sell signal for the assets they are applied to, and are
determined through genetic programming where a pool of possible trading strategies is
tested on historical stock data.
We hypothesize that, if the proposed framework is valid, news will be included in
the trading strategies generated through genetic programming. Additionally, the trading
strategies that we derive in this way should generate positive returns. The first hypothesis
comes from the idea that, when providing a genetic program with a pool of variables
without the restriction that all these variables should be included in a trading strategy,
only the variables that are maximizing the returns will be selected. Trading strategies
including a news variable will thus indicate that the content of the news messages has been
quantified in a way that enables generation of profit beyond the ability of trading rules
based solely on technical analysis. The second hypothesis states that, next to generating
trading strategies based on news, the resulting rules should also be able to obtain a
positive return.
Although the main purpose of this chapter is not to find the best trading rules by
using news, the presented results can be applied to (trading) algorithms that are used in
daily practice. For this purpose, additional aspects need to be taken into account, as for
example the transaction costs and the rule creation speed. Existing trading algorithms
(many proprietary) could benefit from our approach by additionally employing the news
signals as shown in our proposed framework. Because our framework is customizable by
means of its various parameters, it can be used for other stock markets than the ones
considered here, providing for a general methodology of including the news component in
a trading algorithm.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. First, we present previous work
on the relationship between news and the stock market, and the type of events that are
proven to influence stock prices in Section 6.2. Next, we provide an initial, quantitative investigation of the relationship between news messages and the stock market in Section 6.3.
Subsequently, we discuss the technical indicators that we use for deriving stock trading
strategies in Section 6.4, after which we introduce our framework for automated trading
based on news and discuss the results of validating the framework in Sections 6.5 and 6.6,
respectively. Last, we give some practical considerations and conclude this chapter in
Sections 6.7 and 6.8, respectively.
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6.2

Related Work

Three aspects can be considered regarding the relationship between news and the stock
market: (i) there is evidence that a relationship exists between news announcements and
financial markets, (ii) the impact of events on financial markets can be quantified, and a
list of relevant events can be identified, and (iii) the relationship between information in
the form of news and financial markets is not a trivial one. One aspect left aside in this
chapter relates to mining news messages for assessing market response, which has been
extensively surveyed by Mittermayer and Knolmayer (2006).
Mitchell and Mulherin (1994) investigate the relation between the number of news
announcements and trading activity. The research is focused on whether the amount of
information that is publicly reported affects the trading activity and the price movements
in the stock market. Here, information is defined and quantified by the number of daily
announcements released by the Dow Jones & Company newswire. All news messages are
assigned equal importance, regardless of the type of event being described. The results
indicate a statistically significant positive correlation between the number of daily news
announcements and trading activity. If the number of announcements increases with
100%, the trading activity will increase with 38%. The relation becomes stronger only if
those news messages are selected that, besides being published through the wire service,
are published in a newspaper the next morning.
The relation between news announcements and monthly returns is also investigated
by Chan (2003). Several stocks are selected with at least one news story in a certain
month. The news messages are divided into ‘news winners’ (price increased after announcement) and ‘news losers’ (price decreased after announcement). The abnormal
returns are measured for 36 months after the month when the news was published. The
results are compared to a group ‘no news’ containing those companies which had no news
in a certain month. The authors conclude that stocks exhibit abnormal returns after
public news.
The effect of analyst recommendations, with a focus on buy advices, is studied by Kim
et al. (1997). First, the authors test whether the advice issued especially for clients (before
the opening of the stock market) contains information and then perform the same test
but following the official release of the advice (to the main public). The authors find a
strong relation between an initial coverage with a buy recommendation and a reaction in
the stock market.
The relation between earnings announcements and trading volume around the announcement date is investigated by Ewalds et al. (2000), focusing on AEX exchange stocks
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from 1994 to 1999. A significant positive increase in trading volume is found around an
announcement. The increase in trading activity is the largest at the announcement date.
The robustness of the relation is checked for small and large companies. Both categories
have a significant relation with trading activity, but the relation is much stronger regarding small companies compared to large companies. A possible explanation is that there
is less information available about small companies. Another relation was found between
the date of the announcement and trading volume. The longer a company waits with
revealing the earnings, the smaller the change in trading volume. A possible explanation
is that the expectations are more accurate in that case, i.e., analysts have more time and
information (earnings from competitors) to accurately predict earnings.
Up until now, different meanings have been assigned to the word news when studying
the relation to the stock market. The employed news sources are arbitrary, they contain
different news messages, and are not complete. Although a relation is apparent, it is
necessary to zoom into real-life events and quantify the relation between these events and
returns. The list of events that possibly affect the stock price is extremely large, but
in the remaining paragraphs we focus on a limited number hereof, considered to be of
increased relevance in financial markets.
A management change event is a change in the set of individuals holding the title Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), president, or chairman of the board (Warner et al., 1988). The
reaction after a management change indicates whether the market considers this event as
important. A stock return after a management change contains:
• The information effect (negative): the management performance is worse than expected by the market.
• The real effect (positive): the change is in shareholders’ interest. If a company
performs very bad, a management change could mean a new vision, strategy, etc.,
so the expectations about the companies’ future results could be revised. The news
is received positively.
The authors did not find a general relation between a management change and abnormal
stock returns. Only on the day of the announcement a statistically significant price
movement was noticed, but the direction could be both positive and negative.
The effect of a management change is studied by Bonnier and Bruner (1989). The
identified average excess return from the day before until the day of an announcement is
2.479% (positive significant). Also, the title power, the company size, and the manager
type have a positive, significant impact. Generally, a management change conveys bad
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news about the company’s performance, but a management change is received positively
if the company performance is bad.
Keown and Pinkerton (1981) study the trading activity and price movements before,
on, and after the day of a merger announcement. In 79% of the acquired firms a significant
increase in trading volume is found one week before the announcement, compared to 3
months before that date. Approximately half of the reactions occur before the official
public announcement – they start one month before the merger. The strongest reaction
in 1 day is on the announcement day itself: the market reacts immediately.
The price momentum following a merger announcement is investigated by Rosen
(2006). Price momentum relates to an initial market response to a merger announcement and its propagation through time, i.e., if the initial reaction is positive, it tends to
continue to be so. The results indicate that if a company is associated with successful
mergers in the past, this will positively influence price momentum.
Ikenberry and Ramnath (2002) study stock splits and their effect on the price, and
use an NYSE sample from 1988 until 1997 with over 3000 stock splits. The authors find a
9% positive difference of abnormal returns between the split stocks and a control group,
a year after the split.
The price reaction after dividend initiations and omissions is investigated by (Michaely
et al., 1995) for short term (3 days) and long term (several years) using a buy and hold
strategy to measure returns. In the 3 days around an initiation announcement a significant
excess return of 3.4% is found. In the year before, the excess return is 15.1%. Companies
with a dividend omission perform very poor in the year before the announcement, apparent
from an excess return of -31.8%. Around the announcement, an excess return of -3.1% is
identified. These trends continue also in the next 1 year and the next 3 years after the
announcement.
These findings come to support our assumption that events that can be identified in
news messages have a significant impact on stock prices and trading volumes. For this
reason, we consider it worthwhile to employ such events in our analysis. In the final part
of this section we focus on different properties of (public) information in the context of
financial markets.
Zhang (2006) explore the degree of uncertainty of information, while hypothesizing
that greater information uncertainty will lead to higher expected stock returns after good
news on the one hand, and lower expected returns after bad news on the other hand. This
implication is based on results from behavioural finance studies, i.e., psychological biases
such as overconfidence are increased when there is more uncertainty. Here, good and
bad news are defined as upward and downward analyst forecast revisions, respectively.
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Evidence is found that the market reaction directly after an announcement is incomplete,
i.e., bad news implies relatively lower future returns and good news predicts higher future
returns.
The influence of certain forms of rumours on trading activity on the stock market is
evaluated by van Bommel (2003) through a dynamic model with three kinds of rumours:
honest, bluffing, and cheating. It is concluded that spreading rumours makes economic
sense. Rumours can increase stock demand and drive the price above the real price. In
case of cheating with false rumours, followers will not use the trader’s rumours, causing
the rumourmonger to lose his reputation.
Our approach does not focus on representing and reasoning with complex knowledge
contained in news messages, but rather focuses on single events. It would be possible to design an ontology of events in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) (Bechhofer et al., 2004)
if the context is static, although a temporal web ontology language such as tOWL (Frasincar et al., 2010; Milea et al., 2008, 2012a,b) should be more suited for representing and
reasoning with the facts exposed by the news messages. However, as we focus on single
events extracted from news, we do not rely on an approach based on ontologies.
Similar work regarding the extraction of optimal trading rules based on technical indicators related to price is presented by Allen and Karjalainen (1999). However, unlike the
current research, news are not used in trading strategies. Also, in previous work (Hogenboom et al., 2012b,c, 2013c) we have successfully used news events for financial risk
analysis by improving the historical Value at Risk method.
Our current approach is novel in that it does not focus on a particular event type, but
rather on a thesaurus of events that play a significant role in financial markets. Rather
than focusing on news volume, we extract relevant events from market announcements
and try to include them in trading rules. For this, we employ genetic programming that
can choose between different variables in creating profitable trading rules. The variables
originate in technical analysis, except for the news-related variable.

6.3

News and Stock Markets

Our analysis of the relationship between news and the stock market, as apparent from
the collected data set is focused on discovering the influence that news have on the share
price of the concerned companies, as well as on whether this influence can be captured
through the extraction of events from news messages and employing a predefined impact
for determining the direction of this influence on prices.
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6.3.1

Event Information Extraction

The event information extraction from the news messages is based on recognizing a predefined set of events as well as the affiliated entities. For this we rely on the ViewerPro tool (available at http://www.semlab.nl/portfolio-item/viewerpro-semantictext-analysis/), a proprietary application able to extract events from text-based data.
ViewerPro is an application created by SemLab that enables the identification of events
in news messages. These events can be used to determine the impact of a news item on an
equity. ViewerPro turns enormous amounts of unstructured news into structured trading
information. Once the unstructured news information is fed in the ViewerPro system, it
undergoes several (proprietary) processing steps in order to filter out unwanted information and select solely that which is relevant. Applied procedures are (amongst others)
metadata filtering, parsing, gazetteering, stemming, and automatic pattern matching.
The ViewerPro system relies on a domain specific knowledge repository, i.e., an ontology with properties and lexical representations of financial entities (companies). First,
concepts from the domain ontology are matched in incoming news items. Subsequently,
using a proprietary heuristic based on semantical, morphological, syntactical, and typographical inputs, the list of concepts is segmented into groups of related concepts. Last,
ViewerPro identifies events (predefined semantic concepts describing important message
content) by means of pattern matching.
Large amounts of news messages are filtered for equity-specific news and the semantic
analysis system of ViewerPro interprets the impact of every individual news message.

6.3.2

Descriptive Statistics of the Data Set

The data set we employ consists of a database of historical company share prices as well as
a collection of news messages related to these companies. The company data set consists
of all firms included in the FTSE350 stock index at August 1st, 2008. Stock prices are
scraped from Yahoo! Finance ticker data. The news data set is collected through the
Reuters news feed, and concerns all 350 companies listed under FTSE350. Both data sets
cover the period January 1st, 2007 until April 30th, 2007. The news data set provides a
set of 5,157 events. However, only a subset hereof is employed for our study. The selection
of these relevant events is based on three criteria:
• News articles issued on days when the stock exchange is closed are not considered;
• Duplicate events are removed;
• Rare events (< 0.5% of all events) are omitted.
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Figure 6.1: Frequency of events in the data set.
We do not include articles issued on days when the stock exchange is closed as the events
contained in these messages will not have an immediately quantifiable impact on the stock
price. Since several events can occur during the period when the stock exchange is closed,
associating these events with changes in price over this period will introduce additional
variance with regard to which event precisely influences the change in price.
At times, news messages may be repeated to provide updates on an event described
in a previous message. This results in events that are on the same day, concern the same
company, and are identical to another event previously extracted on the same day. Since
these news messages describe the same events, it suffices to only consider them once and
thus incorporate the associated impact for the event in the stock price projection only
once.
Infrequently occurring events, i.e., events occurring in less than 0.5% of the news
messages, are removed from the data set as considering them would negatively influence
the statistical validity of our conclusions. Moreover, the impact of such isolated events is
difficult to assess with confidence.
Upon considering these four criteria on the event data set we have collected, the
original sample of 5,157 events is reduced to 2,112. An overview of these events, as well
as their frequencies in the event data set, is presented in Figure 6.1.

6.3.3

News and Share Prices

The impact of news on stock prices is assessed using relative returns, based on end-of-day
data, i.e., closing prices P . For a single asset, a return is computed as:
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ri =

Pi+n − Pi
× 100 ,
Pi

(6.1)

where i represents the day before the event and n represents the number of days over
which the return is calculated, with n > 0.
In case multiple events of the same type appear in different days, regarding the same
asset, the return is averaged for the number of days, as follows:
PN

Ri =

j=1 rj

N

,

(6.2)

where N is the number of days where events of this type occurred.
To correct the returns for the general market sentiment, we focus on excess returns.
The excess return is calculated as the individual return of an asset that is achieved in
excess of the market return, i.e., the return of the main index in which the asset is included:
ai = ri − riI ,

(6.3)

where riI denotes the return of the index employed as benchmark.
When dealing with multiple events of a certain type appearing in different days and
with excess returns, we correct these returns for the number of days:
PN

Ai =

j=1

N

aj

,

(6.4)

where N is the number of days where events of this type occurred.
For the results presented in this section, the benchmark index used to compute excess
returns is the FTSE350 index. An overview of the results is presented in Tables 6.1
and 6.2. For each event we compute the absolute and excess returns for the day of the
event, R0 and A0 , as well as the returns following the event one, two, five, and ten days
after the event is made public. For each of the events, we compute the percentage of events
for which the direction of the return corresponds to the sign of the impact, i.e., positive
returns in the case of positive impacts and negative returns in the case of negative impacts,
and we denote this by d. Additionally, we compute the two-tailed t-test significance for
the returns obtained for each of the events, and report this as p. The impacts reported in
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 have been manually determined by finance experts from Semlab. Last,
three remarks are in place when interpreting these results:
• Multiple events may determine asset prices, and thus the returns, while not all these
events could be captured through the news messages used for the analysis. However,
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we assume that the largest share of the reported returns is captured by the reported
events.
• Reactions to events, in terms of price changes, may initiate before the event is
public. By relying on the asset’s closing price on the day previous to the event, we
incorporate most of the anticipation preceding an event.
• When manually assessing an event’s impact on stock prices (reported under the
impact column in Tables 6.1 and 6.2) the assumption is made that no other interactions, involving, for example, other events, have a significant influence on the
price.
An initial inspection of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 reveals that in nearly 90% of the event
types, the direction of the R0 returns corresponds with the sign of the impact assessed by
experts. The two events where this is not the case are the collaboration consideration and
performance meets expectations events. However, the expert impact associated with these
events is only slightly positive, while the generated returns are slightly negative. Thus,
based on the small number of events on which this impact is assessed, the assumptions
listed previously, and the small difference between the expert impact and the generated
returns, we consider the impact assigned by experts to be trustworthy in the absence of
additional data. Last, the slightly negative returns are not significant at the 95% level.
When considering R0 , the event that generates the highest return is the shares up
event, producing an average of 1.63%, backed up by the fact that 85% of this type of
events generated a positive return. Presumably, not all events in this category generate a
positive return due to the fact that, in some occasions, this event co-occurs with another
event that generates a decrease in price that dominates the increase associated with the
shares up event.
In the short run, i.e., when considering the R0 , R1 , and R2 returns, we find three
events for which the returns are both statistically significant, as well as showing the same
direction as the impact determined by experts, in all three cases: shares up, shares down,
and rating up. In the long run, however, we find more events for which both returns are
statistically significant as well as being correctly captured by the manually determined
impacts: shares up, rating up, rating positive, profit up, and shares down. From this we
conclude that, for most events, the impacts are observable at longer time intervals after
the event is reported.
When excess returns are considered, the short run exhibits four events for which the
returns are significant at the 95% level and the direction of the return corresponds with

d
73
75
62
75
61
55
55
58
56
52
47
52
49
56
48
69
73
69
71
61

p
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.28
0.19
0.12
0.65
0.11
0.34
0.72
0.70
0.54
0.69
0.57
0.95
0.11
0.07
0.00
0.08

R5
1.74
2.52
1.95
3.23
2.87
0.90
1.17
0.83
1.52
0.49
1.49
1.25
0.19
0.55
0.33
-0.65
-1.50
-1.20
-1.38

d
72
69
77
75
56
59
64
56
66
56
53
56
59
64
52
54
65
62
57
62

p
R10 d
p
0.00 2.27 69 0.00
0.00 2.31 72 0.01
0.10 1.30 62 0.20
0.02 4.26 92 0.02
0.08 2.61 61 0.12
0.02 0.90 62 0.06
0.29 1.44 59 0.23
0.08 2.35 71 0.00
0.08 2.13 72 0.02
0.14 0.78 53 0.05
0.11 0.58 56 0.53
0.03 1.73 64 0.01
0.67 0.11 59 0.85
0.46 0.75 56 0.42
0.78 0.83 52 0.56
0.54 0.04 46 0.98
0.14 -1.51 50 0.20
0.00 -0.91 59 0.00
0.40 -1.29 64 0.35
62

Table 6.1: Average returns Rx for different time intervals of x days after a financial event (Event), alongside the event’s
associated predefined predicting factor for future price movement (Impact), frequency (Freq.), percentage of returns d which
went into the right direction (positive if impact is positive), and two-tailed t-test significance value p at the 95% level.

Event
Impact Freq. R0
d
p
R1
d
p
R2
SharesUp
2
756 1.63 85 0.00 1.65 80 0.00 1.53
RatingUp
2
36
1.55 83 0.00 1.82 72 0.00 1.89
CollabStart
2
13
1.06 46 0.32 1.73 62 0.18 1.95
0.84 75 0.25 0.96 58 0.32 1.51
RatingPositive
1
12
ProfitExceedsExp
3
18
0.74 50 0.39 1.99 61 0.11 1.72
AcquisitionStart
3
111 0.40 62 0.08 0.56 59 0.06 0.53
SalesUp
2
22
0.33 64 0.44 0.56 55 0.37 0.35
PriceTargetRaised
2
77
0.24 51 0.31 0.54 56 0.13 0.65
0.21 53 0.70 0.83 56 0.16 0.69
BusinessExpand
1
32
JointVenture
1
95
0.18 53 0.31 0.12 47 0.59 0.10
PerformExceedsExp
3
36
0.11 58 0.82 0.35 50 0.52 0.25
ProfitUp
2
110 0.08 50 0.80 0.22 50 0.53 0.26
CollabConsider
1
59 -0.05 49 0.81 -0.08 54 0.83 -0.17
PerformMeetsExp
1
25 -0.21 40 0.66 -0.11 48 0.79 0.31
ProfitDown
-2
27 -0.94 48 0.21 -0.52 52 0.49 0.05
RatingDown
-2
13 -0.96 54 0.15 -0.98 62 0.14 -1.32
PriceTargetLowered
-2
26 -1.17 73 0.16 -1.44 77 0.12 -1.77
SharesDown
-2
630 -1.38 81 0.00 -1.49 71 0.00 -1.44
ProfitLessExp
-3
14 -2.52 64 0.06 -2.33 71 0.04 -2.04
2,112
60
60
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d
72
68
62
61
75
52
53
58
55
55
50
51
49
44
73
69
52
73
79
61

p
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.23
0.11
0.05
0.38
0.02
0.17
0.72
0.46
0.58
0.57
0.99
0.12
0.20
0.82
0.00
0.05

A5
2.46
1.59
1.74
2.38
2.88
0.61
1.15
0.85
1.21
1.04
1.17
0.13
-0.24
-0.27
-2.24
-0.40
0.22
-1.49
-1.36

d
69
68
77
67
75
50
53
49
55
55
53
49
58
48
73
46
63
68
71
60

p
0.00
0.00
0.10
0.12
0.03
0.10
0.17
0.05
0.01
0.27
0.10
0.65
0.49
0.67
0.04
0.71
0.83
0.00
0.30

A10
2.02
1.58
0.83
1.48
3.35
0.49
0.22
1.70
1.44
0.94
1.11
-0.02
-0.63
-0.58
-2.34
-1.06
0.12
-1.46
-2.19

d
69
64
62
50
67
49
47
61
56
59
53
44
41
52
58
54
63
64
79
57

p
0.03
0.00
0.23
0.35
0.03
0.25
0.79
0.00
0.01
0.35
0.18
0.96
0.16
0.51
0.07
0.42
0.93
0.00
0.12

Table 6.2: Abnormal returns Ax for different time intervals of x days after a financial event (Event), alongside the event’s
associated predefined predicting factor for future price movement (Impact), frequency (Freq.), percentage of returns d which
went into the right direction (positive if impact is positive), and two-tailed t-test significance value p at the 95% level.

Event
Impact Freq. A0
d
p
A1
d
p
A2
RatingUp
2
36
1.49 81 0.00 1.88 72 0.00 1.89
SharesUp
2
756 1.32 80 0.00 1.31 74 0.00 1.26
CollabStart
2
13
1.02 46 0.26 1.62 69 0.15 1.76
0.98 67 0.24 1.90 61 0.13 1.52
ProfitExceedsExp
3
18
RatingPositive
1
12
0.83 67 0.26 1.21 67 0.17 1.69
AcquisitionStart
3
111 0.44 60 0.03 0.59 56 0.03 0.59
PerformExceedsExp
3
36
0.37 53 0.33 0.46 61 0.29 0.44
PriceTargetRaised
2
77
0.30 52 0.15 0.69 53 0.04 0.85
ProfitUp
2
110 0.19 46 0.48 0.43 55 0.15 0.45
SalesUp
2
22
0.16 59 0.69 0.39 59 0.47 0.26
BusinessExpand
1
32
0.15 38 0.74 0.66 56 0.23 0.46
JointVenture
1
95
0.14 49 0.36 0.18 54 0.39 0.13
CollabConside
1
59 -0.14 44 0.48 -0.10 53 0.75 -0.20
PerformMeetsExp
1
25 -0.21 40 0.64 -0.32 40 0.47 -0.01
PriceTargetLowered
-2
26 -0.94 73 0.24 -1.36 85 0.16 -1.59
RatingDown
-2
13 -1.11 69 0.08 -0.91 69 0.13 -1.10
ProfitDown
-2
27 -1.14 63 0.14 -0.75 52 0.31 -0.19
SharesDown
-2
630 -1.18 80 0.00 -1.30 73 0.00 -1.30
ProfitLessExp
-3
14 -2.42 64 0.09 -2.42 71 0.04 -2.31
2,112
59
62
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Rx
R0
R1
R2
R5
R10

r
0.844
0.851
0.804
0.789
0.662

p
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002

Ax
A0
A1
A2
A5
A10

r
0.878
0.863
0.827
0.753
0.712

p
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001

Table 6.3: Pearson’s correlation r between impact and returns Rx , and between impact
and abnormal returns Ax for different time intervals of x days after a financial event,
together with their corresponding two-tailed t-test significance values p at the 99% level.
the sign of the impact: rating up, shares up, acquisition start, and shares down. For the
long run, the same is found for the events: rating up, shares up, rating positive, price
target raised, profit up, and shares down.
The linear relationship between the predefined event impact and the generated absolute returns is quantified by means of Person’s correlation. For all time intervals in
Table 6.3, we find a significant, positive correlation between the returns and impacts.
Additionally, we report the values for Pearson’s correlation for the predefined impact
and abnormal returns. Again, for all time horizons, we find strong and significant positive
correlations. In the case of excess returns, the values for Pearson’s correlation are higher
than in the case of absolute returns, indicating that correcting for the index leads to
results that are more in line with the expectations.
Based on the results, two conclusions can be drawn. First, the events that are selected
and extracted from news messages can be employed in trading strategies, as in most
cases these events provide the ability to generate positive returns. Second, the predefined
impact associated with the extracted events is a good reflection of the impact of these
events on stock prices, as apparent from the Pearson correlation test presented in this
section.

6.4

Technical Trading

This section focuses on the technical trading indicators used in trading strategies generated
through genetic programming. The indicators included in the study are: the simple
moving average (SMA), the Bollinger band (BB), the exponential moving average (EMA),
the rate of change (RoC), momentum (MOM), and moving average convergence divergence
(MACD). The choice for these indicators is based on their widespread use in technical
trading (Achelis, 2000).

6.4

Technical Trading

6.4.1
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Simple Moving Average

The SMA averages the last 20 days of the price of a stock (Achelis, 2000), and is computed
as:

PN

Mi =

i=1

Pi

N

,

(6.5)

where Pi represents the price on day i. The average is calculated over a fixed period of 20
days prior to the day for which the average is calculated, i.e., N = 20, which is standard
for this indicator. A buy signal is generated when the price crosses the moving average in
an upward movement, while a sell signal is generated when the price crosses the moving
average in a downward movement.

6.4.2

Bollinger Bands

The Bollinger band is a technical indicator which creates two ‘bands’ around a moving
average (Achelis, 2000). These bands are based on the standard deviation of the price.
It is assumed that the price will move within these bands, around the moving average. If
the volatility is high, the bands are wide and when there is little volatility the bands are
narrow. The lower and upper Bollinger bands can be calculated as:
L = M − 2 × σM ,

(6.6)

U = M + 2 × σM ,

(6.7)

where σM stands for the volatility of moving average M . A buy signal is generated when
the price is below the lower band, which is regarded as an oversold situation. A sell signal
is generated at an overbought situation, when the price is above the upper band.

6.4.3

Exponential Moving Average

The exponential moving average (EMA) aims to identify trends by using a short and a
long term average (Achelis, 2000). When the averages cross each other, it is the start of a
new trend. The short term average is set at 5 days and the long term average at 20 days:
Ei =

2
× (Pi − Ei−1 ) + Ei−1 ,
N +1

(6.8)

where Pi represents the price on day i, and N is the number of days. The initial EMA
is calculated using the SMA, in our case for 5 and 20 days respectively starting from the
first observation, as previously described. When the short term average crosses the long
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term average upwards, a buy signal is generated. A sell signal is generated when the short
term average crosses the long term average downwards.

6.4.4

Rate of Change

The rate of change (RoC) is an indicator that calculates the difference between the closing
price Pi of the current day i and the closing price Pi−10 of 10 days earlier (Achelis, 2000),
according to the following equation:
Ci =

Pi − Pi−10
.
Pi−10

(6.9)

If the RoC starts decreasing above 0 (a peak was reached), a sell signal is generated. If it
starts increasing below 0, a buy signal is generated.

6.4.5

Momentum

The momentum indicator uses exactly the same formula as the RoC. Instead of creating
a buy signal after a peak, it creates a buy signal when the momentum crosses the 0 level
upwards (Achelis, 2000). A sell signal is generated when the RoC crosses the 0 level
downwards.

6.4.6

Moving Average Convergence Divergence

The moving average convergence divergence (MACD) is a technical indicator that subtracts two exponential averages from each other, namely the 12 and the 26 day exponential
average (Achelis, 2000). The mathematical formula for the MACD is:
Di = E[12]i − E[26]i .

(6.10)

A buy signal is generated when the MACD reaches the 0 level in an upward motion. A
sell signal is generated when the MACD breaks through the 0 level in a downward motion.

6.4.7

Performance of Technical Trading Indicators

We now analyze the performance of the individual technical indicators when considered
separately from any other indicators. In Table 6.4, we present the returns generated by
each technical indicator over different time intervals, both for buy and sell signals. The
frequency shows how many signals are generated by the indicator. The returns show the
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Indicator
SMA(20)
BB
EMA(5,20)
RoC(10)
MOM
MACD(12,26)

Freq.
1,663
2,014
870
4,387
1,988
667

R0
1.927
-1.608
1.717
-0.417
1.499
1.310

Buy Signals
R1
R2
2.069 2.197
-1.374 -1.170
1.860 1.859
-0.290 -0.245
1.444 1.637
1.324 1.309

R5
2.463
0.110
2.122
-0.053
1.938
1.568

Indicator
SMA(20)
BB
EMA(5,20)
RoC(10)
MOM
MACD(12,26)

Freq.
1,737
2,971
922
2,937
2,049
581

R0
-1.888
1.563
-1.662
0.723
-1.310
-1.276

Sell Signals
R1
R2
-1.932 -1.923
1.530
1.499
-1.654 -1.586
0.637
0.953
-1.151 -1.248
-1.106 -1.162

R5
R10
-1.496 -0.805
1.595
1.827
-0.933 -0.488
1.564
2.370
-1.021 -0.629
-0.106 0.317

R10
3.512
0.180
3.350
0.245
2.759
2.882

Table 6.4: Returns Rx for different time intervals of x days after a financial event, resulting from signals generated by technical indicators (Indicator), of which the frequencies
(Freq.) are also displayed.
average return surrounding a buy or sell signal in the given time frame, e.g., R10 represents
the 10 day return. The best performing technical indicator for buy signals is the simple
moving average, followed by the exponential moving average. Positive returns generated
through buy signals are displayed in bold, as these are desirable. Table 6.4 additionally
displays the performance of the technical indicators when sell signals are considered. Note
that negative returns in this case are desirable (and hence printed bold), since higher
magnitudes of a negative return indicate better performance of the sell signal (you would
loose less money if you sell). Again, the two best performing technical indicators are the
simple moving average and the exponential moving average.

6.5

A News-Based Trading Framework

Next, we introduce a framework for incorporating news in stock trading strategies. The
framework assumes that events have been extracted from news messages and are available
together with the date on which the events took place. Additionally, a predefined impact
should be assigned to each event, allowing the news variable to be included in the trading
strategies. For deriving the optimal trading strategies, we rely on genetic programming.
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Genetic programming (Koza, 1992) is a technique where the potential solutions are
represented as computer programs rather than numerical values encoded in some manner. Starting from a (usually randomly generated) initial population, genetic programs
attempt to improve the fitness of individuals over successive generations through a process inspired by natural evolution. During this process, individuals are altered, usually
based on their fitness values, by combining them with other individuals (crossover), or by
slightly modifying some parts of the individual with a predefined probability (mutation).
In this chapter, genetic programming is used for finding optimal trading strategies based
on technical indicators and news. Genetic programming has previously been used in the
design of decision support systems, e.g., by Zhao (2007) and Fan et al. (2006).
The trading strategies we determine take the form of trees that, when evaluated,
return a Boolean value: true, when a trading signal is generated, or false, when no signal
is generated and thus no action has to be taken. The trading strategies include at least one
technical indicator or a news variable. Most often, the trading strategies include multiple
variables, that may be either technical indicators or the news variable, connected by the
logical operators ‘and’ and ‘or’. An example of a trading strategy that may be generated is
given in Figure 6.2. This rule generates a trading signal when the simple moving average
generates a trading signal simultaneously with at least one of the exponential moving
average and rate of change indicators. The fitness of a trading strategy is computed
based on the return that it generates on the data set that we use. The returns are
computed as indicated in Section 6.3.
The employed genetic programming algorithm for determining the optimal trading
strategies is presented in Algorithm 6.1. We start from a random initial population
of trees, and generate new populations of trading strategies by applying crossover and
mutation on the population from the previous iteration. Crossover consists of selecting two
trading strategies, and determining two random crossover points, i.e., one for each tree.

AND

SMA

OR

EMA

RoC

Figure 6.2: Example of a typical trading rule.
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Algorithm 6.1: Genetic programming approach
for determining optimal trading strategies.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Require : α ≥ 0: minimum improvement
β > 0: maximum times of no improvement
γ > 0: population size
0 < ρ ≤ γ: number of parents
0 ≤ µ ≤ 1: mutation probability
π = generateRandomPopulation(γ);
σold = −∞;
σnew = calcFitness(π);
b = 0;
while b < β do
addIndividual(π 0 , getBest(π, σnew ));
while |π 0 | < |π| do
θ = selectRandomParents(π, σnew , ρ);
ϑ = crossOver(θ);
ϑ0 = mutate(ϑ, µ);
addIndividual(π 0 , ϑ0 )
end
π = π0 ;
σold = σnew ;
σnew = calcFitness(π);
if σnew − σold ≤ α then
b = b + 1;
end
else if b > 0 then
b = 0;
end
end
return π

Next, the subtrees generated under the crossover point are exchanged between the two
trading strategies, thus resulting in two new rules that are added to the new population.
Mutation only relates to the technical indicators included in a trading strategy, and
consists of a slight change in the parameters of the randomly selected technical indicator,
e.g., changing the number of days used by the simple moving average from 5 to 7. The
stopping condition for the algorithm relates to the improvement in the best solution
found, i.e., when the optimal solution cannot be improved in a number of generations,
the algorithm stops.
We summarize the proposed framework in Figure 6.3. As illustrated in the figure, the
events are extracted from the news messages represented in free text format, and constitute the input to the algorithm. The historical price data constitutes an individual input
to the search algorithm, used for computing the performance of the trading strategies,
but is simultaneously used to derive the values for technical trading indicators, another
input to the algorithm. Finally, the optimal trading strategies are determined through
genetic programming.
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News

Historical Stock Data

Genetic
Program

Events
Optimal Trading Strategies
Technical Indicators

Figure 6.3: News-based trading framework.

6.6

Experiments and Results

In this section we provide an overview of the validation of our proposed framework for
including news in stock trading strategies. First, we focus on the performance of the
news variable taken individually, and then in combination with each of the technical
indicators we consider. We subsequently present the performance of optimal trading rules
as determined through genetic programming, and discuss these results.

6.6.1

Performance of Individual Events

When trading strategies are built only by using the news variable, we generate the returns
displayed in Table 6.5. Here, a buy signal is generated when events are encountered that
are known to produce an R0 of at least 0.5%, as shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Similarly,
a sell signal is generated when the R0 is below -0.5%. In Table 6.5 we present the results
for buy and sell signals individually, for different time horizons.
A comparison with the results obtained by using trading strategies based only on
technical indicators, as presented in Table 6.4, reveals that the news variable performs
well. In the case of buy signals, the trading strategies based solely on the news variable
are consistently outperformed by the simple moving average and the exponential moving
average, but only slightly. In case of sell signals, the situation is similar, although the
exponential moving average is not consistently outperforming the trading strategies based
on the news variable.
The good overall performance obtained by using technical indicators and news, respectively, suggests that combining these indicators could result in better trading strategies.
In the next section, we look at how each of the technical indicators performs when considered in combination with the news variable.
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Signal Freq.
R0
R1
R2
R5
R10
Buy
818 1.563 1.625 1.531 1.808 2.301
Sell
579 -1.578 -1.640 -1.606 -1.332 -1.061
Table 6.5: Returns Rx for different time intervals of x days after a financial event,
resulting from signals generated by news (Signal), of which the frequencies (Freq.) are
also displayed.

6.6.2

News and Technical Indicators

Next, we consider the performance of the individual technical indicators when trading
strategies combine each of them with the news variable. Again, buy and sell signals are
considered separately, and the returns are presented for different time horizons.
Table 6.6 presents the returns generated with buy signals when news and technical
indicators are considered together. Positive returns generated through buy signals are
displayed in bold, as these are considered desirable results. When news and technical
indicators are considered together, the generated returns are higher than when these variables are considered individually. Out of the six combinations, four consistently generate
positive returns at all time horizons. The highest observed return is generated by the
combination of news and moving average convergence divergence, for time horizon R10 .

Indicator
Freq.
News & SMA(20)
108
News & BB
18
News & EMA(5,20)
54
News & RoC(10)
68
News & MOM
100
News & MACD(12,26) 33

R0
3.005
-0.841
3.284
-0.098
3.058
3.566

Buy Signals
R1
R2
2.888 2.748
-0.587 0.011
3.081 3.013
0.036 -0.194
2.857 2.976
3.610 3.563

R5
3.236
0.374
3.433
-0.060
3.339
4.040

R10
3.954
-0.174
4.246
0.369
3.874
5.371

Sell Signals
Indicator
Freq.
R0
R1
R2
R5
News & SMA(20)
93 -3.177 -3.700 -3.849 -3.353
News & BB
19
0.702
0.445
0.485
0.311
News & EMA(5,20)
42 -3.790 -3.894 -3.977 -3.529
News & RoC(10)
28
0.211 -0.414 0.231
0.319
News & MOM
78 -3.304 -3.748 -3.969 -3.417
News & MACD(12,26) 31 -3.796 -4.217 -4.307 -4.555

R10
-3.166
-1.163
-3.654
0.196
-3.369
-3.240

Table 6.6: Returns Rx for different time intervals of x days after a financial event,
resulting from signals generated by news and technical indicators (Indicator), of which
the frequencies (Freq.) are also displayed.
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In Table 6.6 we additionally present the returns generated through sell signals when
the individual technical indicators are considered together with news. Again, results are
presented for different time horizons. The overall conclusion is that the combination of
the two indicators generally outperforms the trading strategies based on the indicators
taken separately. From the six combinations, four consistently generate desirable returns
at all time horizons. Again, the highest return is achieved through the combination of
news and moving average convergence divergence, but this time at time horizon R5 .
These results allow us to conclude that combining individual technical indicators with
the news variable for determining trading strategies enables higher returns than when
technical indicators and the news variable are considered separately. We next move on
to generating more complex trading strategies, that rely on multiple technical indicators,
possibly in combination with the news variable, for generating trading signals.

6.6.3

Optimal Trading Strategies

The optimal trading strategies are determined through genetic programming, as outlined
earlier. The initial population employed by the genetic program consists of 50 randomly
generated trading rules. For our experiments, we let the algorithm run for 15 generations with a mutation rate of 0.5. For each new generation, all parents are selectable for
crossover. Experiments are performed on both buy and sell signals, and take into consideration a selection of 2,000 data points from our data set. Initial experiments have shown
that these settings generate optimal results, while minimizing processing time. Strategies
are generated for holding stocks for 1, 3, and 5 days, and are evaluated on the remaining
40,957 data points.
In Table 6.7 we show the results obtained when the fitness of the generated trading
rules is computed as the relative return after a number of days from the generation of
a signal. The table displays the results of trading strategies making use of buy signals
and sell signals. All but one of the best performing buy rules when considering a one-day
period include news as a relevant variable, with generated returns of 2.17% to 2.39% on the
training set, and 2.33% to 3.34% on the test set. The simple moving average is included
in all the rules, confirming the performance this indicator achieved when trading rules
were considered that take into account only the individual technical indicators. When
observing the top five trading strategies and their generated returns three days after the
generation of a buy signal, we again note that the simple moving average is included in
many trading strategies. Also, the news variable is part of the best performing trading
rule, generating a return of 2.64% (2.96%). However, when the time horizon consists of
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Buy Signals
x
1

3

5

Train
Test
Tree
Freq.
Rx
Freq.
Rx
SMA(27) & News
21
2.388
74
3.338
SMA(27) & (SMA(15) | News)
34
2.225 617 2.470
SMA(27) & (SMA(17) | News)
41
2.177 666 2.415
SMA(20) & MOM(5)
33
2.201 549 2.368
(SMA(27) & SMA(21)) | (SMA(15) | News) 48
2.166 818 2.334
MOM(4) & News
34
2.636 126 2.958
MOM(4) & SMA(27)
30
2.345 397 2.594
SMA(15) & SMA(16)
86
1.889 1583 2.074
SMA(17) | SMA(20)
120 1.627 2068 1.841
News
196 1.220 611 1.665
SMA(19) & News
28
2.246
86
2.927
SMA(18) & News
29
2.045
90
2.856
SMA(22) & SMA(27)
50
2.081 858 2.500
SMA(24) & (MOM(6) | News)
34
1.919 484 2.705
MOM(3) | EMA(21,83)
180 1.570 3334 1.480
Sell Signals

x Tree
1 SMA(27) & News
MOM(7) & News
MOM(7) & SMA(28)
MOM(7) & MOM(4)
MOM(7) & MOM(3)
3 SMA(24) & News
(MOM(4) & News) & MOM(5)
MOM(4) & News
SMA(24) & (MOM(5) & News)
MOM(7) & MOM(5)
5 MOM(7) & News
MOM(7) & (SMA(24) | SMA(21))
MOM(7) & SMA(16)
(SMA(23) | News) & (SMA(24) | BB)
News

Train
Test
Freq.
Rx
Freq.
Rx
23 -2.233 59 -3.357
28 -2.048 81 -3.087
13 -2.315 351 -2.614
29 -2.084 647 -2.182
31 -2.333 642 -2.145
20 -2.578 60 -3.747
36 -2.464 105 -2.949
36 -2.464 105 -2.949
24 -2.088 428 -2.451
43 -2.131 704 -2.174
28 -2.598 81 -3.283
22 -2.965 427 -2.628
38 -2.783 739 -2.194
214 -1.368 1776 -1.751
147 -1.369 416 -1.619

Table 6.7: Optimal strategies (Tree), their frequencies (Freq.), and returns (Rx ) if stocks
are held x days (FTSE350 data set).
three days, the news variable is included less often in the optimal trading strategies, while
momentum is of greater importance than before. For five-day rules, again, the simple
moving average is included in many well performing trading strategies. News is included
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in the optimal trading strategy, as well as in two others, generating returns between 1.92%
and 2.25% on the training set, and 2.71% to 2.93% on the test set. Also, momentum and
the exponential moving average can be found in the best trading strategies.
The table additionally shows the resulting top trading rules using the returns of sell
signals and suggests that, as is the case when considering buy signals, news is an important
indicator both on the short and on the long run, although for sell signals, news tends to
be slightly less important for one-day sell strategies and more important for three- and
five-day strategies. When observing one-day sell strategies, news is only included in the
two best performing rules, whereas strategies for holding stocks a longer period include
news more frequently. Average returns are comparable to the ones from the buy signals
as well, yet it should be noted that momentum plays a more important role as a technical
indicator for sell rules than for buy rules, and the simple moving average is used less
frequently.
In order to validate the results, we perform the same experiments on another data
set, concerning all 500 companies listed under S&P500 at September 1st, 2012, covering
the period between May 1st, 2010 and September 30th, 2010. News is collected through
the Reuters news feed and stocks are scraped from Yahoo! Finance ticker data. The set
has similar characteristics as the default data set that is used throughout this chapter,
although there are more types of events, albeit with a less frequent occurrence. Pruning
is performed in the same way as done with our default data set, resulting in 2,308 events
after removing simultaneous and duplicate events, rare events, and events occurring on
non-trading days.
Table 6.8 presents an overview of the generated trading rules based on this data set.
All parameter settings for the genetic programming algorithm have remained unchanged.
Again, a training set of 2,000 items is used for rule generation, resulting in a test set
of 50,121 remaining data points for evaluation. For both buy and sell signals, the rules
presented in the table confirm that news is often included in trading rules and hence is
an important factor in these rules. A more detailed analysis of the FTSE350 and S&P500
rules is presented below.
When analyzing the generated rules for buy signals, we observe that in each of the best
performing rule groups, news is included as a signal. For each of the evaluated horizons,
the generated trading rules for S&P500 buy signals show many resemblances with those
for the FTSE350 data set in terms of the technical indicators used. In both data sets,
many rules include news and/or make use of the simple moving average. Also, the number
of times news is included in the best performing trading rules is approximately the same
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Buy Signals
x
1

3

5

Train
Test
Tree
Freq.
Rx
Freq.
Rx
SMA(27)
94
2.599 2420 2.900
SMA(18) | News
142 2.236 3365 2.707
SMA(18) | MACD(12,26)
150 2.190 3700 2.629
News | (SMA(26) | News)
115 2.328 2839 2.607
SMA(26) | (MOM(5) | News)
264 2.095 6683 2.186
MOM(4) & SMA(15)
51
3.349 1268 3.343
SMA(20)
117 2.669 2823 2.904
EMA(22,105) | SMA(28)
98
2.743 2610 2.747
SMA(28) | News
108 2.711 2762 2.705
(News | (SMA(22) | SMA(18))) | SMA(20) 127 2.671 3035 2.694
News | SMA(23)
123 2.877 2970 2.785
SMA(25) | SMA(15)
197 2.613 4767 2.780
SMA(22) | News
127 2.806 3035 2.778
(SMA(20) | News) | News
133 2.624 3200 2.715
(EMA(18,105) | News) | SMA(27)
118 2.582 3029 2.616
Sell Signals

x Tree
1 SMA(22) & MOM(5)
SMA(22) & SMA(14)
SMA(28) & SMA(22)
News | (SMA(24) | EMA(24,94))
(EMA(24,94) | SMA(23)) | News
3 SMA(16) | EMA(16,136)
EMA(25,145) | SMA(16)
SMA(16) | News
MOM(4) | SMA(16)
News | MOM(3)
5 EMA(14,137) | SMA(25)
SMA(15) | News
SMA(25) | SMA(15)
News | SMA(27)
EMA(19,111) | MOM(5)

Train
Freq.
Rx
43 -2.965
48 -3.118
51 -3.095
132 -2.285
133 -2.316
126 -2.469
125 -2.406
136 -2.231
305 -1.891
282 -1.612
106 -2.375
144 -2.042
183 -2.434
117 -1.931
212 -1.621

Test
Freq.
Rx
1003 -2.962
1346 -2.920
1360 -2.822
3049 -2.203
3111 -2.162
3388 -2.352
3361 -2.337
3473 -2.263
7674 -1.708
6638 -1.488
2698 -2.382
3597 -2.317
4630 -2.294
2725 -2.148
5079 -1.523

Table 6.8: Optimal strategies (Tree), their frequencies (Freq.), and returns (Rx ) if stocks
are held x days (S&P500 data set).
for both data sets for each of the evaluated horizons. The returns on the other hand are
slightly higher for the S&P500 data set.
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For sell signals, the role of news in trading rules for S&P500 equities is visible, yet
it is less prominent. For each of the evaluated horizons, news is included in the best
performing trading rules, yet not in the top rules. This could be explained by the fact
that the frequency of events that trigger sell signals in this data set when compared to
our default data set is lower. The latter observation underlines a key issue. When there
is enough breaking news, information can play a crucial role in trading. However, when
more news is published on less significant events, it is a less reliable trading indicator.
Moreover, the signal scarcity is reflected in the operands used in the generated trading
rules. While on our FTSE350 data set, often the ‘&’ operand is used for news inputs, on
the S&P500 data set the ‘|’ operand is more frequently used. This implies that news is
more often a strengthening signal for the technical indicators in the FTSE350 data set
compared to the S&P500 data set. Another observation that can be made is that the
momentum technical indicator is used less often, in favor of the simple moving average
indicator, causing the compositional differences between rules for buy and sell signals to
be smaller now. Furthermore, generated returns for the various resulting trading rules
are different from the ones created for the FTSE350 data set, which is caused by the fact
that the S&P500 data set covers different equities and a different time span.

6.7

Practical Considerations

When applying the proposed techniques to a new domain, one should consider the various
steps of transforming news into events, converting events to signals, and generating rules
based on signals. Of crucial importance are having at one’s disposal a domain expert who
is able to define concepts and (impacts of) events, a small training set for determining
signals, and computing power for learning trading rules. Subsequently, the learned rules
can be deployed in real-time applications for the considered domain.
Transforming news into signals for trading algorithms requires the extraction of features and events from text. Our proposed natural language processing approach, which
makes use of part-of-speech tagging, lemmatizing, and – most importantly - ontology concept identification, can be employed for extracting domain-specific events from text. Our
ViewerPro-based implementation is flexible in that the concepts and events of interest
can be specified by the user. Hence, extending the news processing and event recognition
approach to other domains can be achieved with minimal additional effort. In case of
new concepts or events, expert knowledge can be employed for defining concept specifications and event impacts. Subsequently, the event-associated returns can be computed
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based on a training set in order to determine event signals that comprise the input of our
subsequent trading rule learning algorithm.
In practice, the results of this study can be directly applied to trading algorithms by
generating news-driven signals, indicating whether to buy, sell, or hold a specific stock.
These signals can be generated as proposed in this chapter. Alternatively, more complex
signals can be obtained, which can be based not only on news, but also on other (numerical) inputs. When events extracted from news are turned into trading signals, one is able
to devise trading rules that make use of various signals, not only stemming from news, but
also originating from various other inputs such as moving averages. As we successfully
empirically demonstrated for two domains related to FTSE350 and S&P500 companies,
by following our genetic programming approach, one could learn well-performing trading rules for a specific domain and for a range of horizons by constructing a set of rules
that use signals from news or other numerical inputs, and by iteratively mutating and
crossovering the best performing rules (i.e., the ones that generate the highest returns) in
a subsequent processing step. To create good trading rules for a specific domain or scenario, the algorithm parameters such as mutation and crossover rates need to be adjusted
to the scenario at hand, by means of the procedure explained below.
In order to apply our approach on a new market (e.g., NASDAQ100 companies), one
should learn parameters based on a representative training set for the specific domain. For
this, simple learning approaches such as a hill climbing procedure or more advanced approaches like genetic algorithms or other meta-heuristics can be used. In all cases, optimal
parameter values are determined while maximizing returns. Additionally, if performance
is a limitation, execution time should also be minimized. Parameters to be optimized are
the initial population size (i.e., the number of rules), the number of generations (iterations), the mutation rate (i.e., the fraction or percentage of rules that are mutated), and
crossover (i.e., the percentage of parent rules that are eligible for creating new offspring).

6.8

Conclusions

We presented a framework for incorporating news into stock trading strategies. The
trading strategies that we consider may include (in addition to the news variable) any
number of technical trading indicators. The news variable is quantified based on the
events extracted from the text of news messages and the assignment of an expert-defined
impact to each of these events. Our results indicate that the assigned impacts correlate
well with the returns generated by these events when tested against real data based on
FTSE350 equities.
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The selected technical indicators are also tested, and the individual performance of
each indicator is reported. Additionally, combinations of individual technical indicators
and the news variable are investigated. The results indicate that adding the news variable
to each of the indicators generates higher returns than when each of the variables is
considered alone. This suggests that considering the news variable indeed can lead to
higher returns, thus making it worthwhile to employ trading rules that, next to technical
indicators, make use of the events that are relevant for a certain company.
Last, a genetic program is used to discover complex trading rules based on technical
indicators and news-based signals. For this purpose, we consider three time horizons when
computing the fitness of the trading strategies based on the generated returns, namely one,
three, and five days after the generation of a buy or sell signal. We conclude that, in many
cases, news is a relevant variable for trading rules, and its inclusion in trading strategies
leads to higher returns than when this variable is not considered. Experiments on a
contrastive data set containing data on S&P500 equities confirm the previous observations,
and hence underline the importance of taking into account news as an additional input for
trading rules. Based on the positive returns of the generated rules, we also conclude that
the proposed framework is appropriate for including news in technical trading strategies.
Our results indicate that the inclusion of news into stock trading strategies can be
achieved by extracting the events from the text of the news messages and associating an
impact with these events (based on stock price variations for an event). This impact can
later be used in the derivation of optimal trading strategies, where the news variable,
consisting of the predefined impact, is used next to technical indicators. Returning to
the two hypotheses stated in the introduction, namely that news will be included in
the optimal trading strategies if news is a relevant variable and that these trading rules
should generate positive returns, we conclude that the news variable has been quantified
in a meaningful way, confirming our first hypothesis that news would be included in the
optimal trading strategies. Additionally, all trading strategies that include news events
generate a positive return, thus confirming our second hypothesis.
Future work will focus on including more indicators, technical or non-technical in
nature, in the variable pool from which trading strategies are generated. Additionally,
a more fine-grained analysis of the news messages, e.g., identification of event-related
information such as the involved actors, should provide more information for generating
trading strategies. Last, considering the interaction between events occurring within the
same day, or within finer-grained time intervals, will provide a deeper understanding of the
way that news impact stock prices and may lead to more profitable trading strategies.

Chapter 7
Event-Based Risk Analysis\

alue at Risk (VaR) is a tool widely used in financial applications to assess

V

portfolio risk. The historical stock return data used in calculating VaR may

be sensitive to rare news events that occur during the sampled period and cause
trend disruptions. Therefore, we examine whether VaR accuracy can be improved by
considering rare news events, identified using a Poisson distribution, as an additional
input in the calculation. Our experiments demonstrate that VaR predictions for rare
event occurrences can be improved by removing the event-generated disturbance from
the stock prices for a small, optimized time window.

\

This chapter is based on the article “F. Hogenboom, M. de Winter, F. Frasincar, and U. Kaymak. A
News Event-Driven Approach for the Historical Value at Risk Method. Expert Systems with Applications,
2013. To Appear.”
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7.1

Introduction

Over the years, Value at Risk (VaR) has become a widely adopted risk measure in the
financial world and is now also a requirement for regulatory purposes despite its acknowledged limitations in terms of interpretability and mathematical properties (Artzner et al.,
1999; Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2002). Such alternatives as the expected shortfall or conditional VaR (CVaR) (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000; Street, 2010), which measure the
market risk of a portfolio and are more sensitive to the tail of the loss distribution than
conventional VaR, have better properties but have not yet become standards. VaR is
typically used in the field of finance to quantify the risk of loss on a portfolio of financial
equities, and it is defined as a threshold value such that the probability that the loss on the
portfolio over a given time horizon does not exceed a certain value at a given confidence
level (Olson and Wu, 2010).
Lately, VaR has been criticized for its vulnerability in times of financial crisis (Asche
et al., 2013). Research has shown that VaR estimation for emerging markets is difficult
during periods of financial turmoil, as the forecasts of most models tend to be overly
conservative (Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2010). The estimates quickly become inaccurate,
particularly if asset prices are highly correlated, which is the case in the oil and gas
industry, among others (Asche et al., 2013). For developed markets, these effects appear to
be less of an issue. From these recent discussions, we deduce that practitioners who apply
VaR for risk calculations generally assume that there are no unexpected trend breaks
in portfolio prices. In reality, we are regularly faced with deviations from trends that
are mainly caused by emerging events, which are reported in news messages. Emerging
events can be related not only to crisis situations, such as announcements of losses or
even bankruptcies, but also to times of prosperity, such as profit announcements and
acquisitions. All of these events have the potential to greatly impact today’s financial
markets, as they disrupt trends – positively or negatively – and can thus cause traders to
react, seeking opportunities or minimizing daily losses.
According to the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis, news that contains
information on an equity is not perfectly incorporated in the price when it is published.
Studies have reported on the existence of such a delay (Fama, 1965), caused by initial
over or underreactions to the news. Additionally, news events affect the volatility of
equities (Mitchell and Mulherin, 1994). The usage of information extracted from text in
a financial context has proven to be a vital strategy in many financial applications (Chan,
2003; Ikenberry and Ramnath, 2002). Thus, considering news events in VaR calculations
(which are based on returns distributions) could be beneficial, as volatility is the standard
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deviation of the distribution of returns (Byström, 2009; Engelberg and Parsons, 2009;
Goonatilake and Herath, 2007; Kalev et al., 2004). It would be useful for traders to
react to these news events in a timely and accurate fashion before the competition and
incorporate an additional news input into the mostly numerical high-frequency trading
algorithms used today. One could account for these destabilizing effects in equity stock
prices in other calculations that use prices as input, such as VaR predictions.
In this chapter, we hypothesize that we can improve VaR computations by introducing financial news events (Borsje et al., 2010; Hogenboom et al., 2011a, 2013b) as an
additional input. In our experiments, we use the proprietary ViewerPro (Semlab, 2013)
software for the extraction of 2010 and 2011 ticker data and news events for different
equities. Using a Poisson distribution, we identify the irregular events. Subsequently, we
clean the ticker data of rare event-generated noise and obtain a data set that is a more
accurate representation of the expected returns distribution. We also seek to optimize
the time window for which the cleaning is conducted by evaluating the accuracy of the
calculated VaR for different configurations. Although the time span covered by the data
set is associated with a financial crisis, this fact should have no effect on our experiments.
As stated earlier, for highly correlated stock prices, estimates may become inaccurate
during times of economic crisis; however, in our data set, we sought to have a set of
companies at different stages in their economic life cycles, circumventing such negative
effects. Moreover, although many events can potentially be discovered that could disrupt
VaR predictions, this is also the case in times of economic expansion. The proposed methods are defined irrespective of the state of the economy and merely depend on emerging
events, independent of the economic situation for which the data are collected.
This chapter is a continuation of previous and ongoing efforts to improve VaR calculations (Hogenboom et al., 2012b,c). Hogenboom et al. (2012c) used a fixed time
window to consider the effects of an event on stock prices. Additionally, all events in the
data set were considered to have potentially destabilizing effects on stock prices, whereas
in (Hogenboom et al., 2012b), a Poisson distribution was introduced to distinguish rare
events from frequently occurring events that are not likely to influence stock prices due
to their regularity over time. Our current endeavors expand on this previous work by
providing additional details on the proposed extensions to the VaR calculation method.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe approaches
related to this research in Section 7.2. Next, we describe our proposed method for considering news events in historical VaR calculations in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4, we present
an evaluation of the proposed method. Finally, in Section 7.5, we present our conclusions
and identify directions for future work.
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7.2

Related Work

VaR has been widely studied as a measure of the risk of loss on a specific portfolio of
financial assets, represented as a single number (Holton, 2003). VaR has become widely
used in practice by corporate treasurers and fund managers. It is also used by regulators
to determine the capital that financial institutions are required to have to cover their
risks (Hull, 2011). According to its classical definition, for a given portfolio, probability,
and time horizon, VaR can be formally described as a threshold value such that the
probability of a VaR break, i.e., the loss on the portfolio over a given time horizon, exceeds
this threshold values at a given probability level (Jorion, 2006). For this computation, it
is assumed that there is a normal market and that no trading takes place in the portfolio.
For VaR calculations, one can distinguish among three main methods. First, the
parametric method assumes a specific distribution of equity returns. Commonly employed
distributions for the parametric method are the normal distribution and the log-normal
distribution, which offer simplicity while maintaining robustness. However, in practice,
equity returns are almost never normally distributed (Andersen et al., 2001). Second, the
Monte Carlo simulation-based method predicts future returns by fitting a distribution
based on historical data. In contrast to the parametric method, Monte Carlo simulation
does not assume a normal distribution because it randomly samples the historical data
multiple times to approximate its distribution. However, this random sampling renders the
method computationally intensive, and thus, real-time application is difficult to achieve.
The last method, i.e., the historical method, is the most popular method for calculating
VaR because of its real-time applicability even though the computed values for some
applications could contain little information on future volatilities (Pérignon and Smith,
2010). In this chapter, we employ the historical method for VaR prediction, which we
extend to consider information on news events.
A recent example of a parametric method for VaR calculation is the work of Huang
and Lee (2013). The authors seek to predict future daily returns by considering highfrequency 5 minute data and demonstrate the merits of using such high-frequency intraday data over using low-frequency data alone. Their proposed method involves a single
parameterized model, which is constructed based on averaged or merged high-frequency
data. Thus, the model is constructed over multiple forecasts that are generated using
multiple lower-frequency (daily) data sets constructed from higher-frequency (intra-day)
data. In their work, three data merging methods are evaluated, i.e., combining forecast,
subsample averaging, and bootstrap averaging. Although this work is similar to ours in
that high-frequency data are used as input, the work differs from our current endeavors
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in that we seek to predict returns within minutes or hours, whereas daily returns are
predicted by Huang and Lee (2013). Moreover, the authors do not consider news events
to smooth out irregularities in the high-frequency data. Finally, our approach does not
rely on an underlying parametric model but rather on historical data alone.
Another example of a parametric approach is given by Bormetti et al. (2012). The
authors propose a Bayesian methodology for VaR computation that employs parametric production partition models. Such models rely on clustering structures and allow
one to identify anomalies in the data under the assumption that the data are normally
distributed. The approach is evaluated by comparing it to maximum likelihood-based approaches. The overall performance is the same, but the authors claim that the proposed
methodology provides richer information about the clustering structure and outliers. The
drawbacks of the proposed approach are related to scalability and dimensionality issues
resulting from an increased number of assets and parameters.
The semi-parametric approach proposed by Mancini and Trojani (2011) does not assume a normal distribution but estimates predictive distributions of (parametric) GARCH
models. Evaluation of the method through a Monte Carlo simulation and empirical application illustrates that the method provides more accurate VaR forecasts than classical
methods like the historical method, particularly for longer horizons of several days and
in the case of outliers. An important difference between that approach and our proposed
approach is that Mancini and Trojani employ a semi-parametric approach with a Monte
Carlo simulation, whereas we employ a non-parametric method, the historical method.
GARCH models have also been popular in attempts to improve historical VaR calculations. For instance, Hull and White (1998) improve the VaR calculation by updating
the volatility in the historical method using GARCH/EWMA models to reflect the difference between the volatility at the time of the observation and the current volatility.
An important difference between the work of Hull and White and ours is that we only
observe portfolios with a fixed composition (i.e., fixed weight factors) rather than regular multi-equity portfolios. We seek to avoid having interdependencies between variances
(heteroscedasticity), which is often the case when observing portfolios containing various
financial equities. Hull and White propose a method to update the volatility during an
appropriate time interval so that the volatility becomes a more dynamic factor in the
VaR calculation. Based on the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), their work is
compared to another method that involves the assignment of weights to more recent observations (Boudoukh et al., 1998). The method proposed by Hull and White (1998) appears
to outperform the traditional historical method and the method proposed by Boudoukh
et al. (1998) for exchange rates, but the results are mixed for stock indices.
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The existence of a strong relationship between the stock market and news events has
been acknowledged in many previous studies (Byström, 2009; Engelberg and Parsons,
2009; Goonatilake and Herath, 2007). Additionally, there is a proven correlation between
number of news events and trading activity (Mitchell and Mulherin, 1994). However,
many of the existing VaR calculation methods still do not consider these events. In
practice, news information is not always fully and immediately processed in the value of
shares (Rosenberg et al., 1985), and thus, for traders, reacting to news and estimating
the portfolios’ VaR in a timely and accurate manner is of utmost importance.
Antweiler and Frank (2006) note that those studies that do consider events often do
not have extensive robustness checks. Typically, these studies employ inter-day data
and are limited to a time horizon of several days before and after an event. Moreover,
very little evidence is provided about what occurred in the evaluated time period. In
contrast, long-term event studies are often subject to publication bias and typically focus
on a single news event type. Antweiler and Frank employ a naive Bayes algorithm to
classify news while employing various time windows and demonstrate that there is an
initial under or overreaction to news events, followed by directly opposite stock price
movements. The authors claim that news events with a mainly negative connotation,
e.g., merge announcements, equity repurchases, or declining earnings, appear to yield
large abnormal returns. As with most comparable studies, a serious drawback is the use
of inter-day data. In contrast, in our research, we employ data that is more fine-grained,
i.e., we analyze intra-day data at hourly and 5 minute intervals.
Another method developed to improve technical trading algorithms by using information extracted from news is discussed by Zhai et al. (2007). The authors use a simple text
classification algorithm with a supervised learning method. However, they also integrate
general market news in combination with technical indicators instead of only microeconomic news events, which is the focus of our work. Based on a real-life market simulation,
the authors conclude that technical indicators and news events alone are inaccurate as
estimators but that the combination of the two could possibly yield better results.

7.3

Event-Based Historical Value at Risk

To assess whether the incorporation of news into the calculation of VaR of equities improves the overall quality of the prediction, we propose the framework depicted in Figure 7.1. The framework is based on two inputs, namely, an unmodified complete list of
historical stock prices, priceshist , and a list of financial events, events. These inputs are
extracted from several feeds using the ViewerPro application, a proprietary application
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Figure 7.1: Overview of data flows and processing steps.
of SemLab, used to extract various types of events from text-based data, such as news
messages. These events, some examples of which are given in Table 7.1, can be used to
determine the impact of a news item on an equity.
Before using the collected equity prices priceshist , a cleaning procedure is followed, by
which prices that are recorded within stock markets’ opening times are retained for further
computations. In addition, to decrease the computational complexity, the time intervals
between individual prices are defined per hour. News is parsed for events (stored in the
list events) using ViewerPro’s computational linguistics, semantic analysis, and formal
logic procedures, which determine the positive and negative impacts of the information
described in the news on the equities.
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Type
CEO
Acquisition
Bid
Profit
Legal conflict
Bankruptcy

Sub-types
hiring, resignation
consideration, start, completion, stop
receival, consideration, acceptance, drop, raise
down, up
loss, resolution, win
–

Table 7.1: Examples of news event types identified by the ViewerPro software.
ViewerPro converts large quantities of data about unstructured news items into structured trading information. After feeding unstructured news items into the ViewerPro
system, several proprietary processing steps are executed to filter out unwanted information. The main procedures are metadata filtering, parsing, gazetteering, stemming, and
automatic pattern matching. The ViewerPro system relies on a domain-specific knowledge repository, i.e., a domain ontology with properties and lexical representations of
financial entities (companies). First, concepts from the domain ontology are matched to
news items. Second, the list of concepts is segmented into groups of related concepts
using heuristics based on semantic, morphological, syntactical, and typographical data.
Finally, the application identifies events using pattern matching with the previously extracted information.
Additionally, we identify the irregularly occurring event types from our event set, as
these events are not likely to occur again and thus cause significant noise in stock rates.
Poisson distributions are used in many fields to model the number of events that occur
in a certain time interval, and therefore, we apply a Poisson distribution F to a test set
test:
F (x; λ) =

λx e−λ
,
x!

(7.1)

where x and λ represent the measured and expected number of occurrences in the test
set test. For a threshold α of 0.05, for x = 0 (no occurrence), F (x; λ) < α for λ ≥ 3, as
depicted in Figure 7.2. For a training set train, the expected number of occurrences λ0
is obtained by scaling λ by the proportion of the set cardinalities, i.e., λ0 = λ × ϑ, with
ϑ = |train|/|test|. Therefore, in this paper we consider event types that occur ≥ 3 ×ϑ
in the training set as regular events, and events occurring < 3 ×ϑ as rare events. Rare
events are stored in eventsrare and are used in further processing steps, whereas regular
events in eventsregular are discarded.
Next, noise removal is performed using the identified rare events in set eventsrare ,
which are associated with the times at which they occurred and their respective stock
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Figure 7.2: Poisson distributions for measured and expected occurrences x and λ.
rates. We adjust the collected prices priceshist for a time window to account for the
generated noise by changing their values to the previously measured value, resulting in
a list of event-corrected prices pricesevent . This process is illustrated in Algorithm 7.1, in
which a list of chronologically ordered hourly recorded historical prices prices (containing
all prices in priceshist for a specific stock) is processed into a set of prices pricesevent that is
cleaned from the effects of an emerging event event from event list events (containing the
rare events from eventsrare ). For each historical stock price price in prices, the algorithm
checks for event occurrences by comparing the stock price time with the time of each rare
event event stored in events. When an event occurrence is identified, we set impact to
the window size window, which causes the value of the subsequent price items to be set
to the current value (we assume that no two events occur simultaneously). The value of
impact is decreased by one every next price in price list prices, so subsequent price values
are updated until the window size has been reached. In the case of overlapping events,
the impact counter is reset to the window size window.
Algorithm 7.1: Stock price cleaning based on news events.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Require : prices: array of historical stock prices and associated times
events: array of rare events and associated times
window: integer representing time window
previousprice.value = prices[1].value;
foreach price in prices do
foreach event in events do
if impact > 0 then
impact = impact − 1;
price.value = previousprice.value;
end
if price.time = event.time then
impact = window;
end
end
previousprice.value = price.value;
end
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Both sets of original (“hist”) and cleaned (“event”) prices are converted to sets with
hourly returns. We compute the return set returnst of a price set prices as the relative
change between the price at time t+1 and the previous price at time t, i.e.,
returnst =

pricest+1 − pricest
pricest

t = 1, . . . , N − 1 ,

(7.2)

where N denotes the number of items in the list. The historical returns are used to
estimate future returns. The time horizon used to compute returns is one day. After
sorting the return list returns, we calculate the Value at Risk, VaR, as
VaR = returns0 [bα · length(returns)c] ,

(7.3)

where returns0 is the ordered (sorted) list of returns and α denotes the confidence level.
Thus, in a data set with 20 historical returns – with the first element located at position 1
and the last element located at position 20 – we select the return on position 19 (to be the

t
1
2
3
* 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Prices
Returns
Returns (sorted)
hist event
t
hist event
hist
event
0.35 0.35
1 0.14
0.14
4.77
0.46
0.40 0.40
2 0.07
0.07
0.54
0.14
0.43 0.43
3 -0.05 -0.05
0.36
0.14
0.41 0.41
4 0.54
0.00
0.14
0.07
0.63 0.41
5 -0.79
0.00
0.14
0.05
0.13 0.41
6 4.77
0.00
0.07
0.03
0.75 0.41
7 -0.44
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.42 0.41
8 0.36
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.57 0.41
9 0.05
0.46
0.03
0.00
0.60 0.60 → 10 -0.15 -0.15
→ -0.02
0.00
0.51 0.51
11 -0.16 -0.16
-0.03
0.00
0.43 0.43
12 -0.14 -0.14
-0.03 -0.02
0.37 0.37
13 -0.03 -0.03
-0.05 -0.03
0.36 0.36
14 0.14
0.14
-0.07 -0.03
0.41 0.41
15 0.05
0.05
-0.08 -0.05
0.43 0.43
16 -0.02 -0.02
-0.14 -0.07
0.42 0.42
17 -0.07 -0.07
-0.15 -0.08
0.39 0.39
18 0.03
0.03
-0.16 -0.14
0.40 0.40
19 -0.08 -0.08
-0.44 -0.15
0.37 0.37
20 -0.03 -0.03
-0.79 -0.16
0.36 0.36

Table 7.2: Example VaR calculation for returns with and without noise cleaning.
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VaR) when using a confidence level of 0.95. Using Equation (7.3), we calculate VaRevent
and VaRhist using our adjusted method and the traditional method (i.e., the historical
method without the improvements proposed by Boudoukh et al. (1998) and Hull and
White (1998)), respectively. An example is given in Table 7.2. Here, the results of a
VaR calculation are presented based on 21 prices – with and without cleaning – with
an event occurring at t = 4 (denoted by a *) while using a window size of five. With
a confidence interval of 95% (5% probability for the VaR definition in Section 7.2), this
would result in a VaR of -0.44 or -0.15 (printed in bold font) for returns for the historical
method or the event-based historical method, respectively (the VaR position in the returns
is 95% · 20 = 19). The observed difference stems from the proposed removal of noise
inherently associated with events, i.e., the noise in prices generated from time t = 4+1 to
time t = 4+5. These differences can then be evaluated by assessing the quality of both
predicted values.

7.4

Evaluation

We employ various measures to evaluate the performance of the proposed historical VaR
calculation for fixed-composition portfolios using a data set of stock rates and news events.
First, we discuss our data, and then, we elaborate on the metrics used. Finally, we present
our experimental results.

7.4.1

Data

In our experiments, we employ a data set stemming from the ViewerPro software, which,
after the processing steps described in Section 7.3, contains news events and stock data
collected on an hourly basis for 363 equities on weekdays during the year 2010. The
data set consists of approximately 2,000 stock data points, 119 event types, and 50 - 75
event instances per equity. To evaluate the performance of the calculation, we predict the
VaRevent and VaRhist for 75% of our data set. The remaining 25% is used as a test set for
comparing the predicted VaR with the actual VaR.

7.4.2

Metrics

In contrast to common approaches to evaluating VaR calculations, our approach does
not employ the Kupiec test (Kupiec, 1995), as the test is statistically weak with small
sample sizes (e.g., one year). As the data set we employed only covers 2010, we need
different measures that provide insight into the effectiveness of our proposed event-based
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approach. Therefore, to analyze the number of equities for which our adjusted eventbased historical method provides better-quality predictions than the traditional historical
method, we measure each method’s squared error SE for equity c. The squared error is
defined as follows:
SEc = (VaRc,actual − VaRc,predicted )2 ,

(7.4)

where VaRc,actual and VaRc,predicted represent equity c’s actual VaR measured in our test
set and the predicted VaR based on our training set, respectively, and VaRc,predicted is one
of VaRevent or VaRhist .
Subsequently, we combine the squared errors into the mean squared error (MSE) for
the historical method and the event-based historical method, i.e., MSEhist and MSEevent .
The MSE is defined as the summation of the squared errors (SE) of all equities c ∈ C
divided by the number of equities, i.e.,
X

SEc

c∈C

MSE =

|C|

(7.5)

,

where |C| denotes the total number of equities in set E (363).
Additionally, we evaluate the number of times both methods outperform the other,
i.e., OPT (OutPerformed Total). To do this, we compare the computed squared errors
SEc,hist and SEc,event for all equities c ∈ C:
OPThist,event =

X

O(SEc,hist , SEc,event ) ,

(7.6)

O(SEc,event , SEc,hist ) ,

(7.7)

c∈C

OPTevent,hist =

X
c∈C

O(X, Y ) =




1

if X < Y



0

else

.

(7.8)

In our experiments, we compare the MSE and OPT for the traditional and event-based
VaR calculation methods, both determined for the full event data set and for a data set
containing only the rare events, using a time window of 8 hours (determined based on
initial estimates). We then determine the optimal time window size by observing eventbased VaR calculation plots of (normalized) MSE and OPT values for time windows
ranging from 1 to 24 (i.e., three working days of 8 hours, which is the maximum effect of
a news event (Kalev et al., 2004)). In addition, we consider the number of overconfident
predictions (CONF) of all equities c ∈ C, which is calculated as follows:
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CONF =

X

Q(VaRc,predicted , VaRc,actual ) ,

(7.9)

c∈C

Q(X, Y ) =




1

if X > Y



0

else

,

(7.10)

where VaRe,predicted represents the predicted VaRevent for equity c based on our adjusted
data set (containing only the rare events). To optimize the size of the time window, for
each window size, we normalize its associated MSE, OPTevent,hist , and CONF using minmax normalization based on the previously computed values for the full range of window
sizes, resulting in MSE0 , OPT0 , and CONF0 , respectively. Subsequently, we subtract
CONF0 from the computed difference between OPT0 and MSE0 , and normalize the result
using min-max normalization to obtain a final score S that is to be maximized:
S = (OPT0 − MSE0 ) − CONF0 .

(7.11)

Finally, the significance of the results is assessed by performing a two-sample onetailed Student’s t-test on the sets of individual squared errors SEhist and SEevent for our
optimal configuration. To do this, we use a significance level of 0.05 to reject the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between the measured MSE values.

7.4.3

Results

Table 7.3 presents the MSE and OPT values for the traditional and event-based historical
VaR calculation methods. When using all (i.e., regular and rare) events and stock rates
on an hourly basis and when employing a time window of 8 hours, we observe a decrease
of 21.44% in terms of MSE when accounting for event-generated noise in our stock data.
The event-based VaR calculation method outperforms the traditional historical method
in 76.18% of cases. Removing only the noise generated by rare events yields an additional
improvement over the previous results. In 79.12% of the cases, event-based historical
VaR calculation outperforms the historical method. The MSE is 26.37% lower for the
event-based historical VaR calculations when only rare events are considered.

Measure
MSE
OPT

All events
hist
event
1.1234E-05 8.8254E-06
81
259

Rare events
hist
event
1.1234E-05 8.2717E-06
71
269

Table 7.3: Comparison of the performance of traditional and event-based historical VaR
calculations using a window of 8 hours.
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Figure 7.3: Performance of event-based VaR prediction models.
As illustrated in Figure 7.3, we obtain an optimized window size of 10. Although
the MSE and OPT scores have a clear minimum and maximum, respectively, for our
data set, the number of overconfident predictions becomes increasingly large when the
time window is enlarged. Thus, when the differences between the OPT and MSE scores
for various time window sizes are small, one should focus on minimizing the number of
overconfident predictions, which results in small window sizes.
As shown in Table 7.4, utilizing a window of 10 instead of 8 hours on a data set
with rare events indeed yields improvements when compared to the results shown in
Table 7.3. The MSE of our event-based historical VaR prediction models decreases by
31.78% over the traditional historical VaR prediction method’s MSE, and event-based
VaR prediction outperforms the historical method in 77.71% of cases. Alternatively, even
greater improvements are achieved when we determine the optimal cleaning window for
each event type separately, with large differences in stock prices (we employ a threshold
of 50.00% in our experiments) after an event occurrence indicating noise that should
be cleaned and small differences indicating that the market has returned to normal. The
measured MSE values decrease by 35.55%, and 75.59% of the event-based VaR predictions
outperform the historical method.

Measure
MSE
OPT

window = 10
hist
event
1.1234E-05 7.6633E-06
76
265

window = event-based
hist
event
1.1234E-05 7.2402E-06
83
257

Table 7.4: Comparison of the performance of traditional and event-based historical VaR
calculation with rare events.
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To assess the significance of the measured MSE improvement of 35.55%, we perform
a paired two-sample one-tailed t-test based on SEhist and SEevent , containing squared
errors for all equities. We obtain a p-value of 0.0027 and reject the null hypothesis that
there is no difference between the measured MSE values at a significance level of 0.05.
Thus, the proposed event-based historical VaR calculation method (using rare events and
event-based window sizes) produces more reliable VaR predictions than the traditional
method.

7.5

Conclusions

VaR is one of the most widely used risk assessment measures in the financial world, and
has even become a requirement for regulatory purposes. The historical VaR calculation
is a popular method for computing VaR in real time. The historical stock return data
used in order to calculate VaR may, however, be sensitive to outliers caused by seldomoccurring news events that occur during the sampled period. Therefore, in this study,
we have proposed a way to enhance the prediction of VaR based on historical data by
removing disturbances induced by such events. Removing such disturbances would enable
practitioners to make better predictions of risk in terms of distributions of expected future
returns.
Based on a data set of stock rates and news events obtained using the proprietary
ViewerPro software, we have identified news events that were likely to generate noise.
This event-generated noise was subsequently removed from the stock rates. Based on
our experiments, in which we evaluated various cleaning window sizes, we can conclude
that VaR can be improved with news as an additional input. When using an arbitrary
cleaning window of 8 hours, we observed that event-based historical VaR calculations
produced more accurate results than traditional historical VaR calculations, resulting in
lower MSE scores. When only rare events (identified using a Poisson distribution) were
considered, the decrease in MSE increased from 21.44% to 26.37%, and our new method
outperformed the traditional method more often (79.12% versus 76.18% of the cases).
Moreover, we have optimized the cleaning window to 10 hours (when considering only
rare events), resulting in an MSE improvement of 31.78% and event-based VaR calculation
outperforming the traditional method in 77.71% of cases. Alternatively, we considered
a per-event cleaning window optimization strategy that demonstrated a significant MSE
improvement of 35.55% compared to the traditional historical method, outperforming the
latter in 75.59% of cases.
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In future work, we propose to investigate how to account for the type of news event
in our VaR method, which could affect the influence of an event on equity prices (e.g.,
mergers could generate more noise than quarterly profit announcements). Another future
research direction is related to accounting for general stock market events, such as financial
crises, instead of company-specific news only. We would also like to build a real-life market
simulation for our improved historical VaR method.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
In this dissertation, we have investigated techniques for event extraction from news, and
devised methods to incorporate events into common financial applications. In our search
for an answer to the central problem statement – i.e., how to semi-automatically and
accurately identify financial events in news messages, and how to effectively use such
extracted events in financial applications – we have touched upon various aspects of event
extraction, such as text processing, expert knowledge incorporation, and knowledge base
updating, as well as two financial applications, i.e., automated trading and risk analysis.
Our most important findings are discussed next. Moreover, we put the disseminated
research into perspective and provide additional directions for future research.

8.1

Concluding Remarks

We have reviewed the current body of literature on event extraction, where we distinguished between data-driven, knowledge-driven, and hybrid approaches to event extraction. An analysis on a set of qualitative dimensions – i.e., the amount of required data,
knowledge, and expertise, as well as the interpretability of the results and the required
development and execution times – showed the clear distinction between the three approaches, yet underlined that the choice for a suitable extraction technique for a specific
application is anything but arbitrary. Such a decision depends on one’s needs on the one
hand, and the amount of available data, knowledge, and expertise on the other hand.
Additionally, we identified two major application areas of events, namely biomedics (for
identifying molecular events, protein bindings, etc.) and news digestion (e.g., for summarization, recommendation, border security, or even automated trading), suggesting the
wide applicability of events in business. Moreover, we determined the most important
open research issues, which primarily relate to (the lacking awareness of) limitations of
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specific extraction techniques, domain-dependencies affecting flexibility and scalability,
and the complicating factors of human ambiguity and diversity. Last, we identified the
main extraction tools for various programming languages like Java and Python, such as
GATE, NLTK, and LingPipe, and we researched the common practices and peculiarities
of event extraction evaluation, which we took into consideration throughout the rest of
the dissertation.
Based on the insights gained from our extensive literature survey, we created a primarily knowledge-driven event extraction pipeline, which extracts financial events from news
articles, and annotates these with meta-data at a speed that enables real-time use. The
framework builds partially on existing components, and we have additionally developed
our own, high-performance, knowledge-driven components. Through their interaction
with a domain-specific ontology, our novel, semantically-enabled components constitute
a feedback loop which fosters future reuse of acquired knowledge in the event detection
process. This renders the pipeline to be competitive when compared to its state-of-the-art
alternatives, as we have witnessed high precision, recall, and F1 scores that were obtained
within subsecond processing times.
We further investigated the incorporation of domain knowledge into event extraction
systems through the development of a knowledge-based, lexico-semantic pattern language
for defining extraction rules. The language, which makes use of lexical, syntactic, and
semantic elements, greatly benefits from a well-defined domain ontology by inferencing
on its specified concepts and relations. The pattern language is comparable to other,
existing information extraction languages, yet has a competitive advantage because of
its unique combination of high expressivity and ease of use due to the employment of
semantic elements, as well as its applicability to more complex (event) extraction tasks.
Our evaluation based on development times, precision, recall, and F1 scores on a financial
and political data set demonstrated the superiority of our language over its existing counterparts. Moreover, we have researched an evolutionary approach to rule learning that is
based on genetic programming. Initial experiments have shown that such a learning algorithm outperforms the process of manual rule construction, and hence could potentially
boost the acceptance of such knowledge-driven patterns by a broader audience, because
of the decreased costs of involving domain experts.
Subsequently, we have examined the automation of the time and labor-intensive process of knowledge base updating. For this, we presented and implemented an event-driven,
trigger-based extension to the existing update language OUL, which is aimed specifically
at ontologies that form the core of semantically-enabled, knowledge-driven event extraction frameworks like the one presented in this dissertation. Moreover, we focused on the
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support for various execution models, enabling for instance deferred, looped, or chained
execution of updates which are automatically triggered after an event occurrence. This
fosters the improvement of overall knowledge base quality, by ensuring the ontology is
up-to-date with the latest discovered (or deduced) facts, which can immediately be used
in the subsequent (news) text processing iterations.
Last, we researched two applications in the finance domain in which we introduced
events as additional signals for their core computations. In our first application, we looked
into the construction of trading rules, which are traditionally based on numerical technical
trading indicators (e.g., stock price averages). After converting events extracted from news
into trading signals, we devised a genetic programming approach in order to learn trading
rules, while optimizing their revenue across multiple time horizons. Our analysis revealed
that for both considered financial data sets and for different time horizons, optimal trading
strategies included an event-based signal, which is a clear indication of the added value
of extracted events for predictive purposes. Therefore, we additionally looked into the
prediction of Value at Risk (VaR), in which we considered rare events to be a possible cause
of price trend disruptions due to the acknowledged sensitivity of stock prices to emerging
news. Our data set was cleaned from event-generated disturbances, and the quality of
(historical) VaR calculations was compared against the performance of the calculations
on the original data set. Our experiments demonstrated a substantial improvement when
removing the event-generated disturbances from the stock prices for a small, optimized
time window.
The latter findings all contribute to the conclusion that we are able to accurately identify financial events through a semi-automatic, knowledge-driven event extraction system
consisting of semantically-enabled components and exploiting lexico-semantic patterns.
Such extracted events can subsequently be used as additional, high-quality, inputs in various financial applications, such as algorithmic trading and VaR computations, where in
both cases we have seen that results demonstrably improved when taking into consideration the discovered news events.

8.2

Outlook

Although currently, we relied on manually constructed and semi-automatically maintained
ontologies, we envision future event extraction frameworks to be based on automatically
constructed taxonomies (de Knijff et al., 2011, 2013; Meijer et al., 2014; Vandic et al.,
2014), or even on centrally maintained, large, widely accessible, and linked open databases
such as DBpedia, Wikidata, and Freebase. The research in this area has matured to a
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level at which it is directly applicable to event extraction frameworks in order to further
stimulate a fully automated operation, in which expert knowledge is a driving, yet a less
costly, factor.
The field of event extraction is gradually moving toward the inclusion of time (Frasincar et al., 2010; Milea et al., 2008, 2012a,b) and space (Ho et al., 2012; Hogenboom
et al., 2010a,c) dimensions, yet in our endeavors they are not yet taken into consideration
due to their added complexity. Consequently, we do not explicitly track events (stories)
over time (Verheij et al., 2012a), and hence we do not detect sequencing of events, but
we assume events to be independent of one another. However, developments in storylines
can still be modeled by capturing the various stages in fine-grained events, for instance
by distinguishing between announcements and realisations of specific events. Future applications, however, will have a principal, more robust, and thorough way of dealing with
temporal and spatial aspects, eliminating the need for overly detailed event definitions to
capture the spatio-temporal dimensions, and hence fostering a more intuitive approach for
complex event extraction. Moreover, we envision a full incorporation of spatio-temporal
aspects, not only by connecting these aspects to events, but also by exploiting this information in reasoning and discovering new events. In other words, additional information
on events will not only be collected, but will also be used effectively both in subsequent
tasks and in future collection phases.
Another ongoing development in the studied field is the increased attention for sentiment (Bal et al., 2011; Feldman, 2013), or even the distinction between rumors and facts.
Even though we do not consider the latter novelties, we initially account for these issues
by delivering a semi-automatic approach to event extraction, in which experts approve
and/or assign impacts to event outputs. We do, however, envision an increase in the
amount of available complex components for sentiment analysis and other advanced text
processing tasks, which can be connected to our already existing (semantically-enabled)
event extraction components in future work. For instance, linking sentiment to discovered
events, can provide for an automatic way to discover the influence of an event type on
stock prices.
Most applications of event extraction, such as the ones presented in this dissertation (i.e., automated trading and VaR assessments), are fully automated and hence are
highly useful in automated environments such as high-frequency trading. The proposed
techniques primarily focused on improving the inputs of algorithms, and not so much on
improving the algorithms themselves. For future real-world applications, it is of primary
importance to optimize efficiency of the driving semi-automatic event extraction processes,
or even to fully automate the latter procedures, as these currently form the bottleneck
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of event-driven applications. In the near future, the research emphasis will shift to more
efficient or intelligent event usages in existing algorithms, in order to optimize the actual
computations rather than the event acquisition procedures. For instance, trading rules
can be contextualized, as events can have a different associated importance in the rules,
based on the evolution of stock prices.
Given the considerations above, we envision a bright future for event extraction. Its
advantageous applications, especially in financial computations, can be of good use in
automated and semi-automated environments. Also, due to the developments in the
closely related fields of text mining and information extraction, as well as the recent
advances in Semantic Web technologies, future event-driven frameworks will turn out to
be powerful, intelligent, and profitable tools that can be employed in a wide variety of
applications.
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Summary in English
The flourishing data market and the financial resources pumped into research on the extraction of knowledge from data underline today’s major stakes that are involved with
the accurate extraction of knowledge and efficient usage thereof in financial decision making. Not only traditional and ubiquitous numerical data, but especially textual data such
as news messages, are gradually receiving more attention. Such data often remain unused, due to their unstructured nature thwarting automatic processing. Thus, often large
amounts of valuable knowledge remain undiscovered. Generally, this knowledge can be
summarized in events, which are inextricably linked with financial markets. It has long
been known that events, like acquisitions, product launches, natural disasters, or wars,
could exert a notable influence on stock rates. Smart applications of detected events may
therefore be beneficial for financial decision making. For instance, trading algorithms can
be enriched with events, so as to better respond to new developments. Also, taking into
account certain events may improve financial risk estimations. Because of the promising applications, but also the many inevitable challenges, this dissertation comprises a
number of topics related to the semi-automatic detection of (financial) events in news
text.
Taking into consideration the results of a detailed evaluation of currently existing
knowledge-driven, data-driven, and hybrid extraction systems and methods focusing on
events, this thesis presents a semi-automatic system for financial event extraction from
news text. The system consists of various innovative, qualitatively competitive, and
knowledge-driven components for natural language processing. Their interaction with a
knowledge base fosters a feedback loop, so that newly detected events can be digested,
allowing the incorporated knowledge to be used in future (extraction) processes.
In addition, two languages are proposed that can refine the aforementioned system.
While the first language is focused on pattern-based event extraction from text, the second language is targeted toward the definition and execution of knowledge base updates,
associated with the extracted events. After conducting a series of experiments focusing on pattern development times and result accuracies, it can be concluded that the
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extraction language offers, in contrast to many modern alternatives, a simple and flexible notation utilizing lexical, syntactical, and semantical elements, while maintaining
expressivity. Moreover, an evolutionary approach for automatically generating patterns
contributes to the practical employability of the language. The trigger-based knowledge
base update language and various developed execution models are particularly suitable
for event extraction applications. While modern languages are often less suited for fully
automated updates, now an increased flexibility is offered for automatically executing predefined rules, providing the user with a wide range of options, e.g., immediate or deferred
execution, update chaining, etcetera.
Last, two financial applications of events extracted from news text are presented in
this dissertation. For both applications it is confirmed that the addition of events to
prevailing computations or algorithms can yield more accurate results. In our analysis
of an event-based automated trading application, rules are generated for trading stocks.
The best performing rules do not only make use of numerical signals such as average
historical stock rates, but also employ news-based event signals. Moreover, when cleaning
stock data from disruptions caused by financial events, financial risk analyses yield more
accurate results.
The reported results suggest that it is possible to semi-automatically and accurately
detect events in news text in a knowledge-driven way, when making use of advanced
extraction rules. Additional update rules and execution models accommodate a feedback
loop to knowledge bases underlying event extraction systems. Events detected in news
can be used as additional parameters in financial applications, thus yielding more accurate
outcomes in the evaluated cases. Such advantageous applications can be of good use in
(semi-)automated environments. Given these considerations, we envision a bright future
for event detection.

Nederlandse Samenvatting
(Summary in Dutch)
De florerende datamarkt en de financiële middelen die worden gepompt in onderzoek
naar de extractie van kennis uit data, onderstrepen de grote belangen die vandaag de dag
gemoeid zijn met het accuraat destilleren van kennis en het efficiënt gebruiken hiervan
in financiële beslissingsprocessen. Niet alleen voor de traditionele en alomtegenwoordige
numerieke data, maar juist voor tekstuele data als nieuwsberichten, groeit de interesse gestaag. Dergelijke data blijft vaak ongebruikt, omdat het ongestructureerd en dus moeilijk
(automatisch) te verwerken is, maar bevat daarentegen wél veel waardevolle kennis. Deze
kennis kan men doorgaans samenvatten in gebeurtenissen, welke onlosmakelijk verbonden
zijn met financiële markten. Het is al langer bekend dat gebeurtenissen, zoals overnames
en productlanceringen, maar bijvoorbeeld ook natuurrampen en oorlogen, hun sporen
kunnen nalaten in aandelenkoersen. Het slim toepassen van gedetecteerde gebeurtenissen
kan dus voordelig zijn bij het nemen van financiële beslissingen. Handelsalgoritmes kunnen bijvoorbeeld verrijkt worden met gebeurtenissen, om zo beter in te spelen op nieuwe
ontwikkelingen. Tevens kunnen financiële risico’s beter geschat worden, wanneer rekening gehouden wordt met bepaalde gebeurtenissen. Gezien de veelbelovende toepassingen,
maar ook de vele onvermijdelijke uitdagingen, behandelt deze dissertatie enkele onderzoeken omtrent de semi-automatische detectie van (financiële) gebeurtenissen uit nieuwsberichten.
Naar de resultaten van een gedetailleerde evaluatie van reeds bestaande kennisgedreven, datagedreven en hybride extractiesystemen en -methoden die zich toeleggen op
gebeurtenissen, wordt in dit proefschrift een semi-automatisch systeem ten behoeve van
de extractie van financiële gebeurtenissen uit nieuwsberichten gepresenteerd. Dit systeem
bestaat uit enkele vernieuwende, kwalitatief competitieve, kennisgedreven componenten
voor de verwerking van tekst. Door hun interactie met een kennisbank wordt een terugkoppeling mogelijk gemaakt, zodat nieuw gedetecteerde gebeurtenissen verwerkt, en tevens
in toekomstige (extractie)processen toegepast kunnen worden.
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Daarnaast staan twee ontwikkelde talen centraal, die het voorgenoemde systeem kunnen verfijnen. Waar de eerste taal zich richt op het extraheren van gebeurtenissen uit tekst
met behulp van patronen, richt de tweede taal zich juist op het definiëren en uitvoeren
van de met de gedetecteerde gebeurtenissen geassocieerde kennisbankwijzigingen. Na een
onderwerping aan een serie experimenten gericht op de ontwikkeltijden van de patronen en
de nauwkeurigheid van de resultaten, kan geconcludeerd worden dat de extractietaal, in
tegenstelling tot veel hedendaagse alternatieven, een eenvoudige en flexibele notatie biedt
waarbij gebruik gemaakt kan worden van lexicale, syntactische en semantische elementen,
terwijl de expressiviteit gewaarborgd wordt. Een evolutionaire aanpak om automatisch
dergelijke patronen te genereren draagt bovendien bij aan de praktische inzetbaarheid van
de taal. De in de dissertatie nader beschreven taal en enkele ontwikkelde uitvoeringsmodellen voor het automatisch bijwerken van een kennisbank aan de hand van signalen, is
uitermate geschikt om te gebruiken in de context van gebeurtenissenextractie. Waar
huidige talen zich vaak minder lenen voor volledig geautomatiseerde bewerkingen, wordt
nu meer flexibiliteit geboden voor het automatisch uitvoeren van vooraf gedefinieerde
regels, en heeft de gebruiker bijvoorbeeld de keuze uit het direct of juist uitgesteld uit
laten voeren van bewerkingen, het aaneen laten schakelen van aanpassingen, enzovoorts.
Tot slot worden in dit proefschrift twee financiële toepassingen van uit nieuwsberichten
onttrokken gebeurtenissen uitgelicht. Bij beide toepassingen kan worden vastgesteld dat
de toevoeging van gebeurtenissen in gangbare berekeningen of algoritmes kan leiden tot
nauwkeurigere resultaten. Zo genereren we in het geval van geautomatiseerde handelsalgoritmes regels voor het verhandelen van aandelen, en tonen we aan dat, wanneer niet
alleen numerieke signalen zoals gemiddelde historische koersen, maar ook nieuwssignalen
worden verwerkt in dergelijke regels, dit doorgaans leidt tot winstgevende strategieën.
Wanneer we daarnaast bij financiële risicoanalyses gebruik maken van data die geschoond
is van verstoringen veroorzaakt door financiële gebeurtenissen, blijkt ook hier dat door
rekening te houden met dergelijke gebeurtenissen, de resultaten verbeteren.
Uit de gerapporteerde resultaten valt op te maken dat het mogelijk is om op een semiautomatische, kennis-gedreven wijze accuraat gebeurtenissen te detecteren in nieuwsberichten, wanneer gebruik gemaakt wordt van geavanceerde extractieregels. Aanvullende regels en uitvoeringsmodellen maken een terugkoppeling mogelijk naar kennisbanken
die ten grondslag liggen aan gebeurtenissenextractiesystemen. In tekst gedetecteerde
gebeurtenissen kunnen gebruikt worden als additionele parameters in financiële applicaties, wat in de geteste gevallen leidt tot nauwkeurigere uitkomsten. Deze veelbelovende
applicaties kunnen goed van pas komen in (semi-)geautomatiseerde omgevingen. Dit inachtnemend, is voor de detectie van gebeurtenissen een rooskleurige toekomst weggelegd.
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